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Come out!
The Maine Lesbian & Gay Film Festival has
returned. This third annual festival offers
films spanning 60 years and focusing on
relationships and feelings. Film fans of all
persuasions should look forward to a
weekend of eye-opening fare.
Seepage 20
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Channel One:
tuning in,
turning on, or
dropping out?

0()

Two local school
systems consider
TVs in class

~
-...

')

You drop your child off
at South Portland High
School in the morning.
During a first period class,
her teacher turns to a
television on a pedestal.
"We're going to watch the
news," she says.
On comes a clip of
rioting in Los Angeles,
reported by an NBC news
correspondent. Later, an
anchor narrates a segment
on the latest presidential
polls, which show billionaire H. Ross Perot moving
into a dead heat y,'ith
Governor Clinton and
Pre~ident Bush.
Then the announcers cut
away. Onto the screen rolls
a Beatles rock song and
black-and-white cuts of
bouncing, athletic bodies.
At the end: a Nike logo.
The next ad is for Burger
King hamburgers, the next
for M&M's candy. Then it's
back to the rest of the news.
This is Channel One, the
controversial school news
program beamed in daily
from Tennessee.
"We're seIling our kids
out for ad vertising," said
South Portland Board of
Education member Julie
Conroy, a vocal critic of the
program.
"I don't think it's
offensive," replied South
Portland board member
Andre Hemond. '1 think
it's a good idea."
Over some parents'
objections, both South
Portland and Windham
school officials are expected
to approve the programming early in June.
Continued on page 2
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A field of horses pounds toward the finish line at Scarborough Downs.

....
CBW(Tonee Harbert

Gambling on Scarborough Downs
Harness racing is a "dying" sport, and 'Downs owner Joe Ricci says he will
sell off southern Maine's only track unless the state gives him a tax break.
• By Mishe Piet/dewicz
Night cast its spell on Scarborough Downs. A sidelong glance
at the grandstand offered a fleeting glimpse of the romantic
elegance the racetrack was meant to inspire.
Soft lights danced around the groomed track and shimmered
off 4O-foot windows. The Singsong drawl of the announcer
resonated through the darkness, rising in pitch at the end of each
sentence. Lathered horses harnessed to colorful carts stretched
their long limbs around the oval track.
But Scarborough Downs has seen better days. Inside the
airplane hanger that houses the grandstand, the illusion of
elegance is shattered. The ceilings are stained by water damage.
Paint peels off every surface. The red cement floors are littered
with losing tickets.
And in that harsher light, it's easier to believe Scarborough

Downs owner Joseph Ricci's apocalyptic prediction that "harness
racing in Maine is inevitably dying."
Forty-year veteran trainer Don Richards blamed the increasing use of drugs among horses and drivers and the yearlong
racing season. (The 'Downs races 220 days a year.)
Ricci blamed "SO years of corrupt politicians" and heavy
taxes. He said the structure of the industry in Maine guarantees
its failure.
And Ricci said that, short of an act of God or the Legislature,
he will pull the plug on the 'Downs. After thus-far unsuccessful
bids to bring outdoor concerts to Scarborough Downs and offtrack betting just about everywhere else, Ricci is looking for
other things to do with his prime tract of undeveloped land.
"Scarborough Downs is in the process of an orderly l8-month
liqUidation plan," said Ricci. "As it stands now, the land value
exceeds the value of the track."
Continued on page 12
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Coast Guard, state
draw up bridge
compromise
Coast Guard officials in
York have met transportation officials from Maine
halfway over the length of
the new Portland Bridge. The
compromise sets the stage for
construction to begin next
year.
'The bottom line was, we
finally got the right players
around the table with the
same motivation to get this
very important settled as
quickly as possible," said
Coast Guard Capt. John
"Jack" McGowan, who
oversees Portland Harbor.
The parties reached two
compromises during a May
20 meeting. The state agreed
to extend the drawbridge by
about 10 feet while setting
each of the bridge's "fenders"
an additional few feet back
from the river. McGowan
said oil tankers, which are
becoming ever larger,
necessitated the greater
width.
The design changes will
add about $2.5 million to the
construction project's $165
million cost.
As part of the deal, the
Coast Guard may ask ships to
travel through the bridge
area more slowly than
required by law. That, said
McGowan, would further
reduce the risk of collisions.
The Coast Guard may also
request or require tankers to
use two tugboats when
traveling through the bridge,
he said .
Maine transportation
officials have estimated the
project, slated to begin next
year, will crea te 7,000 local
jobs.

·PersonallnJury

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: May 20 through 26, 1992.

South Portland, Windham
debate classroom boob tubes
Continued from front page

FROM BABIES
TO BIG KIDS ••.
TOMMY'S COVERS
THEM ALL!
OUTERWEAR
windbreakers
raincoats
rainboots

hoodesl

PlAYWEAR

sweatshirts
foul weather
gear

100% cotton
pants, shorts,
I-shirts
jeans
sunhals
sunglasses

FOR BABY

Flaphappy hats
beach robes
infant coveralls
cotton t-shirts
wind breakers
baby bags
pants
cotton long johns
diaper bags

FOOTFUIII
canvas slippers
canvas sneakers
Toddler University
shoes

WATERSPORTS
wei suits & masks .J
snorkels & fins
~
coastguard approved
life tackets
boogie boards
kick boards
aqua learn su~s
suits
aqua sox
beach bags
swimsuits
lerri beach robe

Columbia. F1aphappy • Kid Kritter • Widgeon •
Sara's Prints • Cherry Tree • LaCrosse Boot •
Nil<e • Toucans.
• Bu&1e Boy Swimwear
• Little Naturals
• Toddler UniVErsity

Open: Mon-Sat. 8 amoS pm
Thurs. 'til 8 pm

RUGGED AND FUNCTIONAL OUTDOOR CLOTHING FOR KIDS

tommy's
K

I

o s

G E A

273 Congress St., • Portland 772-5357
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The Whittle Educational Network in Tennessee offers school
systems acrosS the country a simple deal: It gives them a small
satellite dish, a color television for each classroom and several
videocassette recorders - free. Then it beams them a daily 12minute news program the night before, so school officials can
preview the show for appropriate content. In return for receiving Channel One, participating schools get free year-round use
of the equipment.
But Channel One has received a mixed reception in Greater
Portland. Westbrook school officials voted against accepting the
programming in 1990. Portland nixed it in 1991. Windham' s
school committee approved Channel One this past April, but it
will reconsider that decision at a June 3 meeting in response to
parental outcry. South Portland's Board of Education, said to
favor the plan, will wrestle with the proposal June 8.
Parents are concerned because the news show includes two
minutes of advertising.
"I don't want South Portland taking a role in dispensing
commercials. I want us to dispense education," said South
Portland board member Conroy.
'They'll give us all kinds of neat toys to sell our kids out ...
This is going to subject our children to one viewpoint every
single day, the news as seen through the eyes of the Whittle .
Educational Network." Conroy noted that products advertised
on the program include Nike shoes, Burger King hamburgers,
M&M's candy and Gatorade sports drinks.
Conroy also said Whittle's contract with school systems
requires that 90 percent of a school's students watch the channel
for 90 percent of the school year. That stipulation, she said,
amounts to forced viewing.
But board member Hemond, former South Portland High
School principal, disagreed.
"It's not a bad idea to have kids exposed to current events,"
he said. "I don't think kids normally watch the morning or
evening news. This would get them doing that."
Hemond said he was satisfied that neither the advertising
nor the news offered by Channel One was offensive or subversive.
'They're exposed to (advertising) anyway, all the time. We
all are," he said. Hemond approves of the news programming
because it emphasizes diversity and portrays many people of
color. "Our kids tend to be very provincial," he noted.
The Portland school system was also approached by Channel
One last year, but rejected the proposal on several grounds.
"We discussed it with the superintendent's staff and reoommended to the School Committee that we not be involved with
it," said Bill Doughty, Portland Public Schools' director of
curriculum and assessment. 'The committee agreed with our
assessment."
Doughty said the channel would have violated a no-advertising policy the school system adopted last spring. "It became
very clear that Channel One wouldn't have been an option
anyway," he noted.
Doughty also said the programming was rejected because
"kids watch far too much TV already" and they constitute a
"captive audience (in the classroom). Kids don't have a choice
about whether they can be there or not."
The contract does contain an inherent "parents' veto." If
enough parents (10 percent) pulled children from Channel One
viewing in class, the entire school would automatically lose the
system.
Windham's School Committee meeting will be held Wednesday, June 3 at 7 p.m. in the Community Center on School Road.
South Portland's Board of Education will meet Monday, June
8 at 7 p.m. in South Portland City Hall.
Paul Karr

Bush fishes as
K' port burns
over ACT UP
Kennebunkport parents
and school officials yanked
elementary school children
from a Memorial Day parade
in fear that an AIDS protest
would tum violent. But the
activist group involved only
handed out patriotically
colored condoms.
"(The message was) 'We
die, Bush does nothing' ....
He' s cutting funding for
research again, he doesn't
comment on the AIDS crisis,"
said Maryanne Scalley, an
ACT UP/Portland member
who handed out "lots" of red ,
white and blue condoms
along the parade route that
snaked through downtown
Kennebunkport.
The crowd remained
"eerily" silent when ACT UP
walked by, she said.
Leo Martin, superintendent for School Administrative District 71, had pulled
third-grade musicians from
the parade because he said he
feared violence. Some parents
later followed his lead.
During the parade, ACT
UP members were insulated
from other marchers by a car.

Continued on page 4

Workers Compensation

CIVIL LITIGATION

K CASCO BAY

"Free Initial Consultallon In Injury cases and Fees paid only upon remvery.
Evening and weekend appointments available.

Ne~

3

Call about Rates,
Dates and
Possibilities

JOHN J. SEARS
- - Attorney At law-774-7500' 1-800-780-4555
97A Exchange St., Portland, Me.

SAGO Rft/fR

OlrI'111'rl'IUIS

127 MARGINAL WAY, PORTLAND· 773-0910· OPEN 7 DAYS

orne Theater Surround
Sound AM/FM Receiver
BACK BAY TOWER

SONY~1I*3

Music, theater, art, restaurants, shopping, special
outdoor activities .. . it's all right up the street or just
around the corner from Back Bay Tower. Or if you
prefer the comforts of home, here are more reasons
for living at Portland's finest intown address:

Special $550 list $650

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Panoramic views of Back Bay, Casco Bay and the White Mountains
Indoor pool, saunas and exercise room
Secure parking garage
State-of-the-Art security
Secluded rooftop terrace garden
Elegant lobby with concierge
Spacious 2 and 3 bedroom apartments with plenty of closets
Private balconies and terraces
On-site management and maintenance
25 different floor plans

or call for
an appointment

401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101

..

WATERBED
SALE

~

--..L...:..4=----_ ~.·Ul E~land

(Hi-Fi) Music tompany

772-7050

f&~

• Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound • Discrete Output
Transistors • Universal wireless remote control
• 5 channels including center channel amplifiers

$9995

WER UNDER BED
6-Dtt~RAGE SYS1EM

. W terbeds or .
Use w\tb : ss & Boxspnng
con'Jen\\ona\ Ma re

1Ia£J

HEBEDWORKS
WATER BED & MATTRESS CO.

299 FOREST AVENUE
773-5762
next to Portland Lighting

424 Payne Rd., Scarborough, ME 04074· (207) 883-4173
"Just one extra mile south of the Maine Mall."

COOKIN

,

KATAHDIN
"J asmine". The word was a whisper, the lips that spol<e it full
sensitive, and disturbingly near. ''Will you dine with me tonight?"
Her throat -:vas,dry. "~ should like to," she told him . "So do you
hke Katahdm?" Jasmme colored and could not meet his eyes. "I
find it very good." she murmured, with hesitation.
"Liar," he.commented, and cast his glance across the bay. She
looked at him and could not control the faintest tremor of her
lower lip. She hoped he did not notice it, but little, it seemed
escaped him. "Te ll me, he coaxed, reaching out and touching her
cheek, "have you ever been [0 Katahdin ?" His dark eyes searched
hers and her heart tilted like the earth knocked off its axis.
She stammered, "I spent the last year in Europe on a personal
matter and word of Katahdin has yet to reach those distant
shores." His eyes swung to look at her. Her cheeks burned at his
expression which was part admiration and was part taunting. He
smlled and looked even more handsome, if that were possible.
"Ah, that expla ins it my dear. You seem too worldly and
sophisticated not [0 know of our city's favorite new restaurant.
Did that private matter concern another man ?"
She colored, so he must have paid her a compliment. She was,
after all , dark-haired and attractive. However, she was too astute
to be caught by his cleverly phrased question. She resented his
seemingly clu~sy manner of prying into her private life. "So you
thmk my !lfe IS one long holiday?"
"It will be, Jasmine, it will be. We'll dine at Katahdin every
evening. You and I will start at the top of the menu and eat our
way to the bottom. \'11 shower you with their homemade desserts
and bathe you in their wine. Yes, your life will be a romp." He
clasped her hands and leaned towards her.
For the first time she knew the touch of those lips. They
brushed hers once, twice , and left her wanting more. "For the
summer," he said,"we'll be just two people together. There'll be
no past for u~ and the future won't matter. Only the present will
eXist and we 11 make the most of it. Agreed?"
She nodded. She could not have done otherwise. She was
mesmerised by his dark, piercing eyes. "So it's Katahdin tonight
my love 1" She answered him with a kiss.
-To Be Continued-
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774-1740
SPRING AND HIGH STREET
MON.THURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - llPM
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School & Sports

PHYSICALS
Need a physical for spring sports camp?
What about college registration?

We'll make it easy.
Call today to schedule an
appointment.
Martin's Point
HEALTH CARE CENTERS

595
Brighton

871-1588

Avenue

We'll cut
our best price
.
on fitness
if you will.
.

r--------------------I
1

-I
1

1

Three Months. $1291
With Coupon.

1
1

1

L____ Offer Expire~un:.30, 1992 _____ :.

A bevy of state and local
police and Secret Service
agents stood by, but made no
arrests.
Afterward', nine marchers
lay down in a street and
covered themselves with red
carnations to symbolize the
deadly threat of AIDS while
someone sang "Amazing
Grace." Later, ACT UP
members power-walked
through town and chained
themselves to the door of the
town's post office.
While 40 protesters filled
the streets, Maine Gov. John
R. McKernan jOined President
George Bush for 18 holes of
golf. Bush, golfing and
boating in Kennebunkport
over Memorial Day weekend,
wouldn't comment on the
flap - or anything else.
"Don't ask, don' t ask,"
said Bush, riding past
reporters on a motorized golf
cart. Bush did pause to
describe his golf game (and
his AIDS awareness?) as
"really bad."

OOB boots OTB
An image-conscious Town
Council rejected a plan to
establish the state's first offtrack betting parlor in Old
Orchard BeaclJ..
Opponents said a betting
parlor at the Surf 6 restaurant
would attract alcoholics and
gambling addicts to Old
Orchard Beach, reinforcing
the "honky-tonk" image that
this resort community has
been trying to shed .
"It's not going to bring the
drunks and druggies,"
refuted former Councilor
Paul Ladakakos. "They're
already here."
Other supporters contended that the betting parlor
would attract more tourists,
provide more jobs and pump
an estimated $10,000 a day
into the regional economy
without damaging the town.
The council voted 5-0
against the plan offered by
Scarborough Downs owner
Joseph Ricci.
Ricci has permission to
open a parlor in Lewiston,
but the project has been
delayed .

Westbrook asks
state to rule on
. de-Inking plant
,

see the difference great fitness can make.
But first, you have to make the cut.

You'll never know 'til you try!
(207) 772-5444

One City Center • Portland, ME
*New joining members only.

Aldermen from Westbrook
have joined Gorham councilors in asking the state to
assume licensing of a proposed de-inking plant on the
Presumpscot River. The
unanimously approved
resolve, which doesn't take
any position on the plant,
asks the Maine Department
of Environmental Protection
(DEP) to review and rule on
the plan.
"If you agree the plant will

have regional impact, the real
question is, who js in a better
position to (evaluate) the
effect on the entire region DEP or the town of
Windham," said Westbrook
Alderman Lionel Dumond.
"To me it's painfully
obvious that it's DEP .. . I just
don't want (dollar signs) to
blind (Windham's) eyes to
regional impacts. Windham
would do a good job assessing it, but I think DEP would
be more impartial."
Windham is one of four
Maine communities that can
do its own review of projects
without state environmental
overSight. But a neighboring
town can take that privilege
away if its planning board
chooses to do so. The
Westbrook Planning Board is
expected to make such a
request before Windham's
June 9 vote on the plan t, said
Dumond.
The resolution passed in
Westbrook is virtually
identical to one previously
approved by Gorham town
councilors. It states that
"because of its location, size
and character, this project
may substantially impact the
residents of Westbrook and
other communities in this
region."
Windham's Planning
Board will hold a critical vote
on the project June 1.

Scarborough
to get 911
In a few months, most
Scarborough residents will be
able to dial911 instead of a
seven-digit number for
emergency assistance thanks
to a May 20 vote by the Town
Council.
According to Police Chief
Hollis Dixon, the town will
be getting a basic 911 system
which will allow callers to
reach an emergency dispatcher immediately. The
system is capable of keeping
a line open if the operator
fears a caller might hang up.
It can also terminate prank
calls.
The system, which costs
$1,600 to install and about
$924 a year to maintain, will
be running in about 10
weeks, Dixon said. Three
lines will be used for the
system and each line will
have a caller identification
box.
Some Scarborough
residents who live near Cape
Elizabeth or North
Scarborough, however, won't
be able to use the system
because those towns don't
have Scarborough phone
prefixes.
The Town Council began
looking into a pOSSible 911
system one year ago after
waiting for state assistance.
"It was going to be a long
wait," Dixon said.

Freeport clam flats
opened and shut
The Harraseeket River
clam flats that provide
Freeport clam diggers with
Continued on page 6
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JUNE 6 '2ND ANNUAL

Browse through 54 booths representing
hoi i s-t ie, psychi can d as t raI art s., 9am - ,5pm.
At the King Pine Base Lodge, E. Madison, N. H.
Admission: $3
(

(children 12 & under free)
BOOTHS STILL AVAILABLE: $40 & $50

SEMINARS INCLUDE:

* Ramona Garcia- Life After Death- Spiritualism & Reincarnation
* Paula Cercel- The Aura As ADiagnostic Tool
* Spirituality &Shamanism, Spirit of the Warrior
* Becky Mulkern- Healing Naturally
*Jay Constant- Iridoligy-Iris Analysis
* Gail Edwards- The Wise Woman Healing Tradition of Herbs
*Ansara- Astrology as a Way of Identifying Your Soul Contract

Purity Sprin8 Resort
HOME OF King Pine SKI AREA
Rt. 153 • E. Madison, NH 03849

1-800-367-8897
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and sororities argued in vain
that the ruling would limit
their rights of freedom of
association.

Will that be

PAPER, PLASTIC, OR LATEX?
Paper or plastic bags are great for carting your groceries home. And if you're
sexually active, make sure there are a few latex condoms around for those
special, intimate moments. Latex has been proven to effectively reduce the risk
of HIV transmission, as well as other sexually transmitted diseases.

Use a latex condom every time!
To find out more information about latex condoms,
call the Maine AIDS Information Line at 1-800-8S1-AIDS.
It's anonymous and it's toll-free!
(A PUBUC SEIMCE MESSAGE BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE MAINE AIDS AUIANCE AND THE AETNA FOUNDATION)

Why Is Everyone
Talking About

Rosie's?

***

./ Rosie's Is a
Restaurant with a
Tavern atmosphere.
,/ Rosie's dishes out fantastic fare such as Pizza's
• Cal zones' Burgers· Nacho's' Steak Dinners
, Pasta and a dozen and a half sandwiches
that run the gamut.
,/ Dally Lunch /!( Dinner Specials starting at $~. 95
./ Rosie's has been called the Dart l':Iecca of
Portland and has brought home the plaques /!(
trophies to prove sol
./ Arguably the best food and drink prices in
the Old Portl

v' All Day Every Day - Jumbo Shrimp Special 2/$1

330 Fore street • Old Port • 772-5656

Continued from page 4

most of their business were
reopened for digging May 18,
but closed down again just
one week later.
Under an agreement with
the Maine Department of
Marine Resources (DMR),
overflow from Freeport's
sewer plant or excess rainfall
automatically causes the flats
to be shut down for five days.
The flats are then tested to
see if they are safe, said
Thomas Bennett, chairman of
the Freeport Shellfish Commission.
The flats were reopened
May 18, but closed again May
25 after the sewage plant
overflowed once again. The
flats have been closed down
eight times for sewer overflow since January, according
to Bennett, and three times
for other reasons; as a result,
the flats have been open just
three weeks this year. Many
of the town's 63 commercial
clam diggers - who depend
on business in the summer
months to support themselves the rest of the year are frustrated .
"A lot of people are going
to be hurting," Bennett said.
He said some diggers have
approached the commission
about filing a civil suit
against the sewer plant.
The shellfish business
brings in $1 million a year to
the town, Bennett noted, and
half of Freeport's clams are
taken from the Harraseeket
flats.

Bowdoin dumps
single-sex frats

It'saGiveaway!

WORLD GYM

Come into
during the month of May
and take part in the grand opening - you could win a trip for two to a fabulous
SUPERCLUBS RESORT in Jamaica arranged by HEWINS TRAVEL.

NO CATCHES ••• NO SURPRISES ••• NO KIDDING •••
It's your chance to check out Southern Maine's premier full-service health facility open
24 hours weekdays and 7 am to 8 pm on weekends. Come in for a free tour, free trial
membership and sign up for your chance to win a relaxing trip to Jamaica!

TOUR THE CLUB THAT HAS EVERYTHING

125 Exercise Stations· Fitness training. Free Weights· Aerobics· Nutritional
Counseling' Free Baby-Sitting· Saunas· Tanning Booths· Massage· Juice
Bar • Cardio Fitness Center • Southern Maine Physical Therapy • Pro Shop

GRAND OPENING MAY 30th, 10am to 2pm
200 LARRABEE ROAD • EXIT 8 • 854-5000

HEWINS I Carlson~el Network
_-.... " SM

Scott Watson Dan Hamblet

One day before Bowdoin
College graduation ceremonies celebrated the 20th
anniversary of coeducation at
the school, governing boards
voted to make all social
groups on campus coed.
The May 22 vote prohibits
Single-sex fraternities or
sororities from taking on new
members next fall. They must
cease functioning by September 1993. The ruling affects all
on-campus social groups,
including three all-male
fraternities and one all-female
sorority. A 1988 vote to
prohibit Single-sex fraternities did not include "unrecognized" fraternities, said
Portland Mayor Tom Allen, a
member of the governing
board. Some fraternities have
also skirted the rule by
allowing women to join as
"social members" who amid
not live in fraternity housing.
The new rule contains no
such loopholes. "We wanted
a clear, consistent policy."
Allen said. "Women
shouldn't be members of an
organization which rerognizes them as serond-class
citizens."
Students in favor of
keeping Single-sex fraterni ties

Mystery tank
blows up MERC
A propane gas tank buried
amidst trash taken to the
Maine Energy Rerovery
Corp. (MERC) has been
blamed as the cause of an
explosion that damaged the
Biddeford incinerator.
No one was injured in the
May 20 blast, which tore a 20foot hole in the roof, shattered windows at a nearby
mill and could be heard as far
away as Old Orchard Beach.
The trash-to-energy
incinerator has been a source
of controversy in recent
years, as residents complained of noise, odors and
massive ash blowouts.
Randall Parenteau,
business administrator at
MERC, said the company
agrees that the propane tank
caused the explOSion but does
not know how a tank could
have gotten into the system.
"Obviously, it was a full
one," he said.

Bernie gets four
fashionless months
Bernard Chapman,
longtime owner of Bernie's
Fashions in downtown
Portland, has been ordered to
serve four months in prison
for credit card fraud .
The 75-year-old women's
clothier, who said he broke
the law in a futile attempt to
save his failing business, was
also sentenced May 20 to
serve four months of house
arrest followed by two years
of probation.
U.S. District Judge Gene
Carter imposed a $10,000 fine
and said Chapman must pay
restitution. Chapman charged
58 unsuspecting credit card
holders for fake purchases
totaling $50,667.90, according
to Assistant U.S. Attorney
Paula Silsby.
Bernie's Fashions had been
a Congress Street fixture for
53 years but the decline of the
downtown shopping district
had caused business to drop
off. The store closed last
winter.
The future of Chapman's
new store, Bernie Chapman's
Fashions, is "iffy," according
to Chapman's attorney.
Chapman has only one
employee, who will have to
manage the store while he is
in prison.

OSHA fines BIW
dry dock S35k
The u.s. Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has proposed
that Bath Iron Works (BIW)
be fined $35,000 for a safety
violation at the shipbuilder'S
Portland dry dock.
The citation alleges that
employees "narrowly
escaped serious injury or
death when (a) port 'flying
bridge' fell from its supports
during installation on the dry

dock" on March 2.
BIW spokesman Kevin
Gildart said the company
acknowledges that the
accident was serious but is
contesting the proposed
violation and fine.

Barringer among
Muskle Institute
director finalists
Five finalists have been
named for the position of
permanent director of the
University of Southern
Maine's (USM) Edmund
Muskie Institute of Public
Affairs. Its current director,
Dr. Richard Barringer, is the
only local finalist.
Barringer is current! y in
his second two-year, fixedlength contract with USM,
which expires in August.
"He's done a fine job, but we
need to fill a poSition on a
full-time basis, not on a fixedlength contract," said USM
Provost John Deegan.
Other finalists include Dr.
Beaufort B. Longest Jr. of the
University of Pittsburgh, Dr.
Jeffrey S. Luke of the University of Oregon, Dr. Phillip W.
Roeder of the University of
Kentucky, and Dr. John
Clayton Thomas of the
University of Missouri.
The directorship involves
running the graduate program in management and
public policy. A director will
be chosen in the next three to
four weeks, said Robert
Caswell, director of university media relations.

SAD 15 joins
school reform
On May 20, Maine became
the ninth state to sign onto an
educational reform campaign
that encourages creative
approaches aimed at teaching
all students to think productively.
School Administrative
District 15 - serving the
Gray-New Gloucester area is among nine schools and
districts around the state that
have been picked to take the
lead in the "Re: Learning"
program.
The program is centered
around nine general goals,
which emphasize student
participation in the teaching
process, grad uation standards based on mastery of
subjects rather than completion of courses, and goals
limited to "essential" skills
and knowledge that appl~ to
all students.

Levenson bows
out of MHRC bid
Gov. John R. McKernan
has withdrawn the nomination of Elizabeth P. Levenson
to the Maine Human Rights
Commission, at her request,
in the face of solid opposition
from Democrats on the
Judiciary Committee.
Levenson, a Portland
"resident, "felt that it had
become a circus environment," said McKernan
spokesman Willis Lyford.
Continued on page 8
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"A room without
books is a body
without soul."
- Cicero (106 -42 B.C.)

•

Visit the Independent
Booksellers -

Allen scon Books
89 Exchange St. Portland
207-774-2190
Mon-Sat11-6, Open most Sundays
12:30-5. call ahead
The ambiance in this small intimate
bookstore encourages browsing in a
lillie private world of 17,000
interesting and uncommon used and
out-of-print books. Th is includes a
large collection of art books, and a
number of civil war titles including
Pullew's 20th Maine,
Chamberlain's Passing of the
Armies, Smith's History of the
19th Maine Regiment, Tobie's
History of the 1st Maine Cavalry, and
Wallace's Soul of the Uonand
several others.

Books Etc.
38 Exchange St., Portland
207-774-0626
Mon-Sat10-6. Sun 12-5
Soulhern Maine's Lilerary Mecca.
Extensive collection of: Ficlion classic & contemporary, poetry, art &
architecture, psychology & self-help,
philosophy & religion, mythology &
folklore, Native American, nature,
history & politics, business, cooking,
nautical, travel & maps, children's
books, etc. We special order any
book in print. Gift wrap and shipping
world wide. Corporate inquiries
welcome.

they're the ones who
know and love
books.

•

~!IIIII".·liSI·~

Center for New
Age Sbldies
Bookstore
Thompson's PI. Bldg. 1A . Portland
207-775-7135
Mon-Fri 10-5:30, Sat 10-4
Credit Cards Accepted
Our bookstore offers a large variety of
metaphysical and self-empowering
literature; magical crystals, cryslal
jewelry, flower essences, essential
oils, runes, angel chimes, rain sticks,
inspirational new age cards, tapes,
incense, pottery and Native American
crafts. We also offer a Networking
Center available to all.
,

. '.

",

Rames Cafe
Bookstore
Classic and contemporary literature.
Small, Universily and Allernative
press tilles. Hard to find periodicals.
Discounts for reading groups and
frequent buyers. Special orders and
shipping with a smile. Recommended: Chalice and the Blade,
Declarations of Independence,
Hidden from History, Your
Child's Self-Esteem.

Atraditional antiquarian shop:
thousands of reasonably priced 19th
& early 20th cenlury classics,
second-hand books in all fields from
horticulture to the Civil War,
paperbacks in our bargain basement
atlhe lowest prices in lown.
Knowledgable staff - great selection
- since 1974.

,

,

555 Congress St., Portland
207-3930
Mon-Fri 9:30-5, Wed-Thurs 9:30-8. Sat
9:30-5. Sun 12-5

241 Congless St., Portland
207-773-4200
Open evel)' day 10-5, Sun 12-5
We buy books too!

.

..
,

Carlson Turner
Books

Annie's Book Stop
295 Forest Ave., Portland
207-761-4474
Mon-Fri 9-6. Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5
824 Roosevelt Trail, Windham
207-892-9366
Mon-Fri 9:30-6, Sat 9:30-5, Sun 12-5
Recycle your gently-read paperbacks
al Annie's. We have thousands of preread paperbacks from current
bestsellers to the classics for readers
of all ages.

The Book Review
Falmouth Shopping Center
Between Shaw's and Rich's
US Rt One. Falmouth
207-781-4808
Open 7 Days, iJ.:luding every weekday
evening, Mon-Fri 9-8. Sat 9-5, Sun
Noon-5
Afamily-run (would you believe
brother and sister?!) shop, in a
convenient location, with a unique
mix of mainstream and independent
publishers. There's a nice leather
armchair for you to peruse our books
and a couple of small ones for the
youngsters in our large children's
department. Also magazines you
won't find in the supermarket and a
large selection of greeting cards from
recycled paper.

The Store at Maine
Audubon Society
118 Old Rt One. Falmouth
Mon·Sat9-5. Sun 12-5
Maine's natural history book store
stocking field guides, i.d. guides,
children's books & toys, binoculars,
bi rd feeders and gifts. We have the
books to help you enjoy and
understand nalure.

Harbour Books
40A Lafayette St.. Rl 88
Yarmouth. ME 04096
207 -846-6306
A lovely setting, avery complete
selection and specialties in marine,
children's and fiction books. Special
orders. Waler side restaurant next
door. Wonderful gifts for Weddings and Graduations! NY Times
hardcover beslsellers - always 20%
Off!

;11.1.1111··~i;·.'!II\i.'~

Gulf of Maine
Books
61 Mai nSt.. BlUnswick 04011
207-729-5083
Mon-Sat9:3O-5
Since 1979, Maine's independent
alternative. Specialties include
literary remainders, women's titles,
regional and small press titles, green
and bioregional, Native American
poetry and children's titles, mixed
with hot sauce, magazines and cards.

It's Academic
134 Maine St., Brunswick
207-725-8516
Open Daily 9-8. Sunday 12-5
Booksellers for the adventurous readers.
Great Summer Reading: Sea
Kayaking Along the New England
Coast(Tamsin Venn), Learning to
Rock Climb (Michael Loughman),
Impossible Vacation (Spalding
Gray), Loving and Leaving the
Good Life (Helen Nearing), After
Henry(John Didion) and Harry and
the Waccamaw(Franklin
Burroughs)

May28,1992
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High court rules French heritage club
doesn't have to admit women

The NEW Classic Pakistani Restaurant

·KABOB1NCURRY
-W. invite IJ01' to _ a little ofour culture.•
Tangy - and hot or mild to auit your taste.

EVERYDAY LUNCH SPECIAL $3.95

Traditional Pakistani Dinners
featuring

Authentic Tandoori Chicken Ttkkas

I
'don1t

with

share

New

Not when it
eomes to my
AVEDA.HerbalShrunpoo

Fashions
From
JONES NEW YORK

Made from pure plaut aud Dower
esseuees, each shampoo is
specifically deSigned to enhance
- or subdue - those glints of red,
shimmers of blonde, or shades of gray.

Now open 'til 8pm
on Fridays
and Saturdays

JONES NEWYORK
FACTORV STORES

Open seven days
31 Main Street
The Mikasa Building
Freeport, ME • 865-3158

Get
your
own!

DICTURf
rOURSflf

773-4457

~
We're Maine's only

at the comer of

Middle and Exchange Sts.

57 EXCHANGE STREEf

AVEDA·

concept salon .

----------------------~

REOPENING
FOR THE SUMMER
::

-:

. :;

"
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wcated on Canco Road,
off Washington Aoiemu, Portland

774-8664

or

..

.~.:

:z-

Lobsters, Burgers, Seafood, •
Salads, Ice cream, Beer & Wine
Serving Breakfast Weekends 7:30 - 11

Jeffi'?

LAKESIDE

COOL FOOD ON A COOL DECK
Pleasant 25 min. drive from Portland
J(oute 114 on Sebago Lake, 787-3009
·We use cholesterol free canoia oil.

Levenson's opponents said
they were concerned about
whether she would be able to
remain objective in weighing
allegations of illegal discrimination against employers,
landlords and others.
Rep. Cushman D. Anthony,a South Portland
Democrat, said Levenson is
an able advocate, but not
qualified for a quaSi-judicial
post, "a nomination for the
wrong position."

BNAS to get $4.9
million in pork
The Navy plans to spend
$4,9 million to repair Hangar
No. 1 at Brunswick Naval Air
Station.
U.S. Sens. George Mitchell
and William Cohen were
quick to take joint credit for
pumping up the national
debt so that Brunswick could
house aging relics of the Cold
War in better digs.
"Repair of this building is
essential to continued smooth
operations at the Brunswick
Naval Air Station," said the
big-spender senators.
The project involves
overhauling the 50-year-old
hangar, which is held up by
wooden tru sses. The build ing
is used to repair and maintain
the base's P-3 Orion aircraft,
which were designed to hunt
for Soviet submarines.
The Soviet Union ceased to
exist late last year.

Norway picks
Portland ad firm

~

r

Continued from page 7

BACK COVE ESTATES

wcated off Ocean AoietWe
OtIeTlooldng BaxteT Boulemrd, Portland.

774-8842

• Elegant single-level Capes and Gardens
• Beautiful two-story Townhouses
• Choice of 1 or 2 baths
• Outside Storage
• Private Entrances and Patios
• Fully applianced kitchens
• Washer/Dryer Hook-ups
• 24-hr Maintenance
• Assigned Parking spaces!
• Swimming Pool, Tennis Courts, Clubhouse
----~----~~~----------

A Portland advertising
agency with 15 employees
beat out some of the nation's
top public-relations companies to land a contract with
Norway to promote the 1994
Winter OlympicS in the
United States.
Holt, Hughes & Stamell,
which was among 14 agencies competing for the
contract, will handle U.s.
public relations for the
Norwegian government for
the '94 games in Lillehammer. The account is
expected to be worth in
excess of $1 million.
The agency won because
of itstimovative ideas and its
experience in promoting
Norwegian salmon in the
United States, said Bjorn
Forfang, deputy trade
comrpissioner for the Trade
Commission of Norway. "We
wanted to see," he said , that
"they really understood the
message of Norway."

Mariners gone
The Maine Mariners have
become the Providence
Bruins.
Portland's former AHL
team has Signed a IS-year
deal to be the top farm club
Continued on page 10

The Maine Supreme Court has ruled that an all-male French
heritage club in Augusta does not have to admit women as
members.
The Maine Supreme Judicial Court ruled unanimously that
Le Club Calumet has not violated the state Human Rights Act
in barring women from joining because club membership is not
a public accommodation.
The May 22 decision was hailed by the club's attorney as a
vindication of the rights of ethnic groups to associate among
themselves.
The complex legal case grew from the club's refusal to allow
Nancy Albert Ellis, a woman of French descent, to become a
member solely on the grounds that she is a woman ..
Ellis, who sued after she was denied membership in the club,
declined to comment. But her attorney contended the ruling
legitimizes discrimination and said he was considering an
appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Founded in 1922 in Augusta, Le Club Calumet has more than
800 members today and is devoted to preserving and promoting the French language and Maine's Franco-American culture.
Membership in the club is restricted to Franco-American
males of legal drinking age. The club holds weekly membership
meetings in a portion of its building that is open only to members, along with suppers, dances and other social events for its
members and their guests,
But the club also holds a variety of social functions open to
the public, ranging from weekly bingo games to a yearly
Franco-American festival.
The case turned on the issue of whether the club fit the
definition of "a public accommodation."
Maine's Human Rights Act bars public accommodations
offering such services as the sale of food or alcohol froIl)
discriminating against people on the basis of their sex or
national origin.
The Maine Human Rights Commission sued the club on
Ellis' behalf. Superior Court Chief Justice Thomas Delahanty
ruled last summer that Le Club Calumet fits the definition of a
public accommodation and ordered it to stop discriminating
against women.
But the Supreme Court justices disagreed with Delahanty in
ruling on the club's appeal.
''The pri vilege to which plaintiff Nancy Ellis seeks access .. . is
not attendance at the beano games or festivals or catered events,
which are undeniably public and open to all," the high court's
ruling said.
Rather, it continued, Ellis "seeks membership in the club and
access to the weekly meetings and other activities conducted
solely for members. Throughout its history, Le Club Calumet
has confined access to such meetings and activities to its male
Franco-American members," the ruling notes.
Ellis and the human rights commission "offered no evidence
that club membership is essential to the maintenance of social or
business opportunities in the Augusta community," the high
court said.
"Moreover, the present record does not permit a finding that
club membership ... is an advantage or privilege that is publicly
available," the court concluded.
The justices noted they were applying state law as it is now
written, but that the Legislature "remains free to expand the
scope of the Maine Human Rights Act."
Ellis' attorney, Hal Weisberger, contended the decision
legitimizes discrimination by private clubs against all minorities, not just women.
"J disagree with that whole theory," he said. "What's to stop
it from being race discrimination? What if it was an all-white
club that had their private little membership downstairs and
brought in hundreds of thousands of dollars into their public
functions? Based on their rationC\le here, they could say that
there's no disadvantage to minorities," he said.
But the club's attorney, Valerie Stanfill, disagreed.
"No one is saying it's OK to discriminate if it's a public
accommodation. The point is it's not - this is a private club,"
she said.
''There's no question that discrimination against women and
other groups in this country has been a problem historically.
But there's also an essential right to association' and free speech
- essentially, to have dinner with the people you want to have
dinner with.
"Private ethnic clubs serve a real function in our society," she
said. "I'm really glad to see the court has recognized that and
upheld that function and right."
Andre Lacasse, the club's liaison for its legal committee, said
he was ecstatic about the decision.
'We felt that if we had lost then it would have been very,
very difficult to continue the tradition of doing what we felt
was very, very important - namely fostering Franco-American
culture," he said.
William C. Hidlayrrhe Associated Press
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Save $20 on our famous
Cheapy Sleepy
Twin size $69. Queen size $89
Solidly constructed of hard Southern
Yellow Pine, Easy opening into seven
different positions.
Compactly packaged to pop into
your car and go!
All carry a written workmanship
warranty. In stock.

PRICE GOES UP JUNE 3rd!
Futons made
specially for us by

~d8o{;J)
rHE CR(AT£,Sr HAltff /If

$l((~

Compare our quality and value.

FUTON FURNISIllNGS
The Futon Store
343 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine 871-0578
Weekdays 10-7, Sat 9-6, Sun 12-5
Visa, MastwC4rd, America" Express, Discover 4IId persOllal cb«/u w~1cmtu • S4Usfactioll Guarallle~d
Exit 6B R~ 295 • Plellly of m~ Par/dltg
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CIlsco &y Wuldy

BOOKS ETC

ECOLOGY HOUSE

May 28, 1992

11

Gifts of Environmental Consciousness

grad',u-ate (n,,' adj_ graj'oo it, -at'; v.

gn~r

at ), 11.. ad} V., ··at·ed, .. at .. ing...··n. 1. a
person who has rece:ived an academic
degree 01 DICTIONARIES
C'udemic
degree 01
from
"bling to
00

Ecology House is commited to being a positive factor
for increasing environmental awareness, action, and public
involvement. Most of our gift selections are in the image of
wildlife or symbolic of humankind and the environment.

• Products Supporting An1mal Issues
• Educational Games • Recycled Paper Products
• Ecological lteJIl'i
A portion of your purchase is donated to envlrorunental C3mes.

775-4871

775-7441

49 Exchange St. Old Port· Maine Mall, S. Portland

Our leading
edge ...
has a fringe.
And we're on the leading
edge of design.
The beautiful designs of
Oriental rugs ... most
of which are ancient.

Discover...
"The Maine Source of
Oriental Rugs"©... with a
leading edge.

acadcnlh: RANDOM HOUSEnd t.he
bachelor' Webster's
College ~ictionary
It'.' n ['.-V.i_.
180,000 entries
5. to l'e
800 illustrations
.2TCe or

(I 'f'1 "ll·la.' synonyms, usages, etymologies. . Qe. --VJ.
6. to gram .1.H aCHOeml( (nploma to. 7. to
arrange in grades or graduations.
v

1, "
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38 Exchange Street, In the Old Port· 774.0626
Mon •. Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-5

Continued from page 8

of the NHL's Boston Bruins.
"Providence and the state
of Rhode Island have been
blessed with another Ice
Age," said Providence Mayor
Vincent A. Ciand Jr. The
former Providence Reds were
one of the AHL's first eight
teams when the league
formed in 1936. The team
suspended operations in
1977.
The Mariners lost about
$500,000 over the last five
years and the team was
dissa tisfied wi th its lease and
concession agreements at the
Cumberland County Civic
Center.

Indiana found
innocent in Maine

• Hand-painted Caleca Pottery
·Cookware from Berndes, Calphalon, Le Creuset
• Kaiser Bakeware
• Kitchen Tools from Amco. OXO, Rosti and Zyliss
• Spices from Dean & DeLuca
• And Much, Much More

46 Main Street • Yarmouth, Maine 207-846-5533
VisaiMastercardIWorldwide Shipping
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Birkenstock· everyday? Sure.
The pure comfort suppons
and cradles your feet.
And when you reel :::.~...-...
- _ ......
.
.
Blrkenl'o(k
thiS good. It shows. ~~iP~
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Oriental Rugs at
unbeatable prices
since
\",,\i

.
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Your
Birkenstock
Store
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Artist Robert Indiana,
whose colorful depictions of
the word "LOVE" earned
international fame and were
featured on a postage stamp,
has been found innocent of
enlisting a prostitute for oral
sex over a Six-year period.
The 63-year-old artist said
he was concerned by the
lengthy deliberations of a
Knox County Superior Court
jury.
But defense attorney
Daniel Lilley said there
wasn't enough evidence to
convict the Vinalhaven artist.
A dvil suit is still pending
by Jason Marriner, who
contends Indiana paid him
for sex and nude modeling.
Marriner is also charged with
stealing $5,000 from Indiana
by forging his personal
checks.
"I hope this puts a damper
on the dvil suit," said the
Portland-based Lilley.
"Sexual abuse is a terrible
thing. But abuse of sexual
abuse is even worse."
Reported I1y Paul Karr,
Michael Reagan and
The Associated Press

563 Forest Ave

Portland. ME

207-773-660 I

weird news
Europe in the Summertime

LONDON $749
PARIS $898

HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs
45 Middle Rd., Rt. 9
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments: (207) 775-1600
In Maine: 1-800-660-RUGS
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617
Hours: 10-5 Tues.-Sat.

• Round trip air from Boston
• 6 Nights Hotel
• Continental Breakfast Daily
• Hotel Taxes & Service Charges
• Now through Sept. 15

~~~'ce'

148 HIGH STREET
PORTLAND, ME 774-8294

... A plain wooden crate
about the size of a boxcar has
beoome a museum to Charles
A. Lindbergh's historic solo
New York-to-Paris flight.
The crate was once used to
ship Lindbergh's plane, The
Spirit of St. Louis, back across
the Atlantic.
The plane is displayed at
the Smithsonian Institution in
Washington.
The crate sits just off Easy
Street in Canaan, Maine.
It houses photos, news
clippings, offbeat relics and
people's written memories of
the day - May 21,1927.
Those wishing to contribute their
recollections of Lindbergh's flight
may send them to Larry Ross,
Easy Street, Canaan, ME 04924.

I other

mistakes
By Al Dumum
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Cohen In flux
Maine's senior senatOr has been busy lately, reassessing his
positions. U.S. Sen. William Cohen has done a 180 on a balanced
budget amendment, and recently dropped hints he's about to
do the same on gay rights. But it's not clear whether Cohen's
changing views are the result of personal reassessment, political
pragmatism or some kind of mid life crisis.
Cohen's switch on the balanced budget issue was sudden.
On April 24, the Bangor Daily News quoted him as saying the
amendment "would offer only the illusion of fiscal responSibility" because it oontained so many loopholes. He dismissed it as
"an inappropriate substitute for oongressionalleadership."
On May 1 Cohen addressed the Republican State Convention
in Augusta: "Although I have been reluctant to weave economic
policy into the fabric of our Constitution, I believe that the time
has oome to mandate a balanced federal budget and place
responsibility directly upon the shoulders of those elected to
govern ... "
Cohen said he changed his stand because Congress is not
doing its job, and has run out of ways to "curb our appetite" for
spending.
Cohen has always been a fiscal oonservative, so this isn't a
deep philosophical shift. Plus, the amendment has been gaining
strength; a cynical Cohen critic (not me, some other cynical
Cohen critic) could argue that the senator has taken advantage
of a shift in the political winds.
But political expediency doesn't explain Cohen's recent habit
of denouncing discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.
There's no groundswell in Congress to approve dvil rights
for gay men and lesbians. Nor has Cohen previously shown
much interest in the issue. When asked about his views Cohen
always said he opposed discrimination, but doubted it was so
widespread as to require a federal law.
Lately though, whenever he's asked about the Rodney King
case or other matters dealing with racial strife, Cohen has taken
to dropping a passing reference to gays and lesbians into his
litany of areas where social reform is needed.
Cohen still says he's "not sure" federal gay rights legislation
is needed. But he said he's approaching the upooming Senate
hearings on discrimination against gay men and lesbians with
"an open mind."
U-turn ahead?

Green-er pastures
Portland Assistant City Manager Mark Green is losing his job
July 1 as a result of the dty's budget problems. So Green plans
to fill his spare time by running for the state Senate as an
independent.
Green lives in Windham, where he was town manager for
more than five years. He enters a field that already includes
three Democrats (John Coffey of Windham, Merle Nelson and
Harold Payson of Falmouth) and a Republican (state Rep.
Jeffrey Butland of Cumberland).
Green says he's "conservative on regulatory issues, and
liberal on sodal issues." He plans to overoome the huge campaign budgets of some of his opponents by using all his newfound spare time to go door to door.
And if it doesn't work out at the polls, Green is also planning
an aquaculture business raising clams and oysters.

Naked exploitation
Better read the fine print on those petitions drculating in
Portland calling for a referendum to ban nude dancing. The
language of the proposed ban is a little different than the anti,
bare skin ordinance defeated by the City Coundl May 4.
The ooundl measure dealt only with regulating nudity. The
referendum would outlaw "exploitation" as well.
Petition organizer Michael Schools said the exploitation
language was added to the proposal to protect people from
"being forced or coerced into doing something for a large
amount of money."
Presumably, Schools and his fellow petitioners are ooncerned
about prostitution. But it's not clear whether the ban might be
applied to help other exploited populations: TV anchors forced
to interview Oprah Winfrey or Linda Bean's oongressional
campaign staff, for instance.
Mus/Q not/Q got/Q lot/Q mail last week because next week's column will
feature an overview of the Iowa tax code. Save yourself some serious ennui
I1y sending your tips to Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland,
ME 04101 . Or call 775-6601 .

• Private Scuba Lessons
• Rent to Buy Program
• Dive Club with
Weekly Activities

Swimwear by Jag
Wetsuits 3mm & 6inm
Snorkel Equipment
Reef Sandals

SCUBAPRO FULL SERVICE DIVE FACILITY
227 Commercial Street • Portland • 772-4200
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21 PLEASANT ST. PORTLAND 774'0016
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CHAMBER OF COMMERCE Recognition Night

to honor Chamber of Commerce volunteers, sponsors and members
Friday, June 12, 1992
6:30 . 11 :00 p.m,
Portland Expo

$15 per person
$25 per couple
Table of eight: $87.50

Enjoy #A Taste of the Chamber"
-a gourmet buffet provided by Chamber members, including:
Anion's Restaurant, Back Bay Groll, Barbara's Kitchen, Ben & Jerry's, Botto's Bakery, Capt. Danael Stone
Inn. Carol's Cake Creations, Chef Stuart's Foodworks, DIMillo's Floating Restaurant, Hors D'oeuvres
Unlimited, International Caterers, Iny's Chcesc"ke, On the Go Bagel. Portland Mamott, Portland
Regency, Quality SUites. TCBY II, The Olive Garden, Village Cafe •. Walter's Cafe and Wok-Inn

Dance to Red Light Revue
-an eight'piece band playing Motown, Swing and Rhythm 'n' Blues
-voted ·Portland's Most Popular Dance Band" in the
1991 Casco Bay Weekly Readers Poll
CtaShpBarl d Ch
b
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• Children's Miracle Network Telethon. It's Working Wonders.
A DAY OF FUND-RAISING
Live Entertainment, Games, Food and Auction Items

--WPO·

... taU . . . . . : : ,

The Bellemy Jazz Band, Magic or Jim Leach, The Judy Michael Band
WPOR Demo Dance Team, Story Tellers, Don Campell Jazz

Stop by and join us to benefit
MAJNJ ~ MJ ~J )]CAJ. C) ~N' J'J ':JZ

.Mamott.
WCLZ 98.9

V'
Sunday, May 31,12 Noon till6PM.
at the Marriott At Sable Oaks
$5.00 Contribution For Adults. Children Under 12 Free!
Call 871-8000 For Schedule of Events

NEWSCHANNELm

Childrens Miracle Network-
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Wet Washing
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Rug.

• Appraisals

• Old Rugs Purchased
300 Roundwood Drive
Scarborough. ME

883-1037

.aturday nite., live mu.it:
at the cave (below lOOn)
featuring

darien brahms

michale danahy
steve gerlach
show starts at 8:00 pm
S3 at the door
May 30th - Steve Gerlach

WE'RE

MOVING!

TO 500 CONGRESS ST

Watch for moving sale
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that it's tougher now to make a living because the purses are
about the same as they were when he started racing.
Goodblood said that to be a good driver "you have to be in
synch. It's like listening to music - you get into the flow.
"And you've got to love horses," he added.
But like Fitch and many of the trainers, Goodblood has never
climbed on a horse's back. '1 can't ride a lick," he said.
That may be, but Goodblood can certainly lick a race in a
sulky. Only a few minutes later, he whipped his horse, Love
That Camfilly, into a first-place position, slipped into cruise
control and won the fifth race.

The same horses that stood relaxed under·their trainers'
brushes were visibly keyed up as they were led inside the
paddock to be harnessed for their respective races.
And the drivers were just as antsy as they anticipated the
thrill of the race. Driving a sulky may look easy, but as trainer
Watson said, "A helmet is all there is between the driver and a
900- to 1,200-pound horse."
Leigh Fitch is a maverick driver. And over the course of his
35-year career, he's been involved in about 150 accidents. He
said he's broken nearly every
Grandfolks In the
bone in his body.
grandstands
He's also been very
successful. Fitch is only 20
As Goodblood pulled
wins away from a total of
ahead of the field of horses
5,000. "There are only eight
pounding towards the finish
or 10 people in the country
line, those who bet Love That
that have ever accomplished
Scarborough Downs has its own exit on the interstate. But
Camfill y in the fifth race
this," he said.
that exit may soon be the entrance to something else.
whooped and hollered in the
Still, Fitch said the
Though he's made the threat many times before, owner
grandstand.
business is getting tougher.
Losers swore under their
Joseph Ricci said he is in the process of liquidating the racetrack.
He races about eight drives a
And that process will continue, said Ricci, unless he can
breath and added their tickets
night and he said he's just
convince the Maine Legislature to change its mind about taxing
to those already lining the
getting by financially.
floor.
gambling.
Fitch questioned the
"Racing is the only industry in Maine that is taxed on its
Many bettors were
length of the racing season.
gross, rather than net earnings," said Ricci. "That's because in
huddled underneath the
"Three months is a good
the Constitution, gambling is a privilege, not a right."
televisions hanging from the
season," he said. '1t's a
Ricci said the state also forces him to pay a stipend tax to
ceiling, watching a simulcast
mistake to race all year long."
support the county fairs. He said this tax was instituted 40 years
from the Meadowlands in
He said he'd hate to see
ago when the Legislature was controlled by the fairs.
New Jersey. They had the
Scarborough Downs close.
"Last year we lost $900,000," said Ricci. But, "every year, we
same vacant stare as slot
"Maine needs harness racing.
pay $700,000 to the racing commission, $500,000 to the fairmachine addicts who meIt involves a lot of people. If
grounds, 3.5 percent of every dollar to the state's general fund
chanically feed quarters into a
it goes down, it's going to
and $400,000 to the Breeder's Stakes Program."
slot, pull a lever and wait
take a lot of people down
Ricci said he has begun to look for other things to do with his
listlessly for the bells to go
with it - everybody from
prime southern Maine real estate, complete with its own
off.
blacksmiths to breeders.
"Git up there, Skipper J.
interstate exit.
"Driving has been my life
Attempts to collaborate with concert promoter Don Law have
You're lolling, you're lolling.
and it looks like I'm going to
been shot down by the town of Scarborough, although appeals
Git on the inside. Come on.
have to go to some other
Come on," urged one older
continue.
state to do it," he said. "1 just
Ricci has applied for a federal contract with the Department
woman, slapping her rolledwant to make an honest
of Defense to house a check-processing plant on the grounds.
up racing form against her
living in the state of Maine."
But he is competing with many applicants across the United .
thigh.
He's not the only one.
There was a lot of male
States.
Ruel Goodblood is one of
Ricci is also toying with the idea of dog racing. Or reducing
bonding going on. Men
Fitch's most staunch comthe size of the track and using the remainder of the property for
traded tips and ribbed each
petitors. Goodblood has been
other about their losses. Gold
something else.
racing for 16 years and runs a
"As it stands now, the land value exceeds the value of the
jewelry was sported reckStandard Bred stables in
track," he said. ''The state of Maine should just invest in itself
lessly; huge pendants hung
Cumberland. His father was
over faded golf shirts. Almost
and create a new Central Park."
a racer before him.
everyone smoked. John
"It's the first love of my
Waters would have had a
life," said Goodblood. '1t's an addiction - a love. I'm not a
field day.
people person. I never was .... It makes me ill to think I might
Peverly Pendexter sat in the front row of the brown wooden
not have harness racing in my home state."
Drivers are paid a basic fee for driving and then a percentage
Continued on page 14
of the purse, according to Goodblood. The problem, he said, is

Last post time at
Scarborough Downs?

• Expert Repairing
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Horses and sulkies blur past spectators at Scarborough Downs. Winning horses finish the race in two minutes.

GAMBLING ON SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
Continued from front page
These patchwork paddocks are home to trainers who often
Harness racing has a long history in Maine. It began in
colonial days when men raced buggies to church. It became a
spend 14 hours a day, seven days a week in the company of
their horses.
mainstay of county fairs.
In 1933 it officially became a gambling sport, although oldDaniel Cyr is head trainer at Scarborough Downs. Cyr is a
timers say there was always a bit of wagering going on in the
latecomer to the sport, in the business for only five years. He
works with his father, who owned horses when Cyr was a kid.
stands. Racetracks were built in Gorham, Lewiston and Bangor.
And in 1950, Scarborough Downs was built. Sitting on 532
Cyr said he likes being self-employed, but that financially,
forested acres between Interstate 95 and Route 1, it currently
being a trainer is tough. "Anyone with sense is doing it as a
occupies a mere fraction of one of the largest tracts of undevelhobby."
oped coastal-region land between Portland and Boston.
He said that "a horse has to go faster and faster each year" in
In the years that have passed, most of the state's tracks have
order to make money. In the old days a horse could win with a
closed. Scarborough Downs has seen several owners, including
2.10 time, but now they're racing closer to a two-minute mile.
"Horses are bred for speed now, instead of endurance," said
a $60 million conglomerate called the Ogden Corporation. Ricci
took over 14 years ago, in partnership with stockholder Sharon
Cyr. "The horse's legs are thinner and more fragile."
Terry and two unnamed associates.
Scarborough Downs is a harder track than most, and can take
No one has ever been able to tum a profit at the track,
its toll on horses. "A lot of tracks around the country are softer
according to Ricci.
and deeper," said Cyr. '1t's better for the horses but not as fast."
But, said Ricci, "Through the worst economy in 50 years, the
Cyr said he'd eventually like to go out of state where the
track continues to lose less money each year .. . it can be saved,
purses are higher. Maine's purses start at around $700. In New
but it's a question of whether people want it to be."
York, the minimum purse is $2,300. That can make a big
At the heart of Scarborough
difference to owners and
Downs is its half-mile dirt track.
trainers who must feed and
"Harness racing used to be fun.
A light-studded board spans
shoe a horse, pay for veterinary
the grassy center of the track. It
bills, buy sawdust for the stalls,
Now if you beat someone,
flashes the horses' odds for each
pay licenSing fees to the state
they want to kill you.
race and encourages patrons to
and invest in racing geareat hot dogs and pizza.
which all cost the same, regardThey took the sport away
The grandstand and clubless of the size of the purse.
and now it's just
house sit side by side along the
But horse racing is a business
finishing stretch. Both have
built on dreams. And trainers
big business."
outdoor patios where patrons
have fond memories of past
can walk to within inches of the
wins.
Jerry Watson
track. But the clubhouse sports
Twenty-two-year veteran
a traditional red awning over its
trainer Ray Sawyer recalled a
entrance, costs an extra 50 cents to enter, and features a restau"Cinderella horse" named Napoleon's Gold that he bought for
rant that serves prime rib for $17.95 a plate.
$280. Napoleon won more than $25,000 in three years.
From a judging booth on the roof of the grandstand, anOwner / trainer Jerry Watson's horse, N .J.' s Golden Girl, won
nouncer Lloyd Johnson calls each race in a voice that drags the
$8,000 last year.
extra second out of a horse's winning stride.
Watson was bitter about some of the changes that have gone
on in the industry, claiming they've "bred a new type of racer."
Between the grandstands and the barns is a parking lot used
by many as a drive-in of sorts. Race-watchers sit in their cars
He said a lot of guys buy their way in now, and drug abuse is
with a racing form and a cooler. They have the best view of the
out of control.
dirt straightaway that spits the horses onto the track to parade
"Harness racing used to be fun," said Watson. "Now if you
in front of the spectators before each race.
beat someone, they want to kill you. They took the sport away
"It's free," explained Cheryl Tuttle, leaning out the window
and now it's just big business."
of her blue Chevy. "We've got the best view here, and we don't
Albert Lader has also been in the business for a long time. He
lose any money."
is critical of the way the state taxes harness racing. He said the
state takes, but it doesn't put much back in. And he doesn't
Winning and whinnying
·think the people on the Maine State Harness Racing CommisLong before the grandstand fills with gamblers and their
sion understand either horses or business.
money, the barns are buzzing with activity. There are horses to
Layden said harness racing may just be an industry to some,
feed and stalls to shovel.
and a drug controversy to others, but it's his livelihood and his life.
A towering pile of manure casts its musky scent. Sulkies lean
Kissing his horse Massachusetts Hawk on the nose, he said,
''These horses are my family."
against red and purple barns, which lean a bit, too.

HELP!
Need Volunteers to work
at polls on June 9th on
FAIR SCHOOL
FUNDING PETl'rION
to
• Increase annual stale
school subsidy by
$13,000,000 to Portland
$2,300,000 to Westbrook

• Decrease annual
average household real
estate tax by
$800 to Portland residents
$500 to Westbrook residents

Please call
1-800-640-0752 (toll free)
or 797-9234 or 775-1749
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they wouldn't know where else to go if the place shut down,
Some of the more serious gamblers said that a few small
improvements could make the difference between success and
failure.
August "Babe" Bianco is known by his friends as "Kid
Dynamite." A retired landscaper from White Plains,
N.Y., Bianco was pacing
around a table in the cl ubhouse lounge.
two drugs the Maine
He had just picked four
Horseman's Association has
winners in five races.
urged the commission to
"I don't like horses," he
legalize,
"I like to bet on
explained.
The commission seems
them."
receptive to the idea, "The
Like most gamblers,
commission feels that a
Bianco
has a system. He said
controlled regulation prothat
if
you
watch the odds
gram would provide an even
board,
you'll
go broke.
playing field by normaliZing
"Instead,"
said Bianco,
the horses' performance,"
"you
look
at
the
horses' post
said Tarr.
positions, and you eliminate
He said that once this is
the sixth, seventh and eighth
done, the commission would
positions because it's harder
be able to "sort out the bad
for a horse to win from the
from the good and go after
outside." Bianco also looks at
the bad."
the weight of the driver,
The "bad" includes
which can range from 145 to
injecting horses with every210
pounds.
thing from cocaine to vodka.
Bianco
said he has been
Another common trick is
going
to
one
racetrack or
feeding the horse a
another
every
day for 40
"milkshake" of electrolytes
years.
For
the
past
six years,
and vitamins on the day of a
he
has
come
to
Scarborough
race.
Downs on a yearly four-day
Currently, the state does
excursion. He said he will
random testing of at least two
continue to come, but
horses a race, and all win,
complained about the poor
place and show horses are
reception on the simulcasts
tested after their wins. This
and about the poorly trained
costs the state $200,000 a
part-time tellers.
year, money that comes from
He said if Ricci wants to
state taxing of all bets.
win
new patrons he's going
The commission also tests
to
have
to dean the place up.
for drug use among drivers.
Driver
Goodblood agreed.
Last year, state steward
"It's
nbt
a
place I'd want to
Ralpn Caney reported five
bring
my
kids,"
he said.
positive tests.
But whether Scarborough
Downs makes it or not,
trainer Richards said harness racing will continue.
"We'll keep gOing," he said, "we always have." •

I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS

Chemical warfare

(1 st in a series of
self-describing, terribly
over-used catch phrases collect them all!)

• COMMUNITY HEART
AND SOUL: The Future
Of Education (1 hr)
• OPEN SPACES:
Cemeteries .•. Eternal
Spaces (1 hr)
· ,FRANCO AMERICAN
MUSIC: With
Josee Vachon (1/2 hr)
• PEOPLE HELPING
PEOPLE (1/? hr)

mum food charge per person,
The lights dim during races. Afterwards, winners are
tastefully applauded,
Michelle and Michael Kelly drove up from Massachusetts to
eat there, "It's a nice atmosphere. It's classy," said Michelle.
"And it's eXciting," said
her husband. 'The money, of
course, makes it more
exciting,"
Michelle was qUick to add,
On May 28, a committee of
"U we lose, though, we don't
the Maine State Harness
mind. It's all in fun."
Racing Commission will
That's a good thing.
report the results of its
They'd lost both their bets so
investigation into the viabilfar,
ity of instituting a regulated
Downstairs, the clubhouse
medication program for
lounge pters to those who
horses racing in Maine.
want tables instead of
Maine is currently one of
benches. A full-service bar is
only three of the 35 racing
the room's main feature.
states which demand that its
Most of the bettors here know
racehorses be drug-free.
the tellers by name. And
But Philip Tarr, executive
many of them couldn't care
director of the commission,
less about horses.
argued that despite regulaBut not all of the clubtions, Maine horses are too
house regulars are wizened
often on drugs.
gamblers.
Last year, there were
Fifteen-year-old Christine
between 5O~0 positive tests.
Durant has been coming to
Trainers said illid t drug
Scarborough every day since
use may make the horses
she was 7. Her mother works
faster, but it also adds to a
in one of the concession
faster burnout and makes it
stands,
impossible for trainers who
"It's like a second home to
don't use drugs to compete
me," she said. "And the
on even ground.
drivers are cute."
"Except for the old-time
Durant's 10-year-old
trainers, most of the young
friend, Michelle Williams,
ones go for chemical warwas visiting from Massachufare," said trainer and dri ver
setts. Her horse,
Jerry Watson.
Maddencruiser, was running
At the same time, Tarr and
in the sixth race. The horse
Watson argue that medicawas a surprise from her
tions like the anti-inflammagrandparents.
tory drug butezolidin, and
Williams said her grandthe diuretic furosemide are
parents had bought her a
necessary for the well-being
ticket the night before. "But it
of the horse. These are the
was with my own money and
I won 30 bucks," she said.
Williams said she doesn't use a betting system. "I just pick a
number and it always wins," she said.

IS

palJdc.c:k on their way to a qualifying race.

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
Continued from page 13

benches. The SO-year-old "cattle man" from Steep Falls has been
going to the races since he was 14 years old,
When he was 18, he raised Standard Breds, the exclusive
breed used for harness racing. Unlike many of the younger
gamblers who studied their forms with a serious squint,
Pendexter smiled a lot and the lines on his face betrayed years
of mirth.
Married for 52 years, his wife often dropped him off at
Scarborough and went to the mall, "You couldn't get her to bet
$2," said Pendexter.
Pendexter is part of a large community of senior citizens who
consider Scarborough Downs their main source of entertainment. He bets two or three races a night, and he only bets to
win.
'1 bet $50 to win. You either lose a lot or you win a little," he
said.
Pendexter said he doesn't see himself as a stereotypical
gambler. He said he has never drunk, never smoked and is

against off-track betting.
"I don't even play the Megabucks," he said.
Uke Pendexter, Winnifred and William Johnston come to the
track every night. They bring lawn chairs so no one will steal
their seats. They are one of several couples who do so,
Winnifred said it's cheaper than playing beano because you
don't have to pay any money upfront.
She said she wins sometimes, "but (the track) usually gets it
all back."

Upscale at the 'Downs
Less than 20 feet from the grandstand, the clubhouse is the
apex of luxury at Scarborough Downs. The floors are buffed
and polished. The club's restaurant descends all the way down
to the expansive windows.
The clubhouse has a perfect view of the track, White tablecloths cover the tables, each of which has its own simulcast
television. This is where Ricci has bet his money, hoping to
entice a new generation of racetrack goers,
The menu is extensive, featuring appetizers like goose liver
pate and scallops wrapped in bacon. There' s a Photo Finish
Sundae. There's Pouilly-Fuisse wine. There's also a $10 mini-

Gambling on harness racing
Most of the patrons of Scarborough Downs have no idea that
the industry is in trouble. And many of the older people said

Mishe Pietkiewicz is a freelance writer who feels horses, like other athletes,
should compete drug-free or take a healing holiday.

tim ferrell
joanne chessie
kevin shone
every thursday nite
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Mercedes-Benz
Service
STRETCH

MOTORS
25 years
factory-trained.

$30/hour

865-4897
SING,DANCE
AND BE MERRY
Celebrating the
Ufe of the Spirit
in

Worship, the Arts, &
Community Service .

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH

Mixing Good
People, Good
Food and Good

302 Stevens Avenue
Portland, ME 04 I 03
1207) 772-8277 .
Rev. Ken Turley
Service: lOam Sunday
Magical Music
Childcare provided

Drinks for 13

Years.
Our Full Menu

served from
11am to Midnight.
Best Steamers
. in Town

Enjoy a view of

the Marina from
the relaxing
atmosphere
of

"LAUGHS AND TEARS COLLlOEI"
oW/LOY INVENTIVE, UNIQUEI"
MAY 30-

8'$

JUNE 2
PORTLAND
PREMIERE

5 Portland Pier
772-4828

Louis Vorlu, Bernie Coppersmith and James Vasile (I. to r.) consult their racing programs.

SAT·SUNMAT2:30
SUN 8:30
MON·TIJES 7" SHOW)
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Residents on the loose
Residents' Day is a great idea. We at CBW encourage all of you

Cumberland County Civic Center you need a better deal. Pile into an

to pick up your free button at the Greater Portland Chamber of

old bus and travel to exotic places like Moncton and Springfield. Ask

Commerce on Sunday, May 31, then hit every museum exhibit, park
bench and cultural highlight you pOSSibly can. The free METRO bus
service this year is an excellent addition.

Frank Gaziano for jerseys and all the Budweiser you can drink.
No.6: Write a nasty letter to CBW explaining, in 100,000 words

But unorganized events can be just as fun.
So, without further ado, Greater Portland's alternative newspaper hereby presents a top-10 list of alternative things to do on Residents'Day:
No. 10: Drive the length of the Maine Turnpike, taking care to

or more, why you hate this newspaper.
(Bonus fun: Pretend you alone invented
the pejoratives "Communist Bay
Weekly" and "Casco Bay Weakly." And be sure to tell us that this is
not New York.)
No.5: Write a nice letter to the Portland Press Herald, urging
them to write about and call for a Pabst Blue Ribbon Commission to

follow the instructions on every single "check your brakes" and
"dim your lights" sign. If you succeed, apply for a job directing

address workers' compensation issues in the Old Port.
No.4: Go door-to-door around the Parkside neighborhood,

Maine's transportation policy. If not, get Dan Lilley to take your

asking residents if you can open a group horne in their garage. (This
works best when accompanied by your friends, just after your
hockey game.)

case.
No.9: Sample the espresso at every single one of Portland's
zillion new coffee shops. Have seconds at the best places. Then offer
to cut the hair of someone you don't like.
No.8: Make up a state bureaucracy and have letterhead

No.3: Search the Goodwill store on Cumberland Avenue until

you find the most obnoxious pink polyester leisure suit ever. Have

printed. Appoint yourself as commissioner, and write a letter to

your hair done by someone who just drank a lot of coffee. Then go
and visit University of Southern Maine President Richard Pattenaude

Portland City Manager Bob Ganley explaining why your agency
simply cannot pennit construction to begin on the planned replace-

and tell him how much you like the color scheme of USM's new
library.

ment for the Million Dollar Bridge. Then stand outside Portland City

No.2: Add "Bean" to your name. Run for Congress.

Hall and wait for the walls to tremble.
No.7: Get together with a half-dozen of your friends and start a

And the No.1 thing to do on Residents' Day: Anything!

hockey team. Call yourselves the Maine Mariners and tell the

Just celebrate summer and be glad you live in Greater Portland! •
(PK & MP)

Tyson responds \Vith facts and thoughts
A couple of weeks ago three specific allegations
were made accusing me of improprieties while
serving as the executive director of the regional
chapter of the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation (CFF).
These allegations were recently rehashed in Casco
Bay Weekly (5.14.92).

I said then and I say again that those allegations
are entirely false. I did nothing wrong when I was
with CFF and 'I am proud of what I accomplished as
its director.
I went into this campaign with a good name and I
intend to defend it. I have responded to the specific
allegations made against me but I will not continue
to respond to untrue, broad-based allegations that
are not accompanied by the slightest
bit of proof. If
anyone wants to
make accusations against me that can be substantiated, I demand that they take the matter to court to
give me the opportunity to respond. The time has
come to stop trying my character in the courtroom
of the public press.
When this story first broke some referred to it as
the "Clintonization of local politics." In the June
issue of Vanity Fair there is a lengthy article on the
rumors tha t surround Bill Clinton. In the article it
quotes Clinton's deputy campaign manager, "It's
not enough to dispute the rumor - you have to
disprove it."
Here are the facts that answer the specific
allegations and allow the matter to be put to rest.
The first allegation was that I charged the
foundation for personal travel from Manchester,

citizen

N.H., to Portland. The fact is the trip was business,
the purpose of which was, among other things, to
take a woman to dinner who had bought a date with
me at CFPs "Bachelor's Night." (CBW was recently
provided with the name of a Portland-area woman
who confirmed that she did go on such a date with
Tyson.)
The second allegation also involved travel, this
time from Manchester to Vermont. Again the fact is
the purpose of the trip was to attend a foundation
meeting at the Stock Yard Inn in Montpelier. I have
recently provided CBW a copy of a letter from a
woman who attended the meeting stating it did
occur. Interestingly, my accuser was also in attendance at the same meeting.
A point for the record, I made available to
reporters of Casco Bay Weekly and the Portland Press
Herald copies of my appointment book for the dates
in question. The appointment book shows not only
the appointments but also, who was in attendance.
Both women who confirmed my appointments told
me that they were never contacted by any reporter.
The last allegation involved a check I wrote to the
foundation for $100 that was never deposited. At
first, it was not certain that it was my check that was
not deposited and I asked the bank to research my
records. They have told me that my check did not
dear and I have written, and sent to the foundation,
a replacement check (a copy of which was recently
provided to CB W).
Again the fact is that I gave the bookkeeper for
the foundation a check which was thoroughly
recorded and xeroxed by her, as was the procedure
when preparing a deposit. I never saw the check

again. I did not make the deposit, nor was it my
responsibility to do so - it was the bookkeeper's
job. Why it is my fault that this check never
cleared the account is beyond me.
A number of people asked why would my
accuser do this to me and r have no simple
answer. I can say that we did not see eye to eye on
a major policy change and because of it he said
one of us would be gone in six months and that he
had no intention of leaving. Our disagreement
was personal and over policy, not performance. In
fact, just before I resigned from the foundation, the
chapter and I received recognition for being one of
the best chapters in the country.
I am sorry some people will remember me
more for what the press said than what I said
while campaigning. And I wonder how the press
will define me in the future - will I always be the
guy who was accused or whose status as a frontrunner was derailed at the last minute by ... only
time will tell.
A number of people have said to me, they
could never run for public office, they have too
many skeletons in their past that could be dragged
out. When I decided to run I was prepared to
answer for any mistakes I may have made in the
past. What I was not prepared for was to respond
to lies and innuendo. No one should have to deal
wi th that if we, as a society, hope to attract other
young, idealistic and committed individuals to ask
for the privilege to serve the public.•
Paul Tyson was a candidate for the Mily 5 election of an
at-large seat on the Portland City Council.
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"City Trapper" Leigh Sellick Jr. displays a raccoon who was living In a Scarborough
attic. Sellick also lures skunks, woodchucks, porcupines, squirrels and bats Into
traps, then drives out to a game sanctuary In Steep Falls and releases them.

L.L. Bean doesn't
endorse Linda
In view of your recent
article, I would like to take
this opportunity to clearly
state LL. Bean's position on
Linda Bean's candidacy.
Linda Bean is a candidate
who happens to be a family
member, a stockholder and a
director of the company.
However, the company does
not endorse any political
campaigns, and the company
never makes any contributions to political parties or
candidates.
While L.L. Bean admires
anyone who devotes time
and energy to government
and community affairs, it
does not endorse any political
candidates, either philosophically or financially.
r appreciate the opportunity to clarify our position.

~Ofd~
Leon Gorman,
A.

President
L.L. Bean, Inc.
Freeport

CBW didn't treat

Ingraham fairly
Christine Gardner's article
("A house divided," 4.30.92)
attempting to deal with a
complex, important issue
with which citizens of
Portland must grapple,
contains major flaws which
diminish its value.
There are several errors
indicating a lack of understanding of the issue and
disregard for accuracy. First,
throughout the article the

term "addicted" is used to
describe the residents of
Ingraham Volunteers'
program. Given her lengthy
interviews and her reading of
the grant, we expected Ms.
Gardner to be more accurate
and less sensational describing people whose substance
abuse consists primarily of
alcoholism and who will not
be using substances when
admitted. The program is
designed to assist persons
with mental illness maintain
recovery. The term drug
addict - used continually
during this debate - is
misleading and only serves to
scare and confuse areas
residents.
Second, while fOcusing at
length on concerns about the
cost of the program, Ms.
Gardner apparently did not
understand how to determine
the appraised value of the
property or the negotiated
price offered by Ingraham
Volunteers, as both the
appraisal price and the
purchase price purported in
the article are drastically
wrong.
In addition, quotes were
inaccurate and often highly
charged. Explosive words
such as euthanasia and
junkies, as well as judgment
about the worth of people's
lives, are thrown in randomly
and tastelessly.
I was particularly offended by the pictures which
seem to have been taken with
the intent of depicting mental
illness as grotesque. High
speed film, peculiar angles
and dark lighting create a

surrealistic effect, and
pictures of car hoods and
garbage cans contribute to
the negative impression.
Ingraham Volunteers is
generally happy to have this
issue aired, and we hoped
this article would allow the
citizens of Portland to
determine whether diverse
people are welcomed into our
communities. Instead, the
article added to the abundant
literature stigmatizing the
mentally ill.

~~~
Jane G. Morrison,
Executive Director
Ingraham Volunteers, Inc.

CMP-MPBN:

no conflicts
Don Kreis was right to
anticipate this response.
While Mr. Kreis said some
very complimentary things
about me, he overlooked the
real reason I was asked to
serve on the CMP board of
directors and completely
misunderstands the role of an
"outside director" on a
corporate board.
In addition to having a

letters
Casco Bay Weekly
welcomes your letters.
Please limit your thoughts
to 300 words, Include a
daytime phone number
.nd .cldress to: Letters,
C.sco Bay Weekly,
551A Congress St.,
PortL1nd, ME 04101.

seen

• By Tonee Harbert

career in public broadcasting,
and will not influence those
I have spent many years as an
professionals' treatment of
active environmentalist. I
environmental subjects any
currently serve as chairman
more than I tell them how to
of the board of the National
cover utility issues. We have
Wildlife Federation, and for
strict standard s for journaliSfive years I was executive
tic integrity in public broaddirector of the Natural
casting, and I challenge
Resources Council of Maine.
anyone to find a single
For more years than I can
example where conflict of
count, CMP has been publicly
interest shows in our work.
cri ticized for not being
sensitive to environmental
concerns. One common
Robert H. Gardiner
recommendation to address
President & General Mgr. ,
that complaint has been to
Maine Public Broadhave an environmentalist on
casting Corp.
CMF's board. CMP should be
complimented for bringing
Get off the planet
an environmental voice into
I am compelled to ask S.M.
the boardroom.
Hall,
who boasted in a letter
But the real point Kreis
that
he/she
likes to make
misses is that a director of the
those
identifying
themselves
company is not an employee.
as African-American feel
Outside directors do not
uncomfortable, why? Who
speak for the company but
are
you to mock the way
speak to the company. The
another
chooses to see
whole point of having
what are you
,herself,
and
outside directors in 10 of 11
hoping
to
accomplish?
CMP director positions is to
If you are so almighty
assure that the thinking of
clever
why haven't you
career utility employees is
out that everyone has
figured
tested against the broad
an
equal
right to control his
perspective of the commuor
\ler
own
life, incl uding
nity. Because a utility
defining
his
own sense of
operates in a highly regulated
and
that
it is patronizing
self,
environment, the company
bullshit such as yours that
needs people on its board
leads
to violence, either
who represent'different
against
those thought to be
views that are important to
inferior
or in frustration or
the public.
retaliation
against bigots.
Finally, I must restate an
There
is
no
place for your
essential point. I am involved
attitude:
either
grow up or
in deciding the basic strucget
off
the
planet!
ture of MPBN's radio and
television programs, but I
absolutely never get involved
Seth Berner
in the work of our reporters
Portland
and interviewers. I do not

~
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Home, sweet home
We all know that living in Greater Portland has many
advantages (we won't list them all, so as not to discourage the less fortunate from Massachusetts). But if you're
quiet about it, we'll tell you about another: One day a
year, local residents get free access to dozens of local
attractions those people from away have to pay for
year-round.
1bat's right, Greater Portland Residents' Day has
arrived again with the spring. Just paste a certain button
to your lapel Sunday, May 31, and you'll get free tours of
the Portland Observatory, the Neal Dow House, USM's
Planetarium, the Wadsworth-Longfellow House, Spring
Point Museum, the Fire Museum, the lightship Nantucket,
the Children's Musem of Maine and other great places
which have always inspired your curiosity but not the
desire to plunk down admission. Hassle-free METRO bus
service to those sites is included in the deal.
So sing it one more time: It's all absolutely free - but
you've got to be a local resident.
Pick up your button at the Greater Portland Chamber
of Commerce at 145 Middle St. between 11 a.m. and 4
p.m. May 31. Call 772-2811 for more information.

1

.

I
I

~

• Vocal-instrumentalist
Marguerite Juenemann will
send cafe no patrons to new
aural realms tonight. She'll
be accompanied by Boston
pianist Frank Carlberg, a
sensitive collaborator whose
musical breadth is perfectly
sized to the formidable
range of juenemann's vocal
excursions. Shows are at 9 &
11. The cafe's located at 20
Danforth St., Portland. Call
772-8114 for more.

• Come together over local,
original musicians performing Saturday nights in the
Cave's low-key atmosphere.
Tonight's show features
acoustic rocker Steve
Gerlach; upcoming performances include Darien
Brahms, D.J. Landry,
Michael Danahy and Joshua

Russell. Shows begin at 8
p.m. Admission is $2 at the
door. Call 773-8187 to hear
some more .
• Most people look like
their kids. Some people
begin to look like their
mates after awhile. Otbers
look like their pets. And a
few even manage to look
like their kids, their mates
and their pets. For a totally
new permutation on this
strange set of familial
affairs, check out Pet Walk,
a fundraising event to
benefit the Center for
Grieving Children.
The walk is a chance for
people to walk with their
kids, their spouses and/or
their pets - lions, cats,
dogs, goldfish, pet rocks,

stuffed animals - around
Baxter Boulevard for a good
cause. Of course, if you're
so inclined, you can also
walk like your petthough this could pose
problems if what you've got
is a tankful of guppies.
The walk happens today
from 12-4:30 at Baxter
Boulevard next to the soccer
field, in Portland. Pick up
registration & sponsor
forms at any Shop 'n Save
or at the Center for Grieving
Children,95 Darling Ave.,
Portland. For more information, call 874-2878.

• Wander by Katahdin
Restaurant (at the comer of
High & Spring streets) this
afternoon from 4-6 for an
opening reception for" An
Exhibition of Student
Photography," a show by
Portland School of Art's
continuing studies students. Call PSA at 775-3052
for more.

exhibited allover the map
- from Portland Museum
of Art to Riga Art Museum
in Riga, Latvia, to Portland
High School. Now he's
showing in a one-man
exhibit that opens tonight,
from 5-8, at 3 Views Gallery, 112 High St., Portland.
Call 772-1961 to track down
more info.

• In South Portland, no one
can hear you scream. It's
that pets-and-owners thing
again: Go see "Alien 3" and
you'll see that Sigourney
Weaver and the bloodlusting behemoth who's
plagued her onscreen twice
before have begun to bear a
striking resemblance to each
other. Who knows how or
why. Just prepare yourself
for bone-crunching on a
cosmic scale then pay your
respects to Sigourney and
her little friend at Maine
Mall Cinemas, Maine Mall
Road, S. Portland. Call 7741022 for show times.

a burning raft as it plunged
over Niagra Falls. Now
David Copperfield's
appearing at the
Cumberland County Civic
Center with his "Magic for
the Nineties" show.
Copperfield is a selfconfessed frustrated musician, who says he admires
rock 'n' rollers like Mick
Jagger and Peter Gabriel
because they can express
their lives through their
work. Copperfield tries to
do the same by including
their music - as well as
that of others as diverse as
Mozart and Belafonte - in
the shows he writes, directs
and develops. Shows are at
5:30 & 8:30 p.m. Tickets are
$19.50 for adults, $15.50 for
kids ages 12 and under. Call
775-3458 or 775-3331 for
reservations.
• Find "A Sense of Place"
in Portland Public library'S
Lewis Gallery tonight from
7-9 at an opening reception
for the multimedia works of
Maine Women in the Arts.
The show runs June 2-29.
Call 871-1758 for further
informatoin.

• Grab the lion's share of
attention tonight at Mountain Lion Coffeehouse,
where you're invited to
strut your musical stuffor just drop in to listen - at
the Tuesday night open
house from 8-10. Call 7725242 for details.

• O.). Ekemode & his
Nigerian All-Stars: Hear
juju like you' ve never heard
it before - tonight at 8:30 at
Zootz,31 Forest Ave.
Admission is $8 at the door.
Call 773-8187 for more.

• Coming out to a theatre
near you: It's the third
annual Maine Lesbian and
Gay Film Festival, which
runs tonight through
Sunday, June 7. Tonight's
opening - complete with
films, a music/comedy act
and catered reception happens at Portland Museum of Art. The weekend's
other offerings include new
films and old favorites,
including "Tongues Untied," "Harvest of Seven
Years with k.d. lang," "No

• Michael Waterman is a
figurative painter who's

This guy's gone too
far this time; see for
younelf Saturday,
June 6.

• Now you see him, now
you don't: He's walked .
through the Great Wall of
China, vanished the Statue
of Liberty and escaped from

ONLY 2·1/2 MILES TO L.L. BEAN

I
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Come to Freeport,

I
and Visit...
I
Desert
I· : --: of Maine
I . Maine's Famous
I Natural Phenomenon
I Giant Sand Dunes • Narrat9CI
I Coach Tours • Nature Trails
I
• Sand Mist ·1783 Bam
I • World's largest Sand Painting
• Gift Shop • Store

I Off U.S. Route 1 and 95
I • Desert Rd . • Dept. CB·
I
Freeport 04032
Open May 8th
I
I
to October 12th
I
Tel. (207) 865-6962
I
WITH nilS AD. $1 OFF
I
ADULT ADMISSION
I

UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON

ALSO, CAMPING AVAILABLE

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

126 North Boyd St.,
Portland, ME 04101
- UPCOMING EVENTS FRI MAY 29
& SAT MAY 30

JENNY & THE WOODMEN
RECORD RELEASE PAIlTY
TUESJUNE 2

'lADlES ONLY"

MEN OF NEW ENGLAND
DOORS OPEN 6PM,

U

NOW PAYING
Up to

$

00

ONLY $5
WED JUNE 3

I
I
I
I
I

thurs., mlly 28th, 7:30pm

KNOTS
& CROSSES
$250 happy hour giveaway.
every FRIDAY.
NATIONAL HEADUNER
COMEDY EVERY SUNDAY .

for

CASH

Used CD's
Right on the corner
or Lower Exchange Street

in the Old Port· 774-6010

f~r~t~

1~ percussion &
dance from Guinea

fri., mlly 29th

ALL AGES - HARD ROCK

MEMORABLE
MEAL
flavors and tastes that
will wake up your senses
at prices that won't
excite your budget.

Electric Love Hogs (L.A.)
Twisted Roots.
Love On Ice (Oregon)
mon.," june 1st, S5

JONATHAN
RICHMAN
wed., june 3rd, S8

O.J. EKE MODE

8pe nj'aerinn

I

performances of

Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sec:tlons
must be rec:elved In writing on the Thursday prior
to publication. Send your Calendar and LIstings
Information to Ellen L1burt, Casco Bay Weekly, 5$lA
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.

Skin Off My Ass" and
"Together Alone." Festival
goers are also invited to
participate in a series of
facilitated discussions,
geared towards fostering an
atmosphere of exploration
and alliance-forging. See
Film on pages 21-22 for
festival preview & schedule.

• Two great sounds that
sound great together: Like
peanut butter and chocolate, Keith Terry and the
Turtle Island String Quartet
combine in unexpected,
delicious & offbeat ways.
Terry started out as a jazz
drummer, slowly accreting
an art form with influences
ranging from Japanese
Taiko drumming and
Balinese gamelan to American rhythm tap. Along the
way he's also choreographed pieces at Jacob's
Pillow, Concert Dance and
the San Francisco Mime
Troupe. Terry's body work
melds tap, urban street
dancing and Oriental forms;
and he makes music out of
bouncing balls, electric fans,

I

'1I~1 MmiNdlij~
I Michael Rallcil os Einstein I
I Terry Drew os Marlyn Monroe I
I Robert Hitt os Joe MNnhy I
Willilm KiJray
OS .Joe DiMaggio

l

l

I

I

I
May 28 &June 4
I
I c5p this coupon and call I
L797 -3338 forj!!ur reservotioo.J

~Ll

·great
• great music
• great beer & wine

• Thursday, May 28
The magnificent

MARGUERITE JUENEMAN
QUALITY CHILDI1ENS TAPES" CD'S

"'I Roffi. Disney. BI Haley. CI1aette lolhers.

• Fri & Sal, May 29 & 30
SO CALLED JAU ......"..,....,·r I
• Thursday, June 4

STEVE GROVER QUARTET

.........

featuring the Legendary

GEORGE GARZONE
on tenor sax

CDs. TAPES. VIDEOS
Only 15 min. from Port1ond

YARMOUTH MARKETPlACE
Yarmouth, ME (207) 846-4711
Open 7 days a week. 10 to 10

raw veggies & airborne
sticks.
The Turtle Island String
Quartet has revolutionized
their art form by pulling
country, folk, c;lassical and
jazz from instruments
traditionally associated with
classical music. According
to L.A. Times critic Leonard
Feather, for the first time in

jazz history, this quartet has
"shown the ability to
improvise individually and
collectively." See them
improvising in concert with
Terry when they perform
tonight, under the auspices
of LA Arts, in Lewiston.
Tickets are $15, $13 or $11.
Call 782-2778 for details.

Dlrec:tor Cheryl Dunye explores how women
communicate with each other In "She Don't Fade."
See Friday, June 5.

----------~

TAKE ME TO PlAY IT AGAIN
OR THE CAT'S HISTORYI"

lHM
H~l
I Thursday 2for 1tickets I
!lervingbreukfast..
lunch. dinner (If suridaJ brunch
58 Pine Street 773-8223

Casco Bay Weekly Calendar: 10 days and more
ways to be Informed, get Involved and stay amused.

"MOM,

2 for 1

"~n~'··:.MOST

I

I9

open jazz jam .unday 4:30-8pm
reservation8 welcome
dORed mondays
20 danforth Rt .• 772-8114

Celebrating
the Expansion
of Abraham's

and the Opening of
HAAGENDAZS

Ice Cream Parlor
-------------- ---------- ---- -1

: 50¢ OFF

i

:~--------------ANY ICE CREAM
:
-- ----- ______ '
EXPIRES: 6112192

20 usco Bay Wukly
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CARPET a 12 x 151 ROOM (20yds)

27228vln~l

film fest schedule

Our Reg 6 lb. Pad tax & installation incl.

20 COLORS • May 29 - June 13

er carpets &
PIUS ~k SPECIALS
IIrroUII" JunBI
Frt. EsWrtJUtS

Financing Avllilabf<

~

_
CARPETS

Friday, June 5
.t Portland Museum of Art (7
Congr8A Square):
7-7:15 p.m. Welcomellntroduction
7:15-8:45 p.m. "Khush" and "Domestic Bliss"
8:45-8:30 p.m. Reception
8:30-11:30 p.m. "ute on Earth as
We Know It" and "Together Alone"

21 years of seIVice.

14 Oak Hili Plaza.
Scarborough

1-800-244-0944. 883-3438

w~ ~

Saturday, June ~
.t the Portland Performing Arts
Center (25A Fore.t Ave.):
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. "Strip Jack
Naked"
12:30-1:30 p.m. Lunch and Gay
Pride March
1:30-3 p.m. "Voices from the Front"
3·3:30 p.m. Break
3:30-5 p.m. "Justine's Film .....What
Can I Do with a Male Nude," "A
Comedy in Six Unnatural Acts"
5-8 p.m. Dinner Break
8-8:30 p.m. "Un Chant d'Amour"
8:30-7 p.m. "Catching Fire"

I ~,

Check Out Our
New Summer Menu
Potato Salad • Chilled Sesame Noodles
Green Salads • Guacamole
Fresh Fruit Cream Cheese & lots Morel
'5 Temple St. Portland 879-2425

"RSVP" m .... es Its point with almost no dialogue.

N~'lE:XICAN~
ENJOY LIVE
ENTERTAINMEN
All Summer Long
on the Patio!
Beginning June 4th with

SEAN SHEERIN

AMIGOS

MEXICAN fOOD SINCE .972

9 DANA ST.
OLD PORT,
PORnAND
772-0772

This informative handbook will be published Thursday, June 11, and will feature articles on summer
activities in and around southern Maine.

GREATER PORTLANO

As an advertiser in the

Summer Handbook,
you can take advantage of this important

SU MMER
K
eft

HAND1J1?"V
~Q

opportunity to inform
more than 100,000'"
potential Summer
Handbook readers of your facilities, products and
services.
"3~ c:atr¥J, "35" hike 01 blIclcpack, "23" IIMI,
"46" bicycle 01 mounWn bike and "26" canoe 01

IutYak

Don't miss this timely opportunity to promote your
business in the Summer Handbook. To reserve your
space, contact your Casco Bay Weekly representative
at (207) 775-6601-

Publication date: Thu,.day, Junell, 1992.
AdWlrlllllng deadline: ThU,.day, June 4, 1992.

"Together Alone"

Film fare for all:

The Maine Lesbian & Gay Film Festival gets Sunday night, when the last uptake reel is full,
better and beller with each passing year. The
Out & Out will hold a group toast to wrap up
festival's following keeps increasing, too. This
the festival. "Last year the festival ended and
year (the festival's third) the spectrum of films
everyone just walked away. We wanted some
and videos is broader - and thus more
sort of a closure," Winthrop says.
accessible - than ever before. The result is a
• Special "blocks" of film or video shorts
show of major significance, a work of screen
will highlight AIDS and women's issues.
art that nobody should miss.
• There will also be discussions after some
The whole phenomenon came about when
of the most controversial and evocative films,
three local women decided in july of 1989 that
facilitated by a counselor. Viewers who feel
this area needed a gay-lesbian film festival of
deep grief, discomfort or enlightenment will
international scope.
be encouraged to talk about those feelings in a
'They felt that everyone in the gay and
separate room.
lesbian community had become so focused on
• The festival has lightened up its schedulthe AIDS crisis, and were so serious about life
ing around noon on Saturday, June 6, so that
and death, that
people can leave to participate in the Gay
we needed
Pride March that will take place along Consomething
gress Street.
lighter, some• An art show highlighting local artists'
thing we could celebrate and feel good about," work in the lobby of PPAC will be on display
says Barbara Winthrop, a recent addition to
through the festival.
the all-volunteer film collective Out & Out
• If you're too poor to afford tickets, or
Productions. '1t has continued to be a vehicle
you're the volunteer type, you can donate
that allowed our community to celebrate life
time as an usher or a concessions worker in
and draw upon role models."
exchange for free admission time.
The first show, in 1990, opened to mixed
• Cheap but delectable munchables will be
reviews. But last year, more than 600 people
donated to reception and concession stands by
came to Portland from around the state to see
such culinary lights as Alberta'S, Kristina's,
the festival. This time around, say organizers,
Katahdin, Cafe Always, Hugo'S, Mr. Bagel
a broader range of work and better advance
and Green Mountain Coffee Roasters.
publicity efforts could top that figure.
And one final note: PMA will screen only
"In previous years, we went with many
films, but at PP AC you'll be able to choose
extremes," says Shawn Toth, who curated
between films and videos. In an upstairs
much of this year's festival. "TIus time we
rehearsal room, five television sets will be
wanted to cover a wide diversity of films.
screening videos. Meanwhile, downstairs,
There are 60 years' worth of films here."
films will be projected on a big screen. "We
"There was a sort of radical aspect to it
don't believe in projecting videos," says Toth.
before, because people had been repressed,"
"Everything will be shown in the format it
adds Winthrop.
was produced in." One ticket gets you access
Many of this year's films, she says, focus on
to both.
relationships and feelings. "There's a neat film
So whal's your excuse?
on lesbian and gay marriages, about celebrat"This isn't just a gay community festival,"
ing them and bringing family and friends to
. says Toth, "iI's a festival with a lot of good
them and about how difficult that is," she
films that anyone is going to enjoy."
notes. "II's very loving and warm and compassionate; there's a lot of that in the film
festival, not just an unleashing of erotica and
Paul Karr

screen

sex~"

In addition to these high-quality films and
videos, this year's festival offers lots of other
attractions:
• On Friday night at PMA, Out & Out
Productions will host a gala opening night
reception. On Saturday night - this time at
PPAC - there's another celebration. And on

7-8 p.m. Speaker: Director Joseph ncket options:
Steiff
Saturday/Sunday combination:
8-8:30 p.m. Reception
$22 (available at ticket outlets and
8:30·11 p.m. "Madame X"
the box office on Saturday moming
at 10:30 a.m.).
Saturday paM: $15 (available only
Sunday, June 7
at the box office; Includes presenat the Portland Performing Arts
tation by director Joseph Steifl).
Center:
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. "Take the Sunday paM: $15 (available only at
the box office).
Power." "Flesh and Paper." "Visions
Pa.... for Individual film or block
of the Spirit"
of films: $5 (available each day at
12:30-1 p.m. Break
the
box office).
1·3:30 p.m. "Paper Cranes." "Via
ncket p a _ guarantee you ad·
Appia." "RSVP" (Discussion)
mlMlon to an film. on the appro3:30-4 p.m. Break
priate days. but only if you arrive at
4·5:30 p.m. Short films: "Walk the
the ticket counter 15 minutes beDog,II "Alfalfa," "Fireworks," "Ten
fore each showing. Box office opens
Cents a Dance." "Nice Girls Don't
at 10:30 a.m. Tickets may be purDo It" (Discussion)
chased at Amadeus Music in the
7-9:45 p.m. "Maedchen in Uniform."
Old Port. Drop Me A line. a card
and "No Skin Off My Ass"
shop across from Portland's
9:45-10:15 p.m. ChampagnelWrapSonesta Hotel. The Whole Grocer
up Party
on Munjoy Hill and Gulf of Maine
Bookson MaineStreetin Brunswick.
Call 828-4714 for further info.

Can't make it this year? It takes a whole year to
put the shuw together, and the eight-member
collective always needs help (it costs more than
$20,000 to put on each festival). Ask someone
about joining up. Call Shawn Toth or other Out &
Out Productions members at 828-4714.

This 1991 American film
portrays two male strangers
who have just had unprotected sex. As the film opens,
the men are dreaming - and
the dream is the same. This
revelation leads to an everdeepening discussion about
who they are, and an exploration of why they are together.
"The dream is representative
of their relationship, you find
out later," Toth says. "There
a lot of surprises in it, too."
"As a woman, it was really
interesting to view two men
expressing such feeling and
being so open," adds
Winthrop. "They're strangers
to each other at first. The film
shows a gradual breaking
down of the barriers that
separated them through the
night, as they start to let go of
their fear. There's also a kind
of wrestling going on there,
where one guy's trying to
gain control of the other."

UNCLE

PIG ART CONTEST
UNCLE
~. ILLV·S
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"Maedchen In Uniform"

This 1931 German film"the second oldest gay film
we've found," says Tothwas shot when Germany was
still pre-Nazi. '11's a gay film
"Just Because of Who
made before the Nazis deWeAre"
stroyed everything that was
This documentary about
gay in Berlin," he says. In the
violence toward homosexuals
film, a young girl falls in love
(particularly lesbians)
with her female teacher and
includes footage of a New
finds
can't keep it a secret.
York's City Council as it
"II's got all the typical '30's
considers - but eventually
ambience and camera angles,"
rejects - a proposed gay
Winthrop says, and faithfully
rights ordinance. Timely, no?
"RSVP"
depicts German concepts of
This haunting film, made in schooling and discipline
"She Don't Fade"
woven into that culture. "It
1991 by Canadian filmmaker
New Yorker Cheryl
was really easy, given that
Laurie Lynd, is destined to
Dunye's second work is a
hierarchy, for Hitler to be able
become a gay classic - and,
play-within-a-play, a video
to use that," she notes. The
just maybe, a classic elseabout the making of a film.
black and white film where.
Dunye plays the filmmakerThe minimalist plot redirected by Leonthine Sagan
lead actress, who is playing a
volves around a man who has and starring Hertha Thiele and
second character loosely
just passed away. As his lover Dorothea Wieck - is in
based around the
German with English subtitles.
steps in the front door of the
filmmaker's life.
horne they shared, a song
"II's playful," says
"Lovervllle"
Winthrop. In the middle of a comes on the radio - a song
This short video, directed by
the dead man requested. That
sensual love scene, for
California
videographer
song
(the
haunting
"La
Spectre
instance, two actresses tum
Bohdan Zachary, makes its
de la Rose," from a Hector
to the assembled, hushed
world premier at PP AC. It's a
Berlioz opera) opens up a
crew. "Make some noise,"complex web of relationships humorous monologue about a
they say to laughter.
man (Scott Cappuro) whose gay
radiating out from that man.
The parallels between
roommate has taken a lover.
As
''his''
song
comes
on
the
filmmaker and fictional

0:

KidS' Scuff ::~

~.

character - even the co-star of radio, friends and relatives
the film is Dunye's best friend begin calling each other to
spread word about the song.
- are striking.
It's much more than just a
"Greetings from Washing- remembrance of the deceased
- it's a linking of those who
ton, D.C."
knew him, including an older
This film documents the
nation's first gay pride march, couple who might be his
which filled the streets of the
parents.
Remarkably, the only
capitol in 1981.
dialogue is the series of
"Tongues Untied"
telephone calls the living
This 1988 documentary
characters make exhorting one
another to tum on the radio.
about black gay males was
Beneath the surface of the film,
censored by WCBB- TV
there's an unearthly link the
(Channel 10) last yearmusic
- and the deceased
immediately guaranteeing a
man's spirit - weave through
flurry of local interest. A big
hit at the '91 festival, this film the narrative.
There's also a ghostly
is back on video, The raw
answering machine with the
language honestly portrays
deceased lover's voice that is
intense feeling.
critical to the film's wonderful
ending.
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film fest hi hli hts

1992 Maine Lesbian k Gay Film Festival
Delicious • Homemade
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For your children's outgrown
quality ctothing, toys, books
and equipment
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GENTLY WORN ITEMS FOR CHILDREN.
M.WAYS BUYING. All SEASONS. INFANT • SIZE 10
DROP OFF OR CAll FOR AN APPOINTMENT

~:' :::

Mall Plaza. S. Portland (by Ames and 800'''-nd)
Mon.·Sal. 9:30 •. m. · 8:30 p.m.' n2·73J3 ()( 1·8OQ.564·7333

~

i,.~.

8prin8 Rose
8peClal
12 Roses for $15
~peci81!y

Wmpped. 1()'14 inch

~

rar'Dried QQ6e.Ilc Piece I'Oie bkwloma

bel,,= I~yeu or OIIlJnecll.el dry for
one "eel 51ouo1llll l118y t.hc:n be
mount.ed on ..nrc .t.emo for

year round bouque4

Same Day
Delivery!

HARMON'S
584 Congress Street
Portland

117 Brown Street

774·5946

854·2518

All

Westbrook
F,u par/cing al both /OCaJiOfOS.
cr.diJ Ctlrds
orrkrs.

CHEESES-Q
HAVE ARR~D!
:

~-SUMMER

:
I
II

X

Mini St. Andre
Roquefort
Mascarpone
Emmanlhal

?~.-r'-...:.

... .;f.,;
."
'. . " '. l \

Rougette

I Romarw Deli C"pll
I Raclette
I
I
I
I
I
I Delicious Homemade Soups DaUy
I Tel: 772-4647 • Fax 772-5294
I 168 Middle St. in Portland's Old Port

Mon-Sat: 9:30·5:30
Friday: Open 'ti16

~-------------------~
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Entertainment

K2

berry Street

ContinlWl from 10-m.y Calmdllr

MINIATURES
A large selection and more to come!
83 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

1

DAY
TURNAROUND

Make a fun
T-Shirt from
yo ur favorite
photo or slide
Wear your pet,
or your birthday party, or
your Aunt
Ethel
or your
bowling
To"
trophyl
I ....

TIM H.nd thet Roc ... the Cradle
Gynecologist is accused of harassing his
patient and opts for suicide. His wife
suffers a miscarriage, goes mad and
blames everything on the patient and her
family. She becomeS the nanny of the
patient's daughter and generally raises
hell.
Two American climbers are asked to join
a group of international adventurers in
their attempt to scale K2, the most difficult peak in the Himalayas.

SILVER
SCREEN

WHAT'S
WHERE
Due to scheduling changes
after caw goes to press,
movie goors are advised to
confirm times with theatres.

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland
774-1022
Dates effective May 29-June 4

Allen 3
Ripley awakes after crash-landing on a
desolate world where she is the only
female on the all-male prison planet well, almost the only female. The stowaway slurps through most of the cast en Leth.1 Weapon III
route to a showdown with Sigoumey
Yet another encore for the hardcore.
Weaverthat will make Alien 4 very difficult
Murtaugh has plans to retire but can't
help being sucked into one last free-forto write.
ali case - this time involving stolen fireanns from the police department - wilh
partner Riggs. Woth Danny Glover and
Mel Gibson.
Medicine Man
Scientist Sean Connery searches for a
medicinal cure for cancer in the Brazilian
. jungle.
A Mldnlte CI. .r
An account of an American intelligence
unit on patrol during the Battle of the
Bulge in WWlI.

Ow ......

Short

.... g

110...

ENERATED IMAGE
Monday - Friday 9-6 • Saturday 10-4

Corner of Market & Middle Sts.· Portland· 714-4455

At PI.y In the Field. of the Lord
A South American military leader coerces
two mercenaries with a plane to raze a
tribal village and drive the people off their
land. At the same time, two missionary
couples seek to convert and thus pacify
members of the tribe. Based on the prophetic novel by Peter Matthiessen.
a..le In.tlnet
Michael Douglas retums to the "Streets of

Autobiographical study of three sisters
and the different ways they respond to life
as members of the colonial Fronch ruling
class in post-WWlI Algeria.
The Player
Insider Hollywood satire about a movie
exec suspected of having murdered a
screenwriter. (Doesn't happen often
enough.)Starring TimRobbins& Whoopie
Goldberg, with cameos by hail the big
names in Tinseltown.

Saturday, May 30, 1992 - 8p.m.
Portland Performing Arts Center
25A Forest Avenue, Portland
Tickets: $15.00 at the Box Office or Visa.lMastetCard
by calling 774-0465, Tues.-SaL Noon to 4p.m.

with our great garlic bread!
It's just a beginning to a
long list of Creative
Chef's Specials that
rival the finest anywhere from Italian to seafood and
steaks, and lobster always!

THE ROMA
casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining
769 Congress Street. Intown Portland 773-9873
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion)
M-F 11;30 am-9 pm . Saturday 5-9:30 pm

The Player (R)
1:15, 4, 6:50, 9:25

Far and Away (PG)
12:45, 3:50, 7:05, 9:55

Alien III (R)
1:50, 2:35, 4:25, 5:05, 7:15,
7;35, 9:45, 10

Encino Man (PG-13)
1,3:05, 5:10,7:20,9:25

K2 (R)
2, 4:45, 7:45, 10:05

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland
879-1511
Dates effective May 29-June 4
Basic Instinct (R)
12:40, 3:20, 6:40, 9:20

White Men Can't Jump
(PG-13)
12:50, 3:30, 6:50, 9:30
A Midnite Clear (R)
1:20, 3:50, 7:20, 9:50
Deep Cover (R)
1:10, 3:40, 7:1 0, 9~40

12:30,3:10,6:30,9;10

Sister Act (PG)

David Copperfield
The magician's newest show, "Magic for
the '90s," June4-Thurs,5:3O&8:3Opm
- at Cumbe~and County Civic Center 1
Civic Court Square, Portland. TIx: $19,50,
$15.50children. Forl'9S9lV8tions call 7753458.
"In.lgnlfie.nee·
Mad Horse Theatre's last offering of the"
:wason centers around an imaginary meetIng between Albert Einstein, Marylin Monroe, Joe DiMaggio and Joe McCarthy
one night before the House Un-America~
Activ~ies Committee hearings. Through
June21- Thurs-Sat, 8 pm; Sun, 7pmat Mad Horse Theatre, 955 Forest Ave,
Portland. TIx: $15 adutts, $13 students &
seniors. For reservations call 797-3338.
"Melody Hour Murd...•
at The Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre
Baker's Table Banquet Room, 434 For~
St, Portland. Shows every Saturday at 8.
For info and reservations cali 693-3063 or
1-800-834-3063.
Rem lelend D.nee
presents a premiere of acclaimed choreographer Susan Rethorst's won., performed by Rethorst and the company.
May 29 & 30 - Fri & Sat, 8 pm - at
Corthell Concert Hall, USMlGorham. Tix:
$10. Call 773-2562 for reservations.

City of Joy
An American doctor, together with a Brit
and an Indian couple, runs a clinic in an
impoverished area of India. Patrick
Swayze and Pauline Collins star.
Deep Cover
A police officer goes undercover to infjtrate and expose a new wave of drug
lords, then begins to wonder whether he
can e_ change the status quo while
won.ing fora govemment that fights drugs
on the streets while colluding wilh drug
lords at the highest levels. Larry Fishbume
from "Boyz 'N the Hood" stars in this
mainline experience.
EnelnoM.n
Two unpopular teenage boys unearth and
thaw a frozen Neanderthal man: They
enroll himin school as a foreign exchange
student , thereby gaining unexpected Thunderheart
popularity.
An FBI agent with Native American roots
is sentto investigate a murder on a reserF.randA_y
A tum-<ll-the-centlJ'Y Irish laborer endures
vation. He finds much more.
hardship in Eire and finally immigrates to Weyne'. World
this country. In an un~kely tum of events,
Metal Heads Wayne and Garth (of"Saturhe falls fora a well-to-do American woman.
day Night Live") make pronouncements
Stars Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman .
on teen life and share fantasies about the
lovely babes from Babylonia. Moronic.
Fried Green Tomatoea
An overweight and neglected housewife WhHe Men Cen't Jump
befriends a lonely olderwoman living In a
Acomedy-drama inwhich Wesley Snipes
rest home. They develop a close friend("Jungle Fever") and Woody Harrelson
ship as the older woman spins a tale
(TV's "Cheers") team up to make money
about two intimate female friends in the
scamming other besketball players on
'30s. Her story helps restore the
LA's playgrounds. Great dialogue. Great
h~wife'8joie de vivre.
besketbal.

The Movies
10 Exchange St., Portland
772-9600
Matinees Sat & Sun

Thank You and
Goodnight
May 27-31
Wed-Sat 7:15,9
Sat-Sun 1; Sun 7

At Play in tt,e Fields
of the Lord
May 30-June 2
Mon-Tues 7
Sat-Sun 2:30; Sun 8:30

Overseas
June 3-7
Wed-Thurs 7, 9; Fri 7
Sat-Sun 1, 7

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle streets,
Portland
772-9751
Dates effective May 29-June 4
Second showing Sat & Sun

The Hand that Rocks the
Cradle (R)
1:10, 4:10, 7:10, 9:45

Medicine Man (PG-13)
12:50, 3:50, 6:50, 9:50
Thunderheart (R)
1,4,7, 9:40
Prince of Tides (R)
12:30,3:30,6:30, 9:15

City of Joy (pG-13)
12:40, 3:40, 6:40, 9;30

Beauty and the Beast (G)
1 :20, 4:20, 7:20, 9:20

5ODlfRREN'f

REElS ON DISPLAY .' '--=::~1Ui

Land Lubber
Prime Rib of Beef (Lg, Cut)

Save More at the

Surplus Store
28 Monument Square, Portland
Hours: 9 to 5:30 Mon. thru Sat.
Free Parking With Park & Shop Stamps

$11 95

with Soup, TOiled or Cea.ar Sal.d, Potato
& Vegetable & Strawberry Shortcake

Only &}}95
RESTAURANT and
/
PORTLAND CONVENTION
CENTER
155 Riverside St., Portland • Reservations Welcome. Call 775-6536

"Me a My Girt·
June8&9at 7pmatthePortiand Players,
420 Cottage Road, S. Portland. For details caM 799-7337.
"Torch 80ng Trilogy·
May 31 at 4 pm at the Theatre Project,
School st, Brunswick. Call 725-4955 for
more info.

4;10,9:55

A New York psychiatrist (Barbara
Streisand) and a South Carolina teacher
(Nick Notte) are brought together by the
attempted suicide of his sister, who happens to be her patient. Directed by
Streisand.
81eter Act
A trashy lounge singer(Whoopi Goldberg)
goes into hiding in a convent after witnessing a crime. She takes over the choir
and transrrutes them into superb jazz
singers, thereby attracting the attention
of the thugs involved in the murder.
Thank You and Goodnight
Director Jan Oxenberg documents the
death of her grandmother in this surprisingly humorous look at a woman's life.

• Home Made Clam Chowder
• Deep Fried Maine Shrimp
(or .Ieamer. add $2,(0)
• Whole Maine Lobster (I liB)
• French Fried Potatoes
• Creamy Cole Slaw or
Corn on Cob (in .eason)
• Rolls & Butter
• Strawberry Shortcake Only

AUDITIONS

Beethoven (PG)

1

-RODS
- REElS
- TACKLE BOXES
• HIP BOOTS
• CHEST WADERS
• UFE PRESERVERS
-RAINWEAR
• UNE WINDING

Studio Thea1re ends i1s regular season
with Neil Simon's hilarious play in which
friends of an apparently estranged couple
cover. up the husband/deputy mayor' s
seemong attempt at suicide. Through May
31-Fri&Sat, 8 pm; Sun, 3pm-atThe
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St,
Bath. T,x: $t2 , $10 students. Forreservations, call 442-8455.
"Shone Alone·
No Control Theatre presents this oneman (Kevin Shone)comedyexlravaganza
starring a cast of thousands. Through
May 31 - Fn-Sun, 8 pm - at 25 Forest
Ave, Portland. TIx: $9.99. For reservations call 879-0070.

Wayne's Wortd (PG-13)

1;30,7:30

FISHING TA

Downeast
Shore Dinner

"Rumors"

1,2,3:15,4:15,5:30,6:30,
7:45, 8:45, 10

PrInce of Tid..

Dave McKenna' Scott Hamilton • Gray Sargent

1:40,4:15,7,9:35

Fried Green Tomatoes
(PG)

San FranciscO'· asa detective in this erotic
murderthrilerdirected by Paul Verhoeven
("Total Recall") . Slick, entertaining,
homOphobic.
Beeuty end the . . . .t
Disney', animated extravaganza based
on the fairy tale.
Beethoven
Suburban parents of three, played by
Cha~ Grodin and Bonnie Hunt, have to
deal with a St . Bernard that joins and
disrupts their household. Thought-provoking.

Lethal Weapon III (R)

STAGE

Your Savings Store For

CON
CERTS
THURSDAY 5.28
Fetele
(drum & dance) 8 pm, Zootz, 31 Forest
Ave, Portland. TIx: $8. 773-8187.

SATURDAY 5.30
The Boy Singers of Maine
(classical & contemporary) 7:30 pm, Trinity Episcopal Church, Forest Ave, Portland. Tix: $5 ~ral admission, $3 seniors & children. 797-4739.
Jennifer Caven, Brian Chadbourne,
Kathl. .n Logan et al.
(eclectic folk) 7:30 pm, Swedenborgian
Church, 302 stevens Ave, Portland. TIx:
$5 advance, $6 door, children half price.
773-9549.

SUNDAY 5.31
,a

Greg Brown
opener Katie Curt..,
(folk) 7 pm, Stone Environmental Schools
attheFerryBeachPan.Association,Saco.
TIx: $15. 934-4084.

UPCOMING
Lezy Merced. .
6/6192 (folk) 6 pm, Riverside Park,
Westbrook,

ContmlUd on page 24

The L.L.Bean
Facto Store
Count own to
SlImmer Sale.
It's the year that spring forgot, so we're celebrating
summer early, from May 22nd until June 7th, at the L.L.Bean
Factory Stores ili Ellsworth, Freeport and North Conway.
Were offering additional discounts of 35% on men's and
women's sweaters, long-sleeve dress and casual shirts coats
jackets and all footwear, plus womens swimsuits, dre~ses '
and s~irts, Thrifty corduroy lovers will jump for joy at the
mention of an additional 50% discount. And look for
Manager's Special items in each store,
/~) 1/
Summers just around the corner, if we're
~~ ::
lucky, But the Countdown Sale is blasting off
on schedule, with final savings of 40-70% on
clothes for all seasons-just in case,
.'
- --

J"""i'

--

LL.Bean® Factory Stores
QUality's Part of the Bargain.
Ellsworth High St., '12 mile north of junction IA and 3. Open 7 days a week.
Freeport Depot Rd. : one block down from Main St. retail store. Open 7 days a week.
North Conway, NH Rt. 16m North Conway, just west of the junction of 302. Open 7 days a week.
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Wuwol't<a, Womb to Tomb(original rock)
Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891 .
Th. M.rk K1e1nheut Trio (jazz) lmle
WiUie' s, 36Mar1<etSt, Portland. 773-4500.
TBA Moose AMey, 46 Mar1<et St, Portland .
774-5246.
Regule. Eln.t.ln. (rock) Old Port Tavem.
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Bill Chinnock (rock) Raoul's Roadside Attraction , 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 7736886.
Mldnlte Rider (classic rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767·
4627.
Jenny & the Woodmen (rock) T-Birds,
126 N . Boyd St, Portland . 773-8040.
Night Owl. (pop/ rock) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 7756161.
High VoIta9.(hard rock)TheWrong Brothers' Pub at Port B~liards, 39 Forest Ave,
Portland. 775-1944.

NAKED

771 Cumberland St. (River Rd.) Westbrook

"The Family Fun Center"

THIRSTDAYS

1854-9463\

Continued from P"~ 23

AT

Open 9-9, Every Day.
Great Country Selling
with a cool westerly breeze.
• Par 3, Pitch & Putt Golf Course,
newly Resodded Greens
• Minwlure Goif,
new Course Opening Soon
• Baseball/SoltbaU Batting Cages, ,
state 01 the Art System "We pitch strikes"
• Golf Driving Range,
all New Golf Balls
• Ice Cream!
A straight shot from Brighton
5 minutes from

Mly 28,1992

THE MOON

CON

25¢draft beers

CERTS

ALL dr inks $1..25

NO COVER
EVERY THURSDAY 8 TO 11

Portland (make no tums.)
exit 8.

THE MOON DANCE CLUB· 427 FORE ST. • 772-1983

8455.

THURSDAY 5.28

1. Provides 12 hounl of sooth'ng rehef.
2. Everyone gets a hU9 after the show.
3. 100% beeL . no fiIIe"", no meat by-products.
4. Shone is considered a comic geniuB ,n France.
5. n's like a blaat of warm Bummer aun ... w~hout the heat bliBters.

EAT GOOD FOOD
AND THINK GOOD THOUGHTS,
LIFE'S SIMPLE THINGS.

b

484 STEVENS AV.

772-3961

,

o
o

FRIDAY 5.29

o
o
LA ARTS 1991-1992 SEASON

TERRY and THE TURTLE ISLAND
6. 1992. 8 PM
GQUARTET June
Lewiston Junior High $15/ $13/$11

;'( iC: FhIEb

What happens when you put a
dancer, drummer and body musician
together with a Jazzzzuz string
quartet? The music makes the
dancing and the dancing creates the
music. Everything cooks! Two of the
brightest stars on the horizon; catch
them if you can!
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'" .handcutlries _.

~> &coleslaw

Tickets will be available at L·A Shop 'n Save Supermarkets
Tickets call 782·7228. LA ARTS 234 Lisbon St. Lewiston. ME 04240

_\~$1:.?5*
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EhteKl3\nment 5 Nighrs
See Listings.or call for info.
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Event Sponsors:
Patrons Oxford Mutual Insurance Co.
Platz·Associates

1991-92 SEASON UNDERWRITERS: Aetna, Fleet Bank. KISS 100/ WLAM ,
Liberty Mutual, Mechanics Savings Bank, Mid·Maine Savings Bank.
Shop 'n Save Supermarkets Sun-Journal/Sunday and WCSH-6 Alive!

-~~--- ~-----
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M.rguerlte Juen.mann (jaZZ) cafe no, 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772- 8114.
"etght of HIInd, Public Worke (original
rock)Geno's, 13BrownSt, Pttd.772-7891 .
TSA ~ AlI.y,AS Mar1<et St, Portland.
774-5246.
Regul•• EtMtelna (rock) Old Port Tavem,
11 Mounon St, Portland. 774-0444.
Shoc,,", (funklwol1d beat) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland.
773-6886.
Worry Doll. (acoustic) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St, S. Portland . 767-4627 .
Deejey Greg Powera (karaoke) Tipperary
Pub. Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland.
775-6161.
Open Mlcwlth Lou Moore(b.y .o. acoustic) The Wrong Brothenl' Pub at Port
BiUiards. 3Il Fonsst Ave, Portland. 775t944.
Fa ..l. (Guinea drum & dance) Zootz, 31
Forest Ave, Portland. 173-8187.

Tom K.nnedy (acoustic) Bramhall Pub,
789 Congress St. Portland. 773-9873.
8o-C.lled Jazz Kwlntet Oazz) cafe no, 20
Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114 .
Th. Wenn. B_, Sid'. Klda (rock)
Geno' s, 13 BrownSt, Portland. 772-7891 .
TBA Moose Alley, 46 Mar1<et St, Portland .
774-5246.
Regute. Eln.t.ln. (rock) Old PortTavem,
11 Moulton SI. Portland. 774·0444.
Uttle Anthony end the l.Dcomotlvee
(big band blues) Raoul' s Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773·
6886.
Mldnlt. Rider (classic rock) Spring Point
Cafe. 175 Pickett St, S . Portland . 767 4627 .
J.nnr & the Woodmen (rock) T -Birds.
126 N . Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.
Tonr 80ft. Trio (pop/rock) Tippemry Pub.
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland . 7756161 .
High VoIteg.(hard rock) TheWrong Brothers' Pub at Port Biliards, 39 Forest Ave,
Portland. 775-1944.

SATURDAY 5.30

/

o

Tom K.nnedy (acoustic) Bramhall Pub,
769 Congress St, Portland . 773-9873.
8o-C.lled J.zz Kwlntet Gazz) cafe no, 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114 .
Steve Gerfech (acoustic) The Cave, 31
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-8187.

IB3ACCm;: CCC!J)WJE
IFAlYiIIIILW IFUJN ]J))AW~
GAMES:
Children's Area· Lady Bug
Lady, Corky the Clown,
Shoestring Theatre,
Jugglers & Jokeslers
• Carnival Games
• Fireman's Foam
• Face Painting

Back Cove
Family Day!
A day for
the entire
family!

MUSIC:
Chronicle·11 :25' Siaid Cleaves·1 :00' Perennial Effects-1 :45
• Jim Gallant·2:25 • Port City Allstars-2:45
FOOD VENDORS:

Gatt. Dance. Inc•• Thompson's Point,
Second Floor Bld9 lA, Portland. Smok&and chern- free dances with swing, Latin &
ballroom music Fridays from 9-t2 pm &
Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773·3558.
Meine a.llroom. 614 Congress St, Portland. Every Sat 9-midnight. Cost: $5. No
reservations required. 773-0002.
Th. Moon. 425 Fora St, Portland. Open
nightly. 8 pm on .. . Naked Thirstdays, no
cover. drinks $1 .25 & drafts 25¢. Fri-Sat
until 3 am. Cover: $3. 772-1983.
88lut... 20 Milk St, Portland. Open nightly
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
T·Blrd·., 126 N . Boyd St, Portland . Sun:
comedy night; weekdays : special events:
Fri & Sat: rock & roli, dance. 773-8040.
Wherehou . . Dance Club. 29 Forest Ave,
Portland. Progressive music. Fri, chern
free, all ages with deejay; Sat, women's
night from 9-1 with deejay Deb. 8749770.
Zootz,31 FonsstAve,Portland. Wed:chemfrae; Thu: cutting edge dance; Fri: live
natlonat acts: Sat: deejay tiM 2 :30 am. live
at The Cave; Sun: request night. 7738187.

In 1970 Frank Kofsky, a writer with an aggressive, prickly and
often irritating point of view, published a book entitled "Black
Nationalism and the Revolution in Music." By then, he had been
around the music-critic-as-social-historian field for a decade. In
Downbeat, the most prestigious of the many magazines who pub-Iished him, he had become something of a celebrity jazz journalist.
His take on the music was fairly simple and superficial: Jazz is Black
Music and Black Music reflects the Black Community and one of the
Black Community's responses to White OppreSSion is its art. That
was pretty much it.
Of course, the ideas weren't particularly original or particularly
clever, but put into a book-length essay these ideas wound up on
every college music library's shelf, and by doing so they acquired
some credence. (Nobody who embraced the book seemed to question the basic racism of the
premise that blacks only prod uce
art in response to Whites.)
The book was widely quoted in
the
ensuing decade in college
The Scott Hamilton,
freshman
essays on music and
Dave McKenna,
politics, and not-so-succinctly
Gray Sargent Trio play
defined much of what was
Portland Performing Arts
believed about jazz for a younger
Center, 25A Forest Ave.,
generation of listeners. One of the
May 30 at 8 p.m.
more cloying sections of the book
Tickets are S15; call
was Kofsky's dismissal of a long
774-0465 for reservations.
list of jazz musicians. They were
(surprise!) all white and their styles were reminiscent, if not directly
influenced, by black innovators.
Well, if the truth be told, that's simply the way the music works.
There are only two or three true originals in the music. In the big
picture, their innovations haven't really influenced jazz as a body of
work in a Significant way. All other artists have relied, to a large
extent, on the inventiveness of their predecessors.
Therefore, with the prevailing attitude of the mid -'70s that change
was all-important and musical influences should not be easily
discerned, tenor saxophonist Scott Hamilton had to face a bit of a
backlash. When he first arrived in New York from his native Rhode
Island, Hamilton was only 22, and he cloaked himself both musically
and sartorially in a style more akin to the music of the' 40s than to
that of the' 60s and '70s.
The fashion of the time, musically speaking, was the fusion/fuzak
of Weather Report and Chick Corea. (Where did that go?) With
Hamilton you weren't exactly getting Ben Webster reincarnate, but
you were getting something akin to the sound. Unfortunately it
wasn't correct (politically, that is). With Archie Shepp is was credible
to say that he was re-i!xamining the music of the masters, but with
this kid ... well, what did he know? Yet Hamilton was simply
playing the music that was familiar to him. His parents had stacks
and stacks of swing music and Hamilton himself was a fan of the
music of an earlier generation. Ironically, it was this music that he
best understood.
Now, 15 years later with dozens of recordings to his name,
Hamilton has developed into a musician to be taken very seriously.
Though he may recite a long list of tenor players whom he admires,
he doesn't attempt to recreate their work. He has absorbed the style
of many of the masters - Webster is obvious - but there are also
echoes of Lester Young. Don Byas and the brash bravado of the
Texas-style tenors Illinois Jacquet, Arnett Cobb, et al. He doesn't
dismiss the free-blowing sessions of many of his peers; it simply isn't
a direction he had chosen. He plays ballads as warmly as anyone
alive and he can run a boy ragged trying to follow his ideas when he
calls a fast one.
For this performance, Hamilton will be joined by Dave McKenna,
whom The New Yorker's Whitney Balliet named "the hardest swinging jazz pianist of all time" - though McKenna claims, in typical
fashion, "I don't know if I qualify as a bonafide jazz guy ... I play
saloon piano." The third member of the trio is Gray Sargent, the
ubiquitous guitarist who is on a first-call basis for all New England
swing sessions_ It will be an evening of wannly performed, familiar
standards, so dress cool. Very cool.
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Baxter Blvd. will be closed
to vehicular traffic so the
public can walk, bicycle,
run, rollerskilte and
skateboard along the
entire length of the
Boulevard.

ACTIVITIES:
Hayrides' Kite·flying • Trolleyrides
• Bauer & In·Une Skate Demo's
• Petting Zoo & Windsurfing

Hamilton blows hot & cool

B.B.J.m(rock)OIdPortTavem, 11 Moullon
St, Portland. 774-0444.
Open Mlc with Randy M .... blto (b.y.o .
jam) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
J.nny&th.Woodmen, Th.s.n••, The
Blcycl. Thl_ end The Ume Rock·
.ta (rock) T- Birds, 126 N . Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.
Open Mlc Night with Ken GrI_ley
(acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Portland . 773-0093.

CLUBS

(J8JJ.1896)

THE 6TH ANNUAL

Scott Hemllton

MONDAY 0.1

-Harriet Beecher Stowe

SUNDAY, JUNE 14 llam to 4pm
at Payson Park, Baxter Blvd, & Back Cove

SPECIAL EVENTS:
Cardboard Canoe Race
(Register at Saco River
Outfitters: 773-0910)
• Fresh Air Walk
(Beginning at 9:30am
at Preble & Baxter)
• Sailboard Regatta
• Uve Remote by WMGX

Open Jem Se ..lon Gazz) cafe no, 20
Danforth St, Portland. 172-8114.
TBA Moose Alley, 46 Mar1<et St, Portland .
774-5246.
B.B.Jem(rock)OId Port Tavem , 11 Moulton
St, Portland. 774-0444.
Phil Verrill Fu.lon Bend Gazz lusion)
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
Ave. Portland. 173-6886.
Mark R....I & Bob Sibel (comedy) TBirds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 7738040.
TBA Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Portland.
773-0093.
D.J Landry (acoustic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port mliards, 39 Forest Ave,
Portland. 775- t 944.

k.d.leng
61t 1192 (cununs country) 8 pm, Portland
City Hal Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St. Port·
land. Tile $21 .50. $19.50.(617)643-7121 .

"When you get in a
tight place and
everything goes
against you, till it
seems as though
you could not hold
on a minute longer,
never give up then,
for that is just the
place and time that
the tide will turn. "

- - - - PORTLAND RECREATION PRESENTS - - -

SUNDAY 5.31

Turtl .....nd String Quart.t & DIInc..
Keith Terry
616192 (jazz & live dance) 8 pm, Lewiston
Junior High School. lewiston. Tix :$15$11 . 7 82- 7228.
Johnny Collin.
6f7 /92 (fok) 7:30 pm, The Center for the
Arts, The Chocolate Church. 804 Washington St. Bath. Tix: $9, $7 advance. 442-

Pop Chronicle. ('GOs) Old PortTavem, 11
Mounon St, Portland. 774-0444.
TBA Wharfs End, 52 Wharf SI. Portland.
773-0093.

WEDNESDAY 0.3
TBA Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 7727891 .
a.ch.I..... • Night (topless) Moose Alley.
46 Marl<et St. Portland. 774-5246.
Pop Chronic," ('GOs) Old Port Tavem , 11
Moulton St, Portland . 77 4-0444 _
lain M.tth_. (folk) Raoul's Roadside
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 7736886.
TSA Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S.
Portland. 767-4627.
Knot. end C.os_ (folk) T- Birds. 126 N.
Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.
TBA Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Portland .
773-0093.
Open Mlc Night with The Cool Whlpa
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers ' Pub at
Port B~liards , 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
775-1944.

DANCING
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music

For
more
info call
Portland
Recreation:
874-8793

Hot Dog, Etc . • Mary·Lin Corp .• Rumo's • One Potalo Two' Ben & Jerry's Ice
Cream· Edith & Mike's Concession' Riverton Playground Comm.

mliXi)93.1
-Ls
.)$(. .,
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ART

SCENE
RECENT PAINTINGS
new work by
six unique artists:
Mary Brosnan
Christine Cyr
Lee Gabriel
Cathy Kaelin
Sean Berard-Morrissey
Nina Sylvia
on view from:
May 29 - June 27, 1992

THE PINE TREE SHOP
& BAYVIEW GALLERY
75 Marker Sr. • Portland, Maine • 773-3007

YEAR-ROUND
ARTIST COOPERATIVE GALLERY
STAY TUNED
SACO FRAME CENTER
282 - 0318

t' .. • '

,

_

MIy 28, 1992

,
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Portland MUHum of Art

Entertainment

Saven Congress Square, Portland . Hours:
Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat 10-5, Thur!! 10-9.
Sun 12-5. Admission: aduija $3.50, senior citizens and students with 10 $2.50.
children under 18 $1 , group rate $3. Museum admission is free lo-noon Saturday. 773-2787.

"Cont.mporary VI.I.....
Nine artists from the museum's American
collection interpret landscapa with styles
ranging from naalism to abstraction. Featured artists from Maine and around the
nation Include Reuben Tam, Lisa Alen,
William Keinbusch and Alison Hildreth.
Showing 1hrough May 31 .

Conlin.ud from 1"'8t 2S

ART

"TlI. FI_r ...A lui floral bouquet of painting, sculpture
and photography by such artists as
Beverly Hallam, Alex Katz, Ellsworth Kelly.
Robert Mapplethorpe, John Cage and
Nancy Gra\l8S. Through June 14.

OPENING

"The HoIocaulit
Conlemporary American sculptor George
Art GIIII.ry lit 0 Deering 8t
Segal hasdistillad the meaning ofthisalrocily
6 o-ing 51, Portland. Previ_ reception
in a life-size composition of haumlng whrte
May 29 from ~9 pm lor new oil pailtings
plastBl' figures. On view through Oct 18.
by MaileartislCynthia Hyde. Open house "By Lend and . .a: The Qu. .t of .......
May 30 from 11-5. Showing 1hrough June
20. Gallery hours: Tues-Satll-5the first
Iwoweel<s olthe month; the rernainder by
chance or appoiltment. 772-9605.

K.tehdln Resturant

Fltzgel'1lld
Working In Monhegan Island and in CaHfomia, this 20th-century painter evoked a
sense of harmony between man and nature. Exhibit consists of watercolor!! and
oils, predominantly landscapes. On view
through July 19.

.

Comer 01 High and Spring streets. 0pening reception May 31 from 4-6 pm lor" An
Exhibition 01 Student Photography," a "TlI. Mil)' family Collection
show by continuing studies students at
Twenty-two works from the 19th & 20th
Portland Schooi 01 M. Showing 1hrough
centuries that bring together the cu~ural
June 30.775-3052.
diversity of America from East to West.
L_I. Gallery
Showing through Sept 6.
Portland Public Ubrary, S Monument Square. Portl.nd Public Ubrary
Portland. Opening reception June 4 from 75 Monument Square, Portland. "The M
9 pm lor "A Sansa of Place," a muijimedia
Directors Club: M Made by Computers."
show by Maine Women in the Ms. June 2an exhibition of computer-generated cre29. Gallery hours: 9-6 Mon, Wad. Fri; 12-9
ative work by member!! ofthe club. ShowTues. Thurs; 9-S Sat. 871-1758.
ing through May 29. Gallery hours: Mon.
Wed & Fri 9-6, Tues & Thur!! n00n-9. Sat
Main. Coe.t Artlats
Russell Avenue. Rockport . Opening re9-5.871-1710.
ception May 30 from 5:30-7 :30 fo~ ':The "amen'. Club
Juried Show: By Invitation: an 8)(hlbitlOn
1 Exchange St, Portland. "Beauty: A Tribute to
ofwor1<s by 21 artists selected fromjuried
Mothar's Day: an exhibition featuring MaJr
shows since 1987. Showing 1hrough June
Honan, Evelyn Winter, Peter Harley, Nancy
28. Gallery hour!!: daily 10-5. 2:»-2875.
Brown. Diane Oehlke. Char1ene Lae. Lesa
Sochor, Mamie Souza and many others. On
view through June. 775-0712 .

AROUND TOWN

Th. Splrtted Gourmet
142 st. John St, Portland. "By the Name
of Reed" showcases wood sculpture.
paintings, drawing and braided wool
works by four members of the Reed family. Through Juty 1. 773-2919.

Albert8'.
21 Pleasant St, Portland. 3 Vrews Gallery
is curating a series of shows appearing at
Planets and AIlerta's restaurants. Featuring local artists. the shows range from
the pojije to the outrageous and highlight
the verve of local ' talent. Alberta's features the work of abstract painter Nancy
DeYoung through May 30. 774-0016.

Th. St.ln Gallery
20 Milk St. Portland. An exhibit of Leah
Wingfield's African series: cast glass
heads on wood vases and sandblasted
vessels. Showing through June 15. Gallery Hours: Mon-Fri 11-6. Sat 12-5, Sun
11-4. 772-9072 .

Th. a.xt.r Gall.ry

Portland School of M, 619 Congress st,
Portland. SeniorThesi$ Exhibition, showing through June 3. Gallery hours: MonFri 10-5. 775-5152.

Thoa. Moeer C.blnetmakera
4 t S Cumberland Ave, Portland. An exhibit of Brita Holmquist'S recent paintings. Showing through July 9. Hours: MonSat 9-5. 729-5t81.

Con. . . . Square Gallery
42 Exchange st, Portland. "Mysteries:
Maine: Michael L Lewis' new
turpentine wash painting~. On view
through May 29. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat
10:30-5.774-3369.

Orono.

Th. Danforth Gall.ry
34 Danforth st, Portland. "A VISual Odeto
the Book," an 8)(hibit ilftuenced by the
book qua object which includes artists'
books and exparimental sttuctures. On
vi_through May 28. Galeryhours: TuesSat 11-5. 775-6245.

OUT OF TOWN
Bowdoin CoIl.". Muaeum of Art
Walker M Building, Bowdoin College.
Brunswick. The museum is open to the
public free of charge. Hour!!: Tues-Sat
10-5, Sun 2-5. 725-3275.

"Ja..- Ch.rI. . Roy
An 8)(hibil 01 photographs fromthe CeItic-

De8n V.lentp. G.llery

Christian Irish islands of Inishmurray and
Inishkea North and Scottish Iona. In the
of AlIce steinhardt's paintings. Showing
Hawthorne-Longlellow Library. Showing
through June 7. Gallery hours: Toors 12through the end 01 May. 725-3253.
8, Fri & Sat t2-5. Sun 12-4, by appoint- "Holocauet: The PreMnc. of the Pa.t
ment.772-2042.
An 8)(hib~ion by Maine artist Judy Ellis
Glickman featuring black & wh~e photoElena'aCat.
606 Congress St. Portland. Stilllifes by />J
graphs of sites connected 10 the HoloWaterrran through May 31. Open weekcaust: concentration camps, graveyards.
days&Sunday~10.
memorials. On view through May 31.

eo Hampshire st, Portland. An exhibition

As seen in

Playboy's
"Girls of Summer"
"Blondes, Brunettes
and Redheads"
and
"Playboy Lingerie"
over eighteen times!

Now Through Saturday May 30
200 RIVERSIDE STREET • PORTLAND MAINE
(207) 772-8033 • 1-800-992-0006

Frolit Gully a.llery
411 Congress St, Portland . Alfred
Chadboum's recent paintings. Showing
through June 19. Gallery hour!!: Mon-Fri
12-8. or by appointment. 773-2555.

N.nc)' Margoll. Gatlery

"Th. Poetry of Color. Woodblock PrInt.
by Margllfllt J. Patterson
.
Flower and landscapa color woodcuts In
the style of the Provincetown Printer!!
who introduced Japanese methods and
worked wi1h vivid French inks. Showing
through June 14.

367 Fore St. Portland. Ceramics. jewelry,
glass. wood and metal work by 52 area "VI.lon. of Women
artists. ThroughoUt the summer. Hour!!:
An exhibition 01 paintings. pastels, prints
Mon-Sat 1()-6, Sun 11 :30-4. 775-3822.
and photographS from the parmanent
collections celebrating woman as artists
Photogl'1lph), Co-Op
547 A Congress St. '33, Portland. "The
and patrons. On ~ 1hrough June 21 .
Riverton Sand Pit, Riverton, Maine," show- "Building Lend".....
ing the photography of Mark Emmerson.
The paintings of Mary Alice Treworgy .. On
On view through June 1t. Gallery hoUr!!:
view through June il Mou~on Union,
Tues 10-8, by appointment. 775-1741 .
Lancaster Lounge. HoUr!!: 8:30-10.
Th. Pin. Tree Shop. BayvI- Gallery ·Rae.nt Acqul.itIon. I
75 Market St. Portland . "Different
Selections of recent additions to the perStrokes." an exhibit of abstract works by
manent colection at the Twentieth CenMary Brosnan, Christine~yr. Lee Gab~l.
tury Galery - paintings, photographs,
Cathy Kaelin, Sean Momssey and Nina
works on paper and sculpture.
Sylvia. Showing 1hroughoUt June. Ga Uery Th. Chocolate Church Gallery
hour!!: Mon-Sat 10-8. 773-3007 .
804 Washington st, Ba1h. "Flow8r!l, FlowPI ....ts
ers: a juried 8)(hibil of ~I works by 31
27 Forest Ave, Portland. Two exhlbitio~
artists, varying widely in InterpretatKln.
curated by 3 Vrews Gallery: Richard Lee s
Showing through May 30. Ganery hour!!:
"MostIyCeleslial BeIngs," a showofhandTues-Fri 9-4, Sat 0000-4. 442-8627 .
made paperworks and "Bedecked. Cry of the Loon Art G.llery
Bejeweled" by pailterand colegistSarah
Route 302, S. Casco. "Three Maine MHitchcock. On viewthrough May 30. Galists": Evelyn Winter's paintings, Minon
lery hours: Tues-Sat 5-1. 828-0112.
Christianson's watercolors and Gary
Portl.nd Ch.mber of eon-rc.
Ambrose's sculptures. On ~ through
145 Middle St, Portland. Paintings
June 14. Galery hours: Tues-Sun 9 :30photos by Portland artists Elaine Tselikls
5:30.655-5060.
and Jane Wray. On view through June.
Contin""d on 1"'8e 28
Hour!!: Mon-Fri S-S. 772-2811 .

W.

"Park Avenue - Portland':' 011 on canvas, 12"

JI

1 B".

Alfred Chadbourn's light & energy shimmer like heat
Perhaps it's become apparent by now that I
belong to that club of people who are awed by
the quality of art to be found in the state of
Maine. I hear myself making repetitive statements, rather like a couple of other broken
records with whom I've become acquainted. '1n
Maine," I intone
over and over,
"more internationally acclaimed art
"Chadbourn -70th Year,"
has been produced
paintings by Alfred C.
over
a sustained
Chadbourn showing
period
of time (200
through June 19 at Frost
Gully Gallery, 411 Congress years) than in any
St., Portland. Gallery houn: other place in
12-6 p.m., Mon-Fri.
America - no, the
773-2555.
world" I've lately
taken to saying, and with growing conviction as I
see evidence of it again and again.
It's always nice to have your convictions
supported, SO let me hasten to bring to your
attention one bit of evidence that I'm right. I've
always wanted to do this - make writing a
review easier by merely quoting from something
already printed about the art
I'm talking about. So I'm going
to do it now. I'm going to quote
from the invitation to Mr.
Chadbourn's exhibit:
Alfred C. (Chip) Chadbourn
was born In Izmlr, Turkey, In
7927. After spending his
childhood In France and
California, h~ studied art In Los
Angeles... and later In Paris at
the Beaux Arts and La Grande
Chaumlere. Chadbourn's first
one-man show In Paris In 7949
was patronized by Jean
Cocteau. His paintings are
Included In Important museums, corporate and private
collections, Including the Los
Angeles County Museum, the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts,
the Corcoran Gal/~ry of Wash·

of Design In New York, and the Portland Museum of
Art_ His works are Included In the private collections
of Sir Laurence Olivier, Mr, and Mrs. Douglas Dillon,
Prince Rainier of Monaco, Red Skelton, Raymond
Burr, Jacques Cousteau, Jackie Gleason, Walter
Cronkite, Mrs. Arthur Watson and many more.

There. I couldn't have written anything more
interesting than this as testament to what the world
at large thiIlks of Chadbourn's paintings. The
question, then, is why.
Well, there's the color, for one thing. Chadbourn
is a self-confessed color freak. He's a disciple of
post-impressionists Georges Braque and Jean
Edouard Vuillard. Like Matisse and his other
mentors the Fauves, Chadbourn paints confidently
with pure, conversant color. In Chadbourn's
paintings the whole world of light, as well as of
shadow, is powerfully expressed, not through
gradations of white and black, but through the
dialogue of multiple hues of dense, vibrant color,
His work is saturated with color. And the colors jar
each other into wakefulness, giving each other so
much life and energy that his paintings have that
wavy, shimmery look that occurs when you're

looking at something through intense heat - heat
shimmering above a hot, tarred road.
And then there's the riotous - or sometimes
spare - but mostly unerring sense of composition.
A big sienna brushstroke designs a woman's leg, a
splotch of ultramarine blue and some pure white
here create her attire and anchor the eye, Quick,
incisive, one-pass strokes of sienna, yellOW, bright
green and deep blue create a whole population of
little people-blobs that are doing double time as
components of a carefully orchestrated compositional whole. Chadbourn creates his people-blobs
with love and humanity. My favorite is all the little
white-frocked children trailing along in a crocodile
behind a decisive and matronly nun. The whole
bustling little procession is benignly observed by a
big, red door.
Chadbourn's genius for composition is best
articulated when the composition is small. The
paintings in which there is the greatest economy of
design are in his small studies - be they of a single
street in Stonington or Portland, one of his hundreds of beach studies, or his studies of characters
(Proust, T.5. Eliot or himself). Whereas his bigger
paintings run the risk of becoming either cluttered and/ or
sentimental, his smaller ones are
almost invariably zingers
comprised of economy of design,
an extraordinary play of colors,
and detached, purely artistic
observation.
Chadbourn also sometimes
gets himself out on a limb when
he becomes focused more on
technique than on composition.
But hey, at least he's willing to
go out on limbs. I don't know
many 70-year-olds climbing trees
in search of a better view. And
the fact that he does probably
best explains his enormous
success as a painter: His passion
for life is irresistible.

Ington, D_C., the Chicago Art
In two straight lines they lent themselves to Chadbourn's brush: "Children II Nun - Italy," 011 on
Institute, the National Academy canvas, 10" JI 16".
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Margot Brown McWilliams
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"MIg.. nt WIthin - Fl'I1nco-Anwrlc.n Aikido
Artla1a of N_ Eng""""
is a martial art used to increase flexibility,
Juried exhibftion reflecting aspects of
stamina and a sense of well-being. AduH
Franco-American heritage. Exhibition will
classes: Mon & Wed, 5:30-6:15 pm &
lravelthroughout New England and Que6:30-7:30 pm; Fri, 6:30-7:30 pm; Sat,
bec. AI media 8CCep1ed. Submit slides
2:30-3:30 pm & 3:45-4:45 pm. Children's
by August 20. For more info, contael The
classes: Sat, 1 :15-2:15 pm. Classes held
DanforthGallery,34 Danforth 5_, Portat POOland Aikido, 25A Forest Ave, POItland, ME 04101 or call 775-6245.
land. For further info call 772-1524.
Authentic Mov.......t
Outdoor " ' - for "CrItte.."
Cry of the Loon Art Galery wants your
Gather to journey, share and celebrate
Continued from P"go 26
pieces for a show opening June 19. Call
the COmrTUlity we create. Twe intensive
Nancy at 655-5060.
workshops planned for June 6 & 7 at the
Expressive Therapy Canter in Portland.
Fee: $90. Space limited. For registration
and further details, call 871-8274.
Buddhl.t-Oriented Medlta1lon
Group meets every Sunday, from 10-11
am atl 040 Broadway, S. Portland. Smell
donation. For more information call 839e-tso.llery
4897.
19 Mason St , Brunswick . Susan
Childbirth CI. . . . .
Griswold's media wall sculptures and
Discovery Education offers six-week predrawings, suggesting imersoul elements
pared childbirth classes including
and the passageoflma. Showing through Ce...... DewIopment ..... I...r
anatomy & physiology oflabor, relaxation
June 12. Gallefy hours: Tues-Thurs 10-4,
Leam to manage multiple priorities in
& breathing techniques. pain managE>Fri & Sat 10-5. 729-1108.
today'sworl<placeatthisDun&Brads_
ment options during labor, role of coach
The a.lIery a1 WIdgeon Cove Studl...
Seminar, scheduled for July 7 at the
or support person, physical & emotional
Route 123, Harpswell. Georgeann &
SheralonTaraHotel,363MaineMaIRoad,
changes after birth, and much more.
Condon Kuhl's new paintings, sculpture
S. Portland. Cost: $155. Cal 212-312Classes are held Mon orTues eves from
and jewelry. Through June 14. Gallery
6880 to register or for further info.
7-9 for six weeks. Cost: $60, including
hours: Fri & Sat 11 -5, Sun 1- 4. 833-6081. a.yCln......
handbook, gift packs and articles. To
aallery HouM
The Matlovich Society and the Maine
register call 797- 4096.
Holly Hill, Route 1, Nobleboro. "7 Women
Lesbian and Gay Film Festival present a
Chronic Obatructlve Pulmonary DI.Artists: WDI1<ing and Living in Maine,"
panel forum to discuss "The Emerging
e . .e Menagement
includes the sculpture of Lise Becu ,
GenreofGayCinema,"May28at7:3Opm
USM Lifeline offers a free seminar for
Cynthia Thompson's fabric sculptureand
at the Portland Public Library, S Monuthose who suffer from asthma, emphythe paintingsof Heidi Daub, Connie Hayes,
ment Square, Portland. For more info call
sema and bronchitis, May3Ofrom 1-4 pm
Meg Brown Payson, Alice Spencer and
773-7166.
at USMlPortland' s gym. Call 780-4170
Noriko Sakanishi. On view through June Retum to the aarden of Mona1
for further info.
17. Gallery hours: daily 10-5. 622-0851.
Professor Norman Beaupre of University
Conaumers for Affordable Health Ca ..
Harclwll .. Cer. • aellery
of New England presents a slide show
Leam about universal heanh care at a
115 Island Ave. Peaks Island. "Island Imand discussion of Monet's garden June 4,
weekend
retreat June 5 & 6 at the Friends
ages," leaturing the work 01 Chris Cyr.
at 7 pm in Room 316 of the POOland
Camp, S. China. For further info call The
Through June 4. Gallery hours: ThursPub~c Library. For further details, call
Maine People's Alliance at 761 - 4400.
Sun 1- 7. 766-5631.
774-1474.
Dancing from the Inald. Out
Icon ContempOl'llry Art
T . .ch ....• Worbhop
A fun exploration of the body's wisdom.
19 Mason St, Brunswick. Harold Garde's
The program is tftled "Opening the Circle:
creativity and freedom. For schedule and
paintings and monotypes on paper. On
Teaching Environmental Awareness and
location, call 772- 7549.
view through June 13. Hours: Mon-sat 1Stewardship Through Native American
Drumming aroup
5 pm. 725-8157
Stories and Earth Activities." Storylener,
meets on the first & third Thurs of the
author and ecologist Michael Caduto is
Maine Merltlme MUMum
month: On the first the Sha manic joumey
featured speaker May 30 from 1-3 pm at
Maritime History Bldg, 243 Washington
as a vehicleof self-exploration is stressed
St, Bath. Gallery hours: daily 9 :30-5. 443the Center of Native Art, Route 1,
andthethird is open drumming and chant1316.
Woolwich . Preregistration is compulsory
ing circle. Donation: $5. For further info,
and a discount on teaching materials will
"The M.rltlme Folk Art of A. De Clerck
cal 797- 2668.
be given to registrants. Forfurtherdetails,
This exhibit of the Belgian piemead artist
-Exploring Realm ttl the MI ...culou.cal 442-8399.
is a doclmentary record of the variety of
Discover the essential human needs that
Total
Quellty
SympoaJum
working vessels that entered the ports of
lie beyond our cuttural order. Meetings
Antwerp and Liverpool. On view through
will look attha total quality approach as ft
May31 &June28,at lOam inthePropriois being applied to 0_20 Maine compathe year.
ceptive Writing Center, 39 Deering St,
nies, and speaker Dr. Harry Hertz will
'N_ WortcIe: North "'''ntlc ""ertng
Portland. Fee: $50 session.
describe
quality
initiatives
in
other
states.
In the E .. of DI.......ery
Free
streu Man_ment WorII.hop
Workshops
for
both
novice
and
experiRare world maps and nautical charts,
Material covers stress tests, coping and
enced total quality practitioners, June 4,
early navigation instruments, inustrations
relaxation skills, stress management and
beginning at 7 :45 am, at the Sheraton
of fine art and archaeological material
decision- making tips. Wed evenings at7
Tara Hotel, S. POrtland . Cost $60 MHRMA
bring togelherthe Old and the NewWor1ds
pm at A Better Way Chiropractic, 2063
members,$75 MalneChamberandASOC
in the Age 01 Discovery and beyond. On
Congress St, Portland. Call 879-5433 for
members, $125 others. For more info call
view through the year.
more info.
623-4568.
"WIlen Bath Won the
Cup
This exhibit describes the consInIcIion Tumlng Memori. Into Memolre: Ute Friend. of the W . .tem Budclhla1 Order
invile all interested parties to a period of
Writing Worbhope
and recing history 01 the famous J-boat
med~ation and chanting each Mon from
Leam how to record family and personal
Ranger buill by Bath Iron Works for a
7 :15-9:15 pm, at 222 Sainl John St, Porthistory to create a lasting legacy. No
successfuldetense oflhe 1937 Cup races.
land. For details cal 642-2128.
writing experience necessary. Held every
Half-hul models of the Ranger and ~s
other Wed through June3, from 1-4pmal Hath. Yoge Clinic
competftor, Endeevour, historical photos
Hatha Yoga for PWAs will continue
55 Plus, 6 Noble St, Brunswick. For furand other artifacts teIlthe story. On view
through June 23 from 12:40-2 pm every
ther info cal 729-0757.
through July 29.
Wednesday and Friday at 22 Monument
M ....umttlArla
Square (take elevatorto fifth floorj. Cost is
Olin Arts Center, Bates Colege, Lewiston.
$1 for those who can afford it. CaR Port"Phiip Barter Retrospective," an exhibiland Yoga Studio at 797-5884 for more
tion of Maine landscape paintings, prints
info.
and sculpture. Showing through Augusl
H . .lIng SUpport aroup
7. Gallery hours: Tues-Satl 0-5, Sun 1-5.
A safe environrrent for those experienc786-6158.
ing personal traumas , addiction, grief,
The Turtle o.lIery
loss of good heatth, and who seek supDeer Isle Village. Summer exhib~s feature
port within a context of mutual sharing .
artists W<lfking almost exclusively in the
Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30 pm at Mercy
Penobscot Bay region and engaged in a
Hospital, Spring Street entrance, Portvariety of media from watercolors to metland . Call 761-7608 for furtherdeta~s~
alwori( to fumiture. The Fifth Annual Print
H . .lth Service. of South Portland
Show, Books & IRustralions is on view
holds an adutt screening clinic - with
through June 13. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat
services including blood pressure, sugar
9:30-5, Sun 2-5. 348-9977 .
and cholesterol screening - on the last
Wed of every month, 11 :30 am-l pm at
the Peoples United Methodist Church,
310 Broadway, S. Portland. Call 7673326 for further details.
Ingl'l1ham Volunt. .rs
African Imports end N_ Englend ArIa
offers a hotline for teens where they can
Original and outrageous works; advicel0
call to talk about birth control, sexual
collectors and investors available. Drop
abuse, loneliness, drugs, depression and
by 1 Union St, Portland. For further info,
the like. For more info call 874-1055.
caN 772-9505.
Medlcln.1 Herb WorII.hop.
Cl'I1fte F.lr
HerI>s for Slress, May 30. For tirres and
sponsored by Society of Southem Maine
more info (workshops take place in
Craftsmen, held in conjunction with the
Bridgton), call 647-2724.
Antique Auto Show to benefit Thorton
Mercy Hospltal'a Living Lecturea
Academy. June 28 from 9-4 at'Thorton
Continues with a talk by David Andrews,
Academy, Cumberiand Center. Free parkM.D., "Advances in Pain Management."
ing and free admission to crafts. For furJune 10 at 7 pm at Catherine McAuley
ther info, call 829-3073.
High SchooIAuditorium,631 StevensAve,
Keleldoscope Femfly Arl8 F.tfvel
Portland. For more info, call 879-3486.
will highlight Maine's diverse population
Planned .....nthood
and the way in which art and technology Adult H. .lth k ......lng
of Northem New England can help teeninteract. Events include hands-on workfor diabetes, anemia, colorectal cancer,
agers at ~s Walk-In Clinic Fridays from 1shops (mask making , photography, etc),
high blood pressure and cholesterol level.
4:30 pm and Sats, 9 am-noon, at 500
dance and music performances, demonTwo or more tests per petSon, tirre perForest Ave, Portland. Confidential serstrations of origami, waten:olor painting ,
mitting. FeeforseMca. Upcoming : June
vices include birth control, pregnancy
computer design and more, as well as
4,1-3 pmat Steep Falls Center Memorial
tests, pap smears, STO screening and
plants, books and food lor sale. PreregisClinic; June 9, 10:30 am-noon at Freeport
treatment. Fees based on ability to pay.
tration is recommended as space is limOak Leaf Tenace; June 10, 10 am-noon
For further info call 874-1095.
ited. June6, 9-3:30 at University 01 Maine!
at Bridgton UnHed Methodist Church. For
Pop Ego'. Balloon
Augusta. For fLrIher info call 621-3209.
further info cal 775-7231 .
Enjoy your true seW with Sahaja yoga
L.bl.n aey Film F.tlval
Adult k ...nlng Clinic
meditation Mondays, from 7-8:15 pm, in
If you are Interested in displaying your
Testing for blood pressure and testing for
the Faculty Lounge, StudenlCenter, USM
wori( during the festival, scheduled for
sugar, anemia and cholesterol, on the last
Portland. Call 767- 4819 for more info.
June 5-7 In the POOland Perfoming Arts
Wed of every month from 11 :30 am-l pm,
Center, contact Kim at871-1817 orWerdy
at the Peoples United Methodist Church,
774-5242 and leave details 01 your wDl1<
310 Broadway, S. PorUand. Call 767as. well as your name, • and address.
3326 for appointment.
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Restoration and Design
of Fine Art Glass Windows
Since 1976.

J

,

We carry supplies and glass
for the stained glass artisan.

1
!

630 Forest Avenue
Portland, ME

774-4154

un<:n SO tasty you'll
to lick your plate.

......T ..........

erving SUlfdays 9-3
• To~y's . Comedbeef Hash • OmJettes • Eggs Benedict
• FruIt FIlled Crepes 'Salmon & Eggs 'Cheese Blintzes
·Lisa's Baked Beans 'Gret!k Soul Food 'Almond Crusted
• Serving Bloodies & eea.ars
AND

Toast

SAl'UlIDAYS

: The Good Table Restaurant :
•

IU .... ..,

( .JI)(: Fli,.lhl'th

"l)l) (,001)

\1011 -1 hun,: 1 for ~i).t)S
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How do you say ... "I love you?"
It's all in the
cards, at
..

JUST Mli

490 CONGRESS ST, PORTLAND 207-775-4860
Chandlery' Haul & Launch· Storage' Repairs & Maint. • 'N6ldifIQ • Crane Service

SENSE

AmerIcIo·.

~MAA:'

SLIPS STILL AVAILABLE
FOR THE ~92 SEASON
$58/ft (30' and up)

OTHER

WELL
NESS

~~(ff1o#'~~

.

LalER LallY ·151 MIDDLE n.lpaRTLAIID Mf· aPfl10-11· 771-1111

'i'\~" '''' ~'lil '1'~')
Relld Workahop
Restore vital energy, maintain positive
wellness and prevent disorders, June 1214. For more info call 773-1644.
Spln.1 H_lth Eumlnetlona
are being offered by Cumberland Comty
chiroprac1ors in exchange for used eye
glasses and clothing which wi" be d0nated to the Portland Lions Club and
Preble Street Resoun:eCenter. To schedule an exam, call 879-5433 (portland),
846-1481 (Yarmouth), or 883- 5549
(Scarborough).
SpIrituel Seek... Group
Meet to discuss theological and spiritual
issues in relation to everyday life, to share
questions and experiences and to support one another as we joumey along our
own paths. Alternate Mon or Wed at the
SwedenborgianChurch, 302 StevensAve,
POOland. For more info call 772-8277.
St..tchlng the Spirit
A yoga class of gentle breathing and
stretching ending in deep relaxation. AN
are welcome to this creative approach to
body, mind and spiritual well-being. Bring
a mat. Wednesdays from 5:30-6:30 pm,
Saturdays from 9 - 10 am at the
Swedenborgian Church, 302 StevensAve,
Portland. Donation: $3. For more info call
772-8277 .
SUfi Danc... of Unlve ....1 Peace
celebrate the unity of religious ideals,
based on the world 's spiritual traditions.
First & second Sat of every month, from 79 pm, at the Swedenborgian Church, 302
Stevens Ave, Portland. For more info call
646-6039.
SUfi Meditation
Join the Portland Sufi Order for meditation sessions based on the works ofHazrat
Inayat Khan and Pir Vilayatlnayat Khan.
Experienced teachers will offer sessions
worI<ing withcreative visualization , breath,
sound, light and divine qualities . Sessions ongoing and open to a H; no experiencenecessary. Bring a meditation pillow
or bench if desired. No fee, but donations
are gratefuly accepted. Sessions held at
232 St John St (Union Station), Room
132. For more info, call Hayat Ricki
Schechter at 657-2605 or Rosanne at
84&-6039. For newsletter with activities ·
list, call Eli at 774-1203.

OUT

SIDE

Whlt_e, Rafting lleeaon
has arrived and Northern Outdoors will
begin guided adventures down the
Kennebec, Penobscot and Dead rivers in
May. All outings include lunchtime cookout, equipment and a pro guide. Overnight acconmodations, sauna, etc., can
also be arranged. For details call 7657238.

Back Country Bike Eecul'l1lon.
June 13 through 0c11, these mini-weekends will take you through the foothills of
the WMe Mountains. They start at noon
on Sat and end about 2 pm on Sun . Each
weekend includes overnight tent accommodation, one pancake breakfast, one
sweat sauna and more. Cost: $35 single,
$60 double. To enroll orfor more info, call
625-8189.
Bicycle Ca. . . Malntenence
Bike weekend on MI. Desert Isle, June
26-28, costs $165. Toregisterorformore
info on either event, call 780-4170.
Bicycle Club of Cuco Bay
Join in for a one- to two-hour ride on
Thurs at 6 pm along the ocean and
marshes of Scarborough and Cape Etizabeth . Pizza and socializing afterwards,
swimming optional on warm eves. Meet
at Pat's Pizza, Route 1, near Oak Hill,
Scarborough. Cyclers of all abilities welcome. Call 799-1085 for more info.
Casco Bay Rowing Center
provides the place, equipment and people
necessary for a safe and enjoyable rowing experience. SalViees offered include
storage, a sheltered tidal river, a gathering space and more. Classes and clinics ,
suitable for all levels, are ongoing . For
additional details can 64&-5189.
M.lne Audubon Soc Joumey
The following tour offers highly skilled
leaders, first -rate accommodations and a
comfortable pace - for members & nonmembers alike: Pacific Northwest, June
19-30 (exploring the Olympic Coast,
ButchartGardens, Canadian Victoria). For
a detailed itinerary and more info, call
781-2330.
L . .m to Sell Progl'l1m
is offered all summer long, providing handson instruction in everything from tying knots
to rigging sails to navigation. Enrollment
limited to six people percoursa. Cost: $275 The Chlld ..n'. Mu.... m of M.lne
invites kiddos to enjoy ~s Entertainment
for a 2O-hour class. For more info and regand Workshop Series: "No Two Alike ,"
istration, call 767-9528.
May 28 at 11 am; Papenreking & ComMaine Outdoor Adventu .. Club
puterLab, June 2 atl0:3Oam; Preschool
brings together people who enjoy the
Movie, June 3 atll am; Preschool Workoutdoors. MOAC offers trips and events
shop: "Twezzer Trek," June 4 at 11 am.
to people of all skill levels, beginner to
Free with museum admission. For addiex pert . Upcoming: Sea kayaking in
t ional info, call 797-5483.
Harps wetl, May 31 (774-8470); monthly
Tal Chi Chuen
meeting at 1364 WaShington Ave, Port- Flower Picture.
is an ancient Chinese martial art based on
is the aelivity scheduled for infants 3-5
land, June 3 at 7 pm; hiking in Baxter
mental and physical balance. Good for
on May28at 10:3Oam& 1 pm, at Child"";
State Park, June 5-7 (772-9831). Ongospiritual growth, physical heetth and for
ResourceCenler, Thompson's Point, Bldg
ing: rock climbing at the quarry every
reducing the effect of stress and tension.
lA, Portland. Cost: $1. For reselVations
Tues evening at5 pm; Mackworth Island
(required!), call 773-3045.
Beginners' through advanced classes
~alk , Thurs at 6:30 pm. For updated trip
ongoing. For more info call 772-9039.
Info, call the Outdoor Hotline at 774- F~h SUmmer C.mp
TarotCI_
Help to create in your child a posrtive
1118. For club & membership info call
A workshop focusing on the upcoming
attitude towards a foreign language and
Carey at 772-9831 .
summer soistice is scheduled for May 30, Natlon.1 Sefe Boating W . .k
cuHure via the use of games promoting
from 10 am-12:3O pm. Fee: $25. To reg_
self-growth, creativity and joy. Offered
The U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary will be
ister call 799-8648.
through the South Portland Recreation
offering free vessel safety examinations
The T . .nlYoung Adult Clinic
Center, starting in June; days and times
June 7 - 13. No report is made to any law
to be announced. Cost: $4 class. Can
is a place to go ~ you ha ve a heatth
enforcerrent officials if your vessel does
761 - 8330 for further Info.
concem or medical problem, need a
not pass. Certified examiners will be stasportslschool physical done, or have birth
tioned at allocal marinas every weekend The Freah Air Fund
control issues to deal with. Open to anyIs an non-prom organization that sends
beginning June 7. For more info, call Bill
one 13-21 , every Monday from HI pm, at
thousands of und8fprivileged children on
Keeter at 773-4753.
Maine Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St 1M2 SERVE/Mlline Volunteer Directory
free summer vacations to suburban and
Portland. Walk-ins ~ if they arrive by';
country host families. II is now seeking
lists vokJnteer opportunrties throughout
pm.
host families for kids 6-12 years of age. A
Maine with sate and federal natural rewen Child Cllnlca
vanety of programs and possibilfties exsource agencies. Opportunities include
ist. For more info write to The Fresh Air
Upcoming: June 3, 9am-noon at Congre"adopting" hiking trails and slrearns workgationalChurch, Falmouth Rd, Falmouth;
Fund, 1040 Avenue olthe Americas, New
ing on water quality issues, coordinating
York, NY 10018. Or call (212)221-0900.
JuneS, gam-noon at School Street Methnat~ral resource volunteers, conducting
odisl Church, School St, Gorham. To make
enVIronmental compliance surveys and -H.rlequln & the alft of M.ny ColOI'll"
an appointment, call 775-7231 , ext 522.
is a story in dance and music for children
working as conservation educators.
Wlahcl'l1ft1T.rnworb
which, jointly with the classical ballet ''The
Projects require volunteers w~h skills and
Dance of the Hours," is scheduled for
is a teem of motivated people who want
abilities ranging from enthusiasm
and
to make things happen. Through giving
May 31 at 1:30 pm at Catherine McAuley
interest in nature to highly trained profesPerlorming Arts Center, Stevens Ave,
support, ideas, accurate steps and the
sionals. Formore information, orto obtain
Portland. Cost: $5 adults, $3 children .
faith in one another's abiily to succeed,
a copy of the directory, can or write to
we won't let you quit. For more info call
Call 766-2657 for additional info.
Libbey Saigars, SERVElMaine, Maine
Brian at 773-6226.
Dep~ of Conservation, Station '22. Au.- Ku..-! Meth Center
gusta, ME 04333. For more information
provides an after-school math program
Women'. DeylProprioceptl... Writing
cal 287-4945.
'
Writing followed by personal feedback, plus
for children and high- schoolers. Free dithe chance to retreat in safely and peace. Outdoor Trip Une
agnostic test administered, with advanceMay 30 from 1Oam-6 pmat Barbara Potter's
ment up to ability and interest. For further
Forinfo on the latest bicycling, hiking and
info call 879-0182.
house in West Buxton. Cost: $50. Bring
other outside activities sponsored by
along lunch and a bathing suil. More direcCasco Bay Bicycle Club & Maine Out- Portland Symphony Youth En.embl...
tions upon registering, Call 772-1847.
Audition.
doors Adventure Club, cal 774-1118.
Women .nd Overwork: finding. Path 8/e .... Club
String aud~ions June 2 from 6-9 pm and
to Balance
June4 from&-8pm . Wind and percussion
Celebrate the club's lOO1h birthday on
aud~ions held June 3 from 3-9 pm and
Workshop May 30 from 9:15 am-4:3O pm
May 26 at sunrise atop CadiHac MI in
at 42 Main St. YalT11Outh . Fee of $85
June 4 from 5-6 pm. All auditions take
Acadian National Pari(. Car pool from the
includes materials & lunch. Preregistra place at Portland High School, 284
Pari('s Visrtor Center at 4 :25 am. Breaktion mandatory. For registration and furCumberland Ave, Portland. To schedule
fast at the Jordan Pond House. For furan audition, call 773-8191 .
ther detais, c all 761-0071 .
ther info, call 761 -5616.
Y09II and Self-Eet_
SUnd.y N.tu.. Serl. . et Wolfe'. Neek Portland YMCA Toddler and Preschool
Progl'l1ma
Offered by The Yoga Center, workshop
Wood. St.te P.rk
teaches individuals to e"l'Ower themhave openings available. Call Maryjane
Free nature programs at Wolfe's Neck
Johnson at874- 1111 for more info.
setves using yoga techniques. May 30
Woods State Pari( happen Sundays al 2
from 9:30 am-l pm at Thompson 's Point,
pmthroughJune. Meet by the benches in Riverton Llbl'l1ry
Portland. For more info call 775-0975 or
the second parking lot. No reservations
?ffers Toddler Time for l - to 2-yearolds,
799-4449.
required . Upcoming : " Treetops to
Includng games, stories and songs, Wed
Y09II for koll...l.
at 10:30 am & Fri at 9:30 am; Preschool
Tidepoois," May 31; "Field Sketchbook,"
June 7. For more Info, cal 885-4465.
Offered by Portland Yoga Studio and
Storyhourforages3 to 5, Fri at 10:30 am.
using an approach developed by B. K . S. Welk a Wetl.nd
The Wbrary 's located at 1600 Forest Ave
Iyengar for people with scoliosis. ParticiPortland. For more inlo call 797-2915. '
Each walk is guided by one or more pros
pants encouraged to bring their X-rays on
and offers an infOlTTlaI opportunity to learn Youth Indoor Soccer Progl'l1m
June 6, from 8:30-11 amat616Congress
about and enjoy this state resource. Forthat the Portland YMCA for chidren 6-11
St, POOland. Workshop sizeWmited. Cost:
coming May
31 atl pm In the Welisl
years of age. Registration is ongoing. For
$20. Yoga courses on a variety of levels
Kennebunk area. For further details, call
more info cal 874- 1111.
are ongoing . For details, cal 797-5884.
646-1555.
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FREE SAIL INSPECTION

I

:
I

with coupon
one sail per customer
exp, 6/11/92

I
I
:

Portlarld Sail
and RIGGING CO_

:

:
I

I

:
58 Fore Street, Portland
:
I- - 828-0003
- - - - - - - - - - _________ J
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ays , to 5pm

:

I

expires: June 21, '92

I

I

FOR

I

YANKEE LANES
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867 Riverside St, Portland
878-BOWL
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KIDS

Continued on prig. 30
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J\.1ay 28, 1992
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$4/eoch visit,
Trim So
$25/ ten viSIts.
or n
ngs
$60/thlrty visits,
Ope $5
$40/one month unlimited
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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: TPortland

R1X2::t9~~Co.

:

:

expires 6/11/92 with coupon

Tan for:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

'

HAIRCUT • 2 WEEKS ONLY

:

aSTER:
CRACKERS :

369 Forest Ave. Portland
$1.15 each
I
772-9784
h
I
I
Mon-Frl 8-5 • Sat 9-12
wit th is coupon
I
~ _ VI~ M/C. DIsc_&~~~ __ ..:.x~e..:.6/ 1'y92__ --I
KNITIING • SPINNING· WEAVING· SUPPLIES' INSTRUCTION
I
- CALL FOR CLASS OATES I
I
I

vdiWet
~ :
All Cotton Yarn
~:
20% OFF

;~
~flaJuz
i
~t
----------------------....................
iaDINNER IN ~
., MII;XICO ae;
: DESSERT IN :
: VERMONT! :
us RT 1, Scarborough· Tues-Sall 0-6' 883-2951
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•
•

,
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For the month of May when you enjoy an authentic Mexican dinner at •
Dos Lcx:os, redeem this Gift Certificate for a delicious Ben & Jerry's •
Ice cream dessen. And they're right across the sJreet!
•

Lunch: 11:30-2:00
Dinner: 5pm-Close
92 Exchange Street

DOS LOCOS

Portland

..

•

.

•

.
. "

...................
Phone: 77-LOCOS

Certificatco must be r<deemed the.ame cvcning. . . 2 po< party.

•
•
•
•
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1
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NEW WEEKEND HOURS
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Se''''Ping Breuf(i-St, Lunch
~
and Dinner Da.ily

....~__ (~.
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•

Saturday 8am to 8pm
Sunday 9am to 3pm
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Entertainment
Continued from I"lgt 29

ONE MONUMENT WAY. PTLD
772-7299 • FAX 772-9662

SPORT

,

Baseb.1I for Men 30+
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1983 MERCEDES 300 1D TURBO DIESEL
like new cond ttton
one of a Idnd

$12,500

PERFORMANCE MOTORS
MERCEDES. BENZ
183 U.S. ROUTE I, FALMOUTH, MAINE 04105
TEL (207) 781·3207
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real uzzle

By Don

[(lIl1in

Down in front!
You're watching a classic - the Best Motion Picture
of 1953 - from the second row. In fact, this is the best
part. Identify the movie, and name the actors in this
famous scene.

1\

,

I.:
I

:

I

I'

I

M.lne Cricket Club
Is seeking experienced players and curi- Annu.IIllcY"I. Auction
of about 50 unclaimed bicycles on May
ous beginners lorHs 1992 season.Ga~
alreadyscheduled. Call761-9678 formore
Inlo.

Port"nd Rae'. Adult Socc.r

3Oat9am. Preview at 8 am. Held at South
Portland Poice Department parl<ing lot,
30 Anthoine St, S. PorUand.

Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift
certificate from Alberta's for
the first-prize winner. The
second-prize winner receives
two free passes to The
Movies at Exchange Street.
Winners will receive their
prizes in the mail. Drawings
are done at random. Contestants are ineligible to win
more than one prize in a
four-week span. Only one
entry is allowed per person

per week.
AU entries for this week's
puzzle must be received by
Wednesday, June 3. The
solution to this week's
puzzle will appear in the
June 11 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. Send yOUT best guess
to:
Real Puzzle #124
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101

Solution to Real Puzzle # 122
(Glass where?)
This week, Andy Rogers
9 champagne
6 milk
and
a friend will dine at
4 Coca-Cola 5 ketchup
Alberta's. Kathie Dolan and a
10 cider
3 ink
friend will take in a movie at
8 preserves
11 water
The Movies at Exchange
1 blood
7 wine
Street.
2 cream
<Don Rubin'. bcoIc, BRAINSTORMS, ..... T<Ulltly publislltd I1y H.P'pO II1UI Row.)

us.

"Flnanc"llacur!ty In R.tll'ltment"
A free wor1<shop to discuss senior cHizens'lagal and financial issues on June 8
at lOam at the Falmouth Congregational
Church. 267 Falmouth Rd, Falroouth . A
free hour 01 private consultation wil be
available at a later date to all who attend.
Call 781-3413 lor reservations .

•

meets the first Sat 01 every month at 1 pm,
in the Cape Elizabeth Fire Station, Cape
Eizabeth. Call 772-8103 lor more inlo.

Gifted Chlld ... n Workshop
A worl<shop lor parents on J une 31rom 79 pm arthe Scarborough Public library
on Route 114. Cost: $5, $8 couple. For
more inlo cal 642-3302.
Hole-in-One Qolf Ch.lI.nge
to benefit the Kidney Foundation, June 6
Iron:> 12-4 at the Muddy Rudder Restaurant , Route I, Yanmouth. Thechallenge is
a ISS-yard hole-in-one. Prizes. For more
inlo call 646-3082.

C.acoBayO_
a..ahore Troll.y Museum
will hold an educational forum w~h Don
is now open. Elagant trolleys from home
Lounsbury of Habilat for Humanity, June 10
and abroad on display, other special hapfrom 7-9 pm at 72 Pine St' Portland. For
penings throughout lhe season. Located
more info call 799-2135. The Greens holds
in Kennebunkport. Admission: $6 aduHs,
general busi.- meetings on the fourth
$5 seniors, $4 children. For addHional
Sun of the month, regular education meetdetails. cal 967-2800.

ings on the second Wed of the month. and
Silicone Impl.nt. CI_rlng House
06W member orientation meetings on the
If you need Inlo on implants and potential
third Wed 01 the month - at
Pine St,
hazards, call (606) 331 -0058.
Portland. For more info call 665-4351 .
"8tyI. . for Smll.."
CnlnoNlght
Ten hairstyists will cut hair, give facials,
Free snecks, cash bar. prize lottery and
head and neck massages aod manicures
more, May 30 from 7-10:30 pm at 51.
at their regular prices at Headmasters, 16
Patrick's Church Hall, 1342 Congress St,
Route t, Yarmouth. All proceeds go to the
Portland. Tox :$20. CaH774-8392 for inlo.
MaineChildren's Cancer Program. Please
Portl.nd Pollc. Auction
make appointments in advance by calling
June 4 at 3 pm, open for auction viewing at
846-3481 .
10am-3 pm. Held atthePortland Expos~ion
UaedBook ....
Building, 239 Pari< Ave, Portland.
to benefit the General Theological library
Communication Workahop
01 Bangor Theological Seminary on June
Leam how to talk about explosive issues
5, from 2-7 pm and June 6, from 10 arr>without losing friends. Held by Donna
2 pm at State Street Congregational
Childs, M.S. Ed. on June 5 at 6:30 pm, at
Church, 159 State 51. Portland. For more
the First Parish UnHarian Universalist
inlo call 874-2214.
Church, 425CongressSt, Portland. Cost:
Voluntaer Center
$5. For inlo or reservations call 773-57 47.
needs several recreation aids, a motivaCompreh.n.lve T........ort.tlon PI.n
tional store assistant to assist children in
Advleory Commltt. .
weekly shopping trips, an office assiswill hold a meeting to discuss transportatant and a child-care provider. Call 87 4tion issues affecting Portland and Hs neigh1000 for further inlo.
borhoods on May 28 at 5:30 pm at Island
V.rd
....
Neighborhoods, Casco Bay Island Ferry
01 household goods and clothes June 7,
Building. For more info caH 874-8300.
from 10-3 at 90 Pleasant St, Portland.
Crystal SprInl. F.rm & Center
Proceeds 10 benefit Casco Bay Greens.
serves as a leaming center and provides
Donations accepted. For more detans
a variety of hemal and educational worI<cal 774-4195. •
shops. May 31 and June 7, from 2-4 pm:
"The Path 01 Herbs," at 70 Holis and
Buda Rd, Dayton. Cost: $20. To register
cal 499-7040.

u s.

nen

Gen •• loglc.1 Society of M.lne

Pick-up games every Friday ranging in Arthrftl. Found.tlon
Annual meeting and dinner for the Maine
skil level from intermediate to advanced
Chapter, with guest speakerDon L. Riggin, Jitterbug & Swlnll CI.....
every Friday from ~8 pm at Reiche ComCAE, CFRE, will be held May 29 6 pm at
rnunHy Center, 166 Brackett St, Portland.
Four sessions of tun, aerobics and partthe Ramada Inn and Conference Center,
Cost $2 residents. $3non-residents. Cal
ner-dancing . May 27 through June 17.
1230 Congress St' Portland. For more
874-8873 lor more inlo.
Cost: $20 person. Forinlo, caJl774-2718.
Info call 773-0595.
port"nd Rae'. Men'. B-ball
"Ju.t Deesert." Fund... lser
oilers pick-up games every Mon & Wed.
Tedlord SheHerwillreceive proceeds from
Irom5:15-7 pm; and Sat from 2-4. Fee: $2
this aftennoon ollood and entertainment,
residents, $3 non-residents. ReicheCorr>featuring desserts by local restaurants
rrunity Center, 166 Brackett st, Portland.
and entertainment by Tim Sample. the
Big Chips Trio and Randy Bean, June 7
Port"nd Rugby Club
lrom 12-3 pm at the Captain Daniel Stone
welcomes new and old players a~ke to
Inn on Water Street in Brunswick. Cost:
join them in experiencing this physical
$15 or lree for children under age 6. For
and fast-paced game. "Old Boys" (over
lurther inlo call 729-1161 .
35 years old) also welcome. Practice on
Tues & Thurs at 5:30 pm in the Fox street
M.lne Sheep Featl...1
FI&Id, just 011 exit 7 of 1-295 in Portland.
ponsored by the Maine Sheep Breeders
For more info call 639-388.1.
ASSOCiation, May 30 & 31 at the
Cumberland County Fairgrounds,
RoIUng & Seekayek Reacu. Clln\ca
Cumbef1and. Call 1-800-287-1471 lor
sponsored by Saco River Outfitters, run
addHional inlo.
Saturday nights at a cost of $40. Call
Saco RiverOutfitters at773-091 0 formore
PIIrtnenhip for Central AmerIca Project
info.
Long-time activist, photographer and
former priest will show slides and speak
"nlor Fltn_ for Men & Wo .... n 65+
about his tile in thisareaoftheworld. May
USM Lileline oilers classes Mondays,
29 at 8 pm (potluck supper at 6 pm!) at
Wednesdays & Fridays from 10:30-11 :15
Allen Avenue Unitarian Universalist
am at the USM PorUand campus gym on
Church, 524 Allen Ave. Portland. For lurFalmouth street Program consists 01 pr0ther inlo cal 892-6391 .
gressive exercises. Ragistration is onger
Peopl. Against CrI ....
ing. Call 760-4170 lor more info.
provides classes in personal defense stratSoftball M.rathon
agies at 565 Congress st, SUHe 207.
sponsored by Pine Tree Society with ASA
Portland. Cost: $10 or $15 for private
So-Called Jazz Kwintetand "pick up" teams welcome on May 30
Instruction. For further inlo call 799-0607 .
& 31 at Payson Pari< & Doherty Field,
with saxman Michael Chorney,
R.fug. . Resettl.......t VoIunt. .r Prorespectively. Cal 774-9280 for further
trumpeter Bill Heminway,
llram
details.
drummer Bill Letters, pianist
Attend training worl<shop (three sessions)
U8M Uf.lln.
to learn how to help a refugeeadjustto life
Paczkowski &: bassist Rick
oilers membership to the general public
in a new land. Come to Session .1 June
in its gym activities program. Squash,
Wilson - hits cafe no tonight
6 or 9, Session .2 June 15 or 16 and
weight training facilities, racquetball and
and
tomorrow.
All
the
Session 13 June 23. All sessions ~9 pm
besketbal courts, etc. are available. Sevmembers of the band are selfat 107 Elm St, Portland. For more Inlo call
eral membership optiions. USM Campus
871 -7437.
taught; they've stripped their
Gym, 96 Falmouth 51. For more Info call
780-4170.
innovative music of cliches and Realdenla' Tourist D.y
Portland Chamber 01 Congress provides
W_'.Rugby
labeled it "so-called" jazz.
Portland residents with the opportunHy to
The Portland women's rugby team has
Hear these pioneers at
visH many cuHural sites lree 01 charge
begun practices for the spring season
May 31 from 11-4. To participate. come
Portland's jazz frontier, cafe
and welcomes new players 01 al abilities
to the Chamber 01 Congress ollices at
and fitness levels. Mon & Wed from 7:30no, 20 Danforth St. Sets are at 9
145 Middle 51. Portland to pick up bro9 pm at Baxter Boulevard field. Portland.
&: 11 . Call 772-8114 for more.
chure with map and Tourist Day pass.
Call82~t213 lor more.
Passes are only available on Tourist Day!
Veer-Round VoI ....... rch
For further info call 885-6220.
A frse and non-competitive walk open to
all. Start the S&\Ien-miIe tour of cHy and
residential streets any day of the year
from Ramada Inn. 1230 Congress st,
Portland. Forfurtherdetails call 77 4-8306.

...
., '

invites elder men & women to daily luncheons. Donation is $2.50 and reservations are appreciated. Scarborough High
School Band wil give a concert June 3
and a Flag Day Celebration is scheduled
for June 10. Transport available. For edditional info, call 774-6974.
F•• hlon Show & W.....b .. Art . .I.
These unique fashions are handwoven
and painted by Spindeworksartists.There
will also be prizes. poetry. rrusic and
refreshments on June 6, at 7 pm at the
Theater Project, Schooi St, Brunswick.
Tox: $1 O. Call725-8820 loraddHional info.

RJ.
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Enriched Golden Age Cent.r

Ale you angry that people are dying because certain individuals in the lederal
and local govanment are ignoring the
fact thet we are in a heaHh aisis - and
that because oltheir ignorance, prejudice
and fear nothing seems to be getting
done? Join us. We are a progressive,
grassroots organization of volunteers
dedicated through noll-violent direct action to ending the AIDS crisis by dispelling
ignorance through education. By enightenlng peopIewecan initiatechange. Open
meetings are SUndays at 7 pm at the
YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Portland. Whee~
chair accessible. For info call 826-0566.
AlII.nc. F... nc.i•• Brown Ball Lunch..
are hekl the first Wed of every month,
from noon-l pm, at Portland Public Library, Room 316, 5 Monument Square.
Portland. Topics of discussion vary but
there's always a French connection! Call
774-1474 for more info.
Amneaty Int_tloMl
is 8 worldwide mOl/ament worI<ing for legal
justice and the humane treatment of pol~i 
cal prisoners et aI. It has scheduled an
anniversary letter writing campaign for May
28 at 6 pm at Raffles Cafe and Bookstore,
555ConoressSt, Portland. Group.174 has
~s monthly meeting on June 11 .

I
A.k.a. Jazz

:}

1,

~

Portland's Senior Basebell League is now
forming lor the 1992 season. Cal 7730767 for more info.
QoJf Fit
A new 3-month program by USM Lifeline
combining weight training and cardiovascular exercises specifically aimed at
strengthening "golfing" muscles. Formore
info and brochure, call 780-4170.

ACT UPlPort.. nd

a UOUS US.
95
Only 8 Men's & Ladies
IGd's I(uts - $6.00
Tans - $4 / 10 for $30
3 months unlimited summer·tanning - $75*
Have a cut on us!
Every time you get a haircut,
we'll stamp one scissor.
When all six are stamped,
you'll receive a cut on us. *
~~~~~~

* Bring

in this coupon & receive a Cut
On Us Card. One per customer.

--------------------------

r-------------------------lI

FREE TAN

ETC
ACT UPlMelne IAlDS Coalition To UnI•••h Powe"
is a diverse group 01 activists committed
to the use 01 nonviolent, direct action to
end the AIDS crisis. Our goals include the
establishment of a MaineAlDS Resource
Center and the sell-empowerment of
People Living with AIDS ComrrunHy.
Meetings are open to the pubic and held
every Monday from 7-9 pm at 72 Pine St,
Portland (Andrews Square IlJilding). New
members are always welcome. Whee1chair accessible. For more Info, write to
ACT UPlMaine, P.O. Box 5267, Portland
04101, tel. 774-5082 or 87t-0059.

I

I
Present th is coupon for a
I
I
FREE TAN at any of the
I
I
locations listed below
I
1
BEFORE 2 PM.
I
1
One per customer.
1
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ______ 1

n

FOR

I
I

LESS

327 Allen Ave • Portland • 797-7872
104 1 Brighton Ave • Portland • 761-0907
Shaws Mill Creek • So. Portland • 767-7332
*June 1st - August 31st

31

32 Gasco Bay Wukiy

real estate
BAR HARBOR, ME. AREA- High traffic
location, busy year-round waterfront
restaurant and house. Motivated seller,
$186.000. Established convenience
store, liquorl gas, sceniC coastal town.
Train Properties, 207-565-2O1l¥ 6671100.

CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A CBW CLASSIFIED AD

body" soul
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CHANNELING can be fascinating. empowering and healing. Especially effective for finishing that unfinished business with departed loved ones. Call Joan
at 846-1318.

r

,,

WOMEN'S SPIRITUAlITY GROUP to 8)(plore woman as nurturer, creator. goddess, mother/daughter~over, healer. Tap
into the waters longing to be released
through creative expression ritual and
awakenedwoman spirit Small,salegroup
facil~ted by experienced professional.
Portland. FMI call Debra 774-9715.

,...~onstone qJep&s

~

t

•

797-3320

,

I

KIM MATHEWS
ATTORNEY AT LAW

• .' 1

• Sexual HarraaamenVAbuse

• Divorce. Custody, Support
• W~Ia, Probate
• Environmental Law

The art of being yourse~. Mark NakellPsychotherapist. n3-4413.
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION- TM.
lhe most scientifically researched, effective technique to remove stress and
to unfold full potential. Classes can be
offered in your home. Call Don at 8653467 for more information.

WF TO SHARE BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS
1820 housewltwoothers, dog, cat. Large
bedroom w/balcony, 2 baths, huge
kitchen, 2 living rooms, parking. Pets
okay. $2351mo. + utilities. 839-4279.

• Individual & Group
Counseling

WF, WS PROFESSIONAL to share large
2 BR townhouse. Immaculate area in
Portland. Laundry, parking. dishwasher,
gas heat, yard, storage. S3151mo. +utils.
874-7435, leave message.

DruMyers,
LSAG, NCACI!, NCADC
Gmtl,. "I""ing, h"z/ing.
An experienc, tif deep b.Illnce
~

• Shiatsu Body Work

MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL seeks another GM or open-minded individual to
share my passive solar home in Gray,
1.5 miles from Exit 11 on a 5-acre secluded lot with plenty of privacy, small
bedroom with loft sleeping area, W/O.
DIW, storage, deck. If you're responsible, considerate with a quiet fijestyle,
give me a call. S300/mo.+ utils. Available July I . Call 657-4363.

Louise Sims

ACUPUNCTURE
W1THOIIT NEEDLES

AOBTA

Ann FOlter T.bbutt.AOaTA
799-9258

774-4564 775-2701

INNER CHllJ) 11IERAPY GROUP
Unlock the experience of your past - Heal yourself by
releasing ston:d memory through the lOuch, movement.

dialogue, imagination and humor of
RUBENFElD SYNERGY

PROFESSIONAL MAlE seeking GM/F,
WS to share home in Falmouth. Large,
private yard, gardens. $400/mo.includes
all . 781-3493.

8-week group forming early June, S2OIsession

871-8163 in Portland
363-8939 in York

CAROL V_ JENKINS, M,A., c.R.S.

SHIATSU AND/OR SWEDISH MASSAGE. Shiatsu is Japanese-style massage. Special introductory offer of 20"'off regular fee. Keith Hintz MST 8282023. Portland license.
SPIRITUAL DISCOVERY GROUP for
those nlroVly awakened to exploring spirituality. Med~tion.lnnerjournaling, spirit
nature walks and creative 8)(pression
will be among the spiritual practices
introduced. Small, safe group facilitated
by experienced professional. Portland.
FMI call Debra n4-9715.

HOUSESHARE- Single parent with active 5 y.O. needs creative person to
share house, Baxter Blvd" USM area
S350/mo. plus utils. garden, woodffoors,
fireplace. 775-4938.

FOOD ADDlcnON
CONSULTANTS

FOOT MASSAGE AND REFLEXOLOGYEnjoy a relaxing, prewntive and affordable treatment. CaU Elke Rosenberg,
M.Ed., n4-8889 in Portland.
PSYCHI C- ASTROLOGICAL READINGS!! Predictions, ESP, "Crystal-Clear"
views into you rzodiac sig n- and news of
economic situation. job change-move.
family, marriage, your future! 883-3223.

GORHAM- WS, educator seeks WF
housemate. Large cape, 5 acres, big
rooms, 3 baths, workshop. darkroom,
computers, barn for projectsl storage.
$751wk. total. 839-3653.

10 Hardy Rd, Falmouth
.... Open Sat. & Sun. 9-3

772-2790

DISCOVERING INTUITION THROUGH
SOUND AND IMAGERY- This unique
two-day workshop will combine the soft
technique of guided imagery with new
technology in order toaid participants in
achiEllingthe state of focused consciousness. Two split days: June 28 and July
12. Enrollment lim~ed. Call Winter
Robinson. !r29-6960.

1

COUNTRY LlVING- SEBAGO LAKE
AREA- NIS roommates wanted to share
large, spacious home. Beautiful location. W/O. $2S0/mo. plus utilities. 642S075 or call collect '203-749-9617.

Culinary & Medicinal
Plants· Workshops

OEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen
Austen. M.A.. L.M.T.• Licensed Massage Therapist. Alleviate chronic backaches. headaches. neck and shoulder
stiffness. sciatica. stress. improve flexibility. muscle tone. circulation. athletic
performance. By appointment. 8650672.

• T

I

AFTER MACHISMO, WHAT? Openings
in therapist-led men's groups, Tues. &
Weds. evenings. 7:00-9:00. Issues addressed include trust, commitment intimacy. overwork & lack of play. &friendShip. Rick Lynch, 874-0681.

WOMAN-CENTERED HEALTH CAREWOMEN'S CHOICE- affordable and confidential annual exams, birth control,
pregnancy testing, options counseling,
STD screening & treatment Respecting
and protecting your most private decisions.874-I099.

AlEE! WE NEED TWO responsible, pleasant NlS roommates IMMEDIATELY to
share airy, three-storey Spruce St. apt.
Large rooms, wood noors, WID, storag. it's great! $187.SO/mo. +utils. Call
Holly or Joe at 773-2181.

RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, WS FEMALE
roommate wanted to share cozy house
in Deering area. Portland. Quiet, safe
neighborhood. Large private yard and
parking. Mustvalue privacy and becommitted to keeping house clean + comfortable. Spacious, sunny living room
with fireplace, bnghtworking kitchenwl
dishwasher. Avail. Junelst.S300/mo. +
utils. Call 775-0205, leave message.
Security deposit and refs.

ARTIST LOOKING TO SHARE sunny
CumbertandAve. apt. Prefer quiet, clean,
responsible, WS, chem-free person.
Skylights, hardwood floor in own large
BR. Share kitchen & bath. $2SO/mo.
includes uti Is. Call Chartes, 775-6301 .

RESPONSIBLE, PROFESSIONAL N/S
WOMAN to share charming, spacious,
West End Victorian. Sunlight, yard, fir.
place, laundry. Furnished. S32Wmo. includes all but phone. References, security deposit. 772-1831.

BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY HOME needs a
females touch. If you enjoy water &
woods, come live inthe heart of Sebago
Lake region. $200/mo. includes fNerything. 655-5246.

ROOM AVAILABLE in nice, large, sunny
apt Deck, fireplace. hardwood floors.
S6!Wik. incl udes every1h ing. Near Mercy
Hospital. 871-7273. Leave message.

I TRY OUR WHEELS DEAL! I

USM AREA- Roommate needed by GM
to share large, sunny apt. S325/mo.+
utils. Call after 4:30.871-7467.

roommates

CHANNELING
207-772-8256
PORTLAND YOGA STUDtO

I Recycle this paper I
EXTENDED

BY

POPULAR

DEMAND

-

SELL

WEST END- Beautiful, unique 3 story
Victorian townhouse. Seeking thoughtful, progressive NIS WF housemate.
Large, sunnyBR, hardwood floors, parking. S3151mo. +112 utils. AvailableJune
I st Check it out, it's worth it! 879-1553.
WESTBROOK- WS FEMALE seeks same
to share large 2 BR mobile home. $2801
mo. heat included. Call 854-1064.

aptslrent
54 STATE ST.- large 1 and 2 BRs available immediately. Nicely decorated. all
uti/so included. $475 to $5251mo.Lease,
deposit Call 761-0557 or 772-7977.
ACONVEN IENT ADDRESS to every1hi ng
downtown in the Port. Historic India
Street, 4 rooms heated, w/H.w., parking, overlooks lovely landmarks. $4661
mo. Call Marigold 761-1764 for showi ng.
NEW EFFICIENCY, excellent neighborhood. very private and small. Available
711. Parking, utilities included. $8Olwk.
871-9065 or 772-2427.

ONE MONTIl'S FREE RENT!

Portland on the Peninsula
1, 2 & 3 Bedrooms
Heated
$315 to $600
CHECK US OUT!
772-1232

houseslrent
SUMMER RENTAL- PINE POINT, 2BR
cottage, close to beach, many amenities, $5OO/Wk. ~ease call, 772-0464.

onlceslrent
OUT -GROWN YOUR HOME? t small
office, 2nd floor. IIargeoffice, 1st floor,
front. On-site parking, full secretarial
and fax, word processing & telephone
answering. 799-8395.

PART -TIME PROFESSIONAL SPACE
available for therapist, holistic health
practitioner. Bodyworkerpreferred. Rexible hours, payment negotiable. Good
PORTLAND DUPLEX NEAR E. PROM- 5
opportunity for beginning practice. Exrooms, parking. S500/mo. + uti Is.
cellent location w/parking. 772-1896,
7605.
775-5022.
PORTLAND, ME. MED AREA- Large I
PORTLAND-311 Cumberland Ave., corBRs. S350 & $400. Large2 BRs, $4SO &
ner of Elm St Heavy traffic. Excellent
$SOO. 3 BR, $625. All include heat & Visibility. 1,600 sq.ft. store/office, heat
HW. parking. Call 871-1503.
included, parking available. 772.f>527.
PORTLAND- PARK AVE., COZY studio.
Pinefloors, parking. large yard, attatched
sundeck, near Maine MedlUSM. Looking for quiet single. $36O/mo. includes
ART & CRAFT PEOPLE - Get a new
all. 767-2844,780-4642.
studio for spring at 3t7 Cumberland
WESTBROOK- Sunny 1st Hoor, 2 BR, Ave. ISO-I 200 sq. ft. lights, heat incl.
heat & H/Wincluded. Laundry hook-up, Parking available. No lease required.
hardwood floors, yard, parking. One Call 772.f>527.
week free rent. Available 6/1/92.55751
STUDIOS: ARTISTS ONLY building. All
mo. 854-1583.
inclusive. tin ceilings, artists Sinks, high
AFF ORD ABLE LUXURY
energy environment. Darkrooms to
TERRACE POND APTS_ su~eswithviews. $75 to $2OO1mo.7994759.

7n-

studioslrent

~,

seasonal/rent

.~

Energy Efficient,
Air-Conditioned Apts.
• pool & clubhouse
• security building
• on-sile maintenance
Comer Riverside & Forest Ave.

878-2257
M-F Sam-7f>m. Sat-Sun 100m-I pm
Managed by Gamage Enter.

PEAKS ISLAND- Enchanting 2 BR+ cottage right on the water, 2 fireplaces,
jacuzzi tub, TV, microwave, boat & bicycles included. July 25-Sept. 3. $5951
week. 766-2227.

IWE MAKE NEWS MATTER I

FAX FREE THURSDAY!
45 words & Personal Call®
7 7 5 - .. 6 .. 5 FREE BY FAX THURSDAY ONLY

ANYTHING

FOR

$92

$92
FREE!

Check your attic, basement, your closets or garage, -, take stock of what you see and ask yourself, "Would I rather keep this, or
have $92 in my pocket?" If you've chosen the cash, send a brief, 15 word description of the item in question to casco Bay Weekly,
(use the coupon below), ask $92 for it, and CBW will run your ad for 4 weeks ABSOLUTELY FREE!
(15WOROLlMIT. NO CHANGES. NO PHONE CALLS)

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM
,.

categories

rates

I ."
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I ,,:

I'
"

., l ~ 1
, I

I 'I
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Dbody&soul
D roonvnates
Dapts/rent
D houses/rent
D offlcas/rent
D studios/rent
D seasonaVrent
D real estate
Dauctiona
DchUd care
D help wanted
D job. wanted
D buslne.. services
D bu.lna.. opportunities
~ng services
stull lor sale

o
o

D $92 .tun lor 8ala
D garage/yard sales
Darts & crafts
D gardana
DWlW1ted
Dcomputera
Dmuslc
Dwhaeta
D theater arts
Dleamlng
D publications
D anlmala
D lost & lound (free)
legal notices
D bull.Un board
ride boMl

o

o

.;1

.,
!

deadlines
Une ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call 775-6601 for display rates.

BY PHONE: 775-6601

your ad:

25 words ... $7 per week
additional words .. . 20¢ each

THE SURE SELU
Now place your classified ad in
Casco Bay Weekly and The
Penny$aver for just $2 more!

_ _ _ __ ______________

Number of words:.___________

NmM ~
:

________________________

Number of weeks:._________

Aome~:

the """"*'1/ 0/11'00 ad. CnIdit ..I be Issued when ..able erro< has
6een detemW'led wit:t*l one week of p.J~cation . Tea' sheets
_ able lor $2Jcop,o.

LEWISTON 3-UNIT- $52.500, 52,000
down.$50.S00assumableat9'.... ~enty
of parking, new gas burner, vinyl siding,
very good condition. 773-7142.
SCARBOROUGH -19Running Hill Rd.,
3-yr. old ranch, 2 BR, combination livl
dinlkit with bay window, sunny deck,
~HW, all appliances included. On 4+
acres with woods, brook, income from
large cu~ivated berry patch. $107,000.
Call Ray, Ballum Realty. 797-3367/

ALWAYS the
CHEAPEST
3BR #2834 $14,995 or
$1,499 down. 180 mas at
$141. Apr 9,5%. 80' 4BR
for $19,995. Obi wide
3BR, 2 Bath $24,995, 16'
wide Norris $29,995,
Champion, HOlly Park.
Imperial, Norris and
Redman,

At 1A, Holden, ME
207-898-7644
9-7, Sun 10-5

Daily

7n-2224.

[ Recycle this paper

LUV
HOMES

I

ALWAYS BUY QUALITY
$14,495 "1993" 70' 3BR Fleetwood, $138 for 180
mos, $1,450 down, Apr 9.5% New 16' wide Norris,
$29,995, Fleetwood Obi wide 3BR, 2 Bath #2580,
$23,995. 4BR, 60'x28' $37,9~5, Includes skylights,
fireplace, whirlpool, dishwasher, and paddle fan,
To see it is to love it!

LANDSCAPES FOR LESS- Let us beautify your outdoor living space. We'll d.
sign, plant, mulch. prune, mantain your
yard. Professional results, reasonable
rates. free estimates. 879-1352.

ELDERLY HOMECARE AND COMPANION- 37 y.o. woman. warm, compassionate, enjoys company of seniors.
Experience and references. Reasonable
rates. Call 761-0242 afternoons and
eves.

business services
BUILT-IN CABINETS, KITCHENS. custom details and trim. Free vi s~ and estimate discussing your plans and options
for Spring carpentry projects. Call Paul
Keating 846-5802.
EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes at home. Send long SASE to:
Country living Shoppers, Dept. Y3. P.O.
Box 1779, DenhamSprings,LA. 707271779.
GREENER CLEANERS- Southern
Maine's only complete homal office
cleaning service using ONLY non-toxic.
100'.4 biodegradable materials. Affordable, courteous, professional. Guaranteed results. 775-1265.

PIANO SERVICE by professional. registered techniCian. Reasonable rates for
tuning, repair, action regulation and r.
building. JOSEPH'S PIANO SERVICE,
883-0010. Member Piano Technicians
Guild.

child care

QUAlITY PAINTING SERVICES-Exterior
and interior residential specialistsoffering acomplete line of painting, refinishing and redecorating serivces. We can
help you protect your investment and
add design and value to your home. Call
Johnat761-9025. Free Estimates. Competitive prices.

CHARLES B, MELCHER
PHOmCRAPHER

Portland

NASTY~NEAT
COMPULSIVE I C L E A N I N G

... and other life support services
If you've ever cleaned up for the cleaning people ...
or worse, cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life.

residential

nS-6301

dating services

10 SPEED BICYCLE- Black Columbia.
21- frame, good condition. $92. 7612429.

MEET BEAUTIFUL, FAITHFUL, Marriagerrinded ladies f'om Asia, Russia, Europe, North & South America. For FREE
photo brochure and complete details
call 702-451-3070 anytime and leave
mailing address.

ACCORDlAN : 25-key, 6 bass & 6 chord
buttons. Case, strap, book. S!r2. 8281554.

You feel ready to meet
someone new, but how
do you start? We can
make that first step

may

easier. Call us_ We
know someone special
waiting to
know you_

__________________________

o visa

0

mc#'___________________

expodate ___--'_________________

25 words or less $7 per week

+ add. words C 20e ea.: $

PENNY$AVER $2 per week
+ add , words @ 20e each : $
Total: $ ___________

...... ~

Restaurant Design
Menu Planning
Food Preparation
Food Presentation
International Cuisine
Pastries

r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

College
Specialty
Painters

A Division of AII,rn.t, Source (ASG)

EXTERIOR SPECIALISTS
RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL

REASONABLE PRICES
GUARANTEED WORK
INSURED

FRE

E ESTI MATES
Phone 878-3642

PORTLAND

C01npatibles

stun for sale
CORVETTE $400, BRONCO $50; '89
Mercedes $200; '87 BMW $100; '65
Mustang $50. U.S. public auction.
Druglord properties. Choose fromthousands starting $25. FREE 24 recording
reveals giveaway prices. 801-379-2930.
Copyright IMEI14RC.
FENDER STRATOCASTER (Japanese)
w/hardshell case, $250; kid's gu~ars
(2), one w/case, $50 each; Yamaha
acoustic guitar, $200; 15- truck tires.
$20 each; guitar lessons and repairs.
773-7701.
MATTRESSES & BOXSPRINGS &
FRAMES- New and used. Also washers
and dryers and appliances. We also buy
unwanted items. Credil available n25737.

MONITOR VENTED HEATING & HOT
WATER HEATING-SPRING SALE! 725~----------------_ _ _ _..... 4451 .

--------------------SANFRANCISCO-Round-trip~cketfrom

Portland, leaves June 14, returns June
21. Must sell. $350. Call Paul at 9263257.

_-

~

See yourself on video to improve your
interviewing skills. learn to respond
with confidence in a career workshop.
Call today for more infonnation.

WI
i ,I
, "

799-3344

KELVINATOR ELECTRIC RANGE. 40 in.
continuous clean oven. Good condition.
$92. Call 854-0179.
KIDS' ACOUSTIC GUITARS (2), Steel
strings, U.S. made, $92. Set of four
PI95175R14 $92. 773-7701.
MID-SIZE REFRIGERATOR: General
Electric. 33- tall. Great for camp, dorm,
oroffice. $92. 871-1022.

MOVING-WINDSURF BOARD. never
used, orig. price S300, ask $!r2. n35990.

Pastry Chef - Anna

COSMETOLOGISTS- Would you like to
slow down and enjoy what you do? Are
you hardworking, enthusiastic. imaginative, and caring? Are you ready to
make a commitment to true client satisfaction? Weare looking for a hair stylist
and skin care specialist with mak.up
470 White's Bridge Road
experience fora busy, intimate, Old Port
salon. Will provide specialized training.
Standish. ME 04084
Guaranteed salary. Flexible hours. Send
207-892-6906
resume to P.O. Box 11272, Portland, L-_"""':'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-.i
ME 04104. Deadline 6/11.

em

~~

DOUBLE BED & FRAME- used asaguest
bed for a year. Asking $92. 773-4334.

MOVING-SOFA, 2 years old, good condition, ask $92. 773-5990.

•
•
•
•
•
•

'}

BASEBALL CARD COLLECTION: 3000+
cards, most from earty '80s, includes
stars and rookies. $92. 871-1022.
BONSAI POTS- Box of assorted pots:
shallow, deep, cascade, unglazed,
glazed, etc. $!r2. Gerry, n2-7464.

OR OVER. TOUQHONE PHOIIES ONLY.
CASCO BAY WEEXlY (207) n5-8601

Inte-'wew

Those FAMOUS Watkins
products you ,.,member: Vanilla,
Cinnamon, Pepper, Liniment. &
Selves, plus 100'. of wonderful
NEW products are now available
from a convenient shop-st·home
msjJ order calalog! Lot. of
money-saving products, loa! All
delivered right to your doo~
Please send $1 for handling.
Watkrt. Product,
P.O. Box 12
Cumbottond. 1I00ne 0.021

'74 HUMMEL ANNUAL GOOSE GIRL
plate, $92. 865-1908.

Katherine Clark
772-8784

CALl.SCOST $1.010 AMINim. IIUST BE t8

$500WEEKLY, NEW! EASY! Stay home,
any hours. Easy assembly... $21,000;
Easy sewing ... $36,600; Easy wood assembly ...
598,755;
Easy
crafts. ..576,4SO; Easy jewelry... $19.500;
Easy
Blectronics.. .
$26.200;
Match making ... $62.500; Investigating ... EXOTIC DANCERS wanted for private
$74,450; T.V. talent agent... $40.900; parties and clubs. Call Deborah of
Romance agent ... $62,500. No selling. "Caliente Exotic Dance Co .• " 774-5560.
Fully guaranteed. FREE 24 hour recording revealsdatails. 801-379-2910 copy- FOR MORE INFORMATIONAND ASSISTANCE regarding the investigation of
right/MEI14YH
finanCing, business opportunities and
BE ON T.V.- Many needed for commer- work at home opportunities. Casco Bay
cials. Now hiring all ages. For casting Weekly urges it's readers to contact the
info call 615-779-71 t I. Ext. T-1265.
Better Business Bureau, Inc., Maine Division, 812 Stevens Ave .• Portland, ME
COLLEGE STUDENTS- $7.35 - $13.20. 04103-2648.
Vector. an international firm has fulltime entry level poSitions. Gainvaluable LADIES- EVER WANTED TO WORK on a
resume experience. Will train all majors. phone fantasy line? Work from home,
For details! interview call 878-2711.
haye fun. $ Great Pay $. 708-654-3813.

Full-Color, Mati Order Catalog

SOl Cumberland Ave .

900-370·2041

help wanted

-

FREE watIdn§'

EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS

HOUSECLEANING- EFFICIENT, reasonable, dependable, references available.
Call Karen at 799-8004 or 865-0582.

Executive Chef - Tony

$40,00M'R. ! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't like"
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home.
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
FREE 24 hour recording 801-379-2!r25
copyright lMEI14EB

TUNES -R' US OJs- $99 introductory
offerSundaythru Thursday. Basic package. 7000 song, all CD play/ist, t200
watts. Also, lighting, fog, bubbles. Call
Chris Kenoyer, 775-6443.

HANDYMAN Window washing, cellars
& attics cleaned, house painting, carpentry. Call 767-3104. Insured.

RESPOfjD TO APERSONAl AD BY CALUNG

LOOKING fOR LlTILE ONES to fill my
home. ~ace your child In alaving home
atmosphere. Early morning hours, large
backyard, central Scarborough location.
References, fuil/part-time. Call 8835043.

SAVE MONEY! Add a second oil tank,
upgrade old heating system or install a
water-saver toilet. Quality work at rea- VINYL REPLACEMENT WINDOWS,
sonable rates. Fulty insured. liscensed. Largest selection- Compare our prices!
Free estimates. Conolly's ~umbing & 725-4451.
Heating, 883-2213.
WEDDING DRESS WNEIL- Priscilla of
SPRING WINDOW CLEANING- Quality Boston, sizelO, perfect condition. $2SO.
work at an affordable price. Call Mark or IG-speed bike, Puch. upright handle
Ray at 839-4593 or 879-0213.
bars, excellent condition. $75. 883-1953.

PRINTING/GRAPH IC DESIGN SERVICE:
Resumes. newsletters, forms, invitations, flyers. announcements and more.
Reasonable rates. Need help writing a
WALLPAPERING: Twenty years experipower resume? Call 883-4781.
ence, neat and precise work (fussy).
PROFESSIONAL WALLPAPERING, rea- Many happycustomers, great rates,free
sonable rates. Call for estimate. 799- estimates. Scheduling now for sum0848.
mer. Call John at 774-0426.

Rt 26, Oxford. ME
207-582-6612
Daily 9-7, Sun 10-5

_ - --

a..,.;1ed ads ....t be paid la In a<t.<ance with cash. personal
dleck. tTlClflIlY ord8', VIsa Of Maslercard. lDst & FOlfld i1trn.

ioted ~... O"";!ed ads ' " non..."",dabIe. caw shal not be
iablelor my ~ arors. omIs$ons. '" c:I1mges ... 1M ad
Of content Of ....bolantially change

HORSE PROPERTY -Scarbo roug h. 5flat
acres, barn, paddocks, riding ring, 3 BR
Ranch w/attached 2 car garage.
$11 O,OOO. lj22-0048, leave message.

WHY RENT? Solid 3 BR home in quiet
Eastern Prom location. Ample off-street
parking, close to intown & public transportation. Call for details. Only $88,700.
775.sD55I883-2838.

EAGER SAILOR (without boat) diligently
will help scrape. scrub, etc., your vessel
(sail only) in exchange for sailing time
on same. Anne, n3-5318.

r-------------~--------,
•

Phonej ~·

wNch do no1 ailed 1M value

FOR SALE BY OWNER- Condominium
in West End. Spacious, modern interior
in former carriage house, uniquely
shaped living room, dining room, 2 BR,
1-112 bath. 3rd floor loft suitable for BR,
playroom or study. Patio, upstairsdeck.
side yard, off-street parking, WID hookup. $99,SOO. 775-1559.

WEST END TOWNHOUSE BY OWNERJ. CaMn Stewns uniquely designed. 7
BR. 2 baths. Ideal for owner-occupied
business (R.f». Some owner-financing
negotiable. No brokers please! 7755022.

bUSiness services

PAINTING' STAINING - CLEAR FINISHING

Phone it in: 775-6601 (visa/mc)
FAX it in: 775-1615 (visa/mc)
Walk/Mail it in: Casco Bay Weekly
551 A Congress St. , Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Classified

fine print

CHEBEAGUEISLAND,CASCOBAY.ME.5 acres, nicely wooded. private, c!oseto
beaches! ferry, paved road, electriCity,
surveyed, tested & approved. By owner,
$39,900. (207)637-2216.

SCARBOROUGH- 3BR T-RanCh, Master- cathedral. skylights & enclosed
jacuzzi room. 2 full baths. hardwood
floors,DRlFrenchdoorstodeck. I-I12
car garage, pool. Great neighborhood.
$137.000. Call 883.f>909.

Jobs wanted

May 28, 1992
33
USED COOLERS FOR SALE- Stand-up
w/stidingglassdoor.2'7"x4'6"x6'; "Horizontal counter" cooler, 3'x 4'x TIO".
Good working condition. you pick up.
934-5858.

Chair Seat Weaving
CANE / SPUNT / RUSH
Annette Hulst. Portland. ME

871-0739

SANY02O'COLORTVw/remote$200;
Emerson VCR $75; Women's ski pkg175's, new poles & boots (8) $200;
Panasonic elec. typewriter $75; combination drafting lamp $25; stuffed chair
$10; 773-2861 .
TOSHIBA COPIER, USED, with some
supplies. Call 774-0487 fo r viewing.

MUST SELL: Beige couch, $50; gold
stuffed rocker, $25; 2 dini ng room chairs,
$17 . All good condition. 854-9774.
NEW SO-MONTH AUTO BATTERY, S35,
200 first-class stamps. $42, biker's helmet $15. 775-0405.
ONE PAIR SIZE 6 MEN'S original Dr.
Martens shoes, worn lhree times. 592.
773-7213.
PIONEER HPM-60 SPEAKERS, $92
each. Teac A-I03 cassette deck. S35.
871-7285, ask for Michael.
SEAR TOP-LOADING VCR for $!r2. 6258676 or R. Sprague, Box 4, West
Baldwin, ME 04091.
SUPREME 12 ROYCE UNION boys bike,
excellent condition, $!r2, price negotiable. call 772.f>162, ask for Becky.
TALL (6'2") MEN'S X-C SKIIS, $20; 2
ultrasonic humidifiers, $20 each; large
wooden easel, $32. All for 592. 8711040.
WILSON GOLf CLUBS- used irons, 2
thru 9; woods, I thru 4. Bag also. $92.
773-7120.
-------------------WOOD TWIN BED- Canopy style, white
&goldwithout mattress.$92. 865-681 9.
X-COUNTRY SKIS with Solomon bindings, $92. Ask for Michael 871-7285.

arts .. crafts
REFRIGERATOR MAGNETS- beautiful
assortment often magnets you can create. Easy! Send S3 forcompleteinstructions to: Dewdrops, P.O. Box 10369C,
Portland, ME 04103.

The Sure Sell: Classifieds - 775-6601

34 Casco Bay WeeKly
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CELEBRATE NATIONAL TAP DAY
SATURDAY, MAY 30TH
Ages 4 to 7, 9-9:4Sam, Ages 8 to 11 10-10:45am
TEEN/ADULT CLASSES: Taught by Billie Johnston
Beginner 11-12:30, Advanced Beginner 1-2 :30
Intermediate 3-4:30pm, Advanced S-6:30pm
CLASS SIZE IS LIMITED - CALL TO REGISTER.
Works in progress 7pm followed by reception .
SPECIAL GUESTS:
Portland Rhythm Tap, Drika Overton
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gardens

yard sales

CUl TIVATE YOUR GARDEN with mahogany benches, tables and chairs,
handcrafted byYarmouth'sRoyali River
Garden Collection. Sturdy and graceful
for a generation's enjoyment For catalogue call 846-5802.

GARAGE SAlE ON WESTERN PROM
rain or shine at 46 Cliford St We're
moving away and selling our worldly
possessions. Therewill be books, clothing. kitchen stuff, furniture, comics,
some tools, snowtires (15i, a T.V. and
more! Come along, butdon·tcomeearly.
May 30-31,9-1 p.m.

wanted
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COLLECTIONS OFAOUl TMAGAZINES,
1965-1985; Autographed Stephen King
novels; "Junk" U.S. silver coins. Cash
paid. Pleasedescribeand priceto l.E.B.,
P.O. Box 266, lewiston, ME., 04243.
WANTED TO RENT: STORAGE! WORK
AREA for personal project. Needs to be
clean, dry & have power. 12'x3O'. Please
call 799-0500.
WANTED: OLD STEPHEN KING hardcover books. No Book-of-the-Month
Club. please. Price depends upon oondition. Cash paid. Call 883-ll301 , leave
message if no answer.

M.E WORTH IS FoR. SPoR.TS AND
AfteR ,\'1M) :rUSI FO\<.GHTt\EM. DID
You ~v~«. TI-\INK ONE STUPID P.e. TE'N:HeR.
Cou\..l> C.HANGE ,<ovR t.lfe?

PVNCHE.O JE.fF I-\Il.L.

~~~~~~~~I

$$ CASH CASH CASH $$- WE HAUL
AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any
condition, seven days aweek, 9-9. 7736878
.

ITS THE CATS PAJAMAS- Bed &Breakfasl for cats. offering NO-CAGE
accomodations, large, sunny play area,
bird watching, sunbathing and TlC for
your cat while you're ~ay. Call 8839611.

nance,so~hatattractive . $2oo.828-

4849.
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SAAB900, 1984·3door,NC. Newtuneup & sticker. Great condition. $2600.
772-5284, leave message.
YAMAHA XS 400 STREETBIKE, 1978·
New tires, battery, tune-up. $200. 775·
6219 alter 5pm.

boats for sale
i'

15' AlPEX- 33 hp. Johnson eIec. Slart,
full canopy, galvaniZBd tilt trailer with
power winch. $1.500. 883-3735.

Charge Classified
by Phone:
775-6601

A LVN(H!l..oOM STOOL fp.,OM

IT

n.AV~L.EO

OUT OF THE. MOvrH OF THE
SKINNIj KID WITH GLASSES WHO SAID
~E HATED ALI. WHITE PEOPLE AND IT
TAA'IELE'D our OF n\-E BRAINS OF HIE
WHITE KIDS WHO THOUGHT THE' SAME
TI-\ING ONL~ BACKWAR,[)S Sur KNEW
eNOu6H TO KEE? Tt\E IR

Movrns SHvT

1l\E WHITE EN 0 OF THE LVNO\ R.OOM
INTO THE 'PL.A(K END AfTER. A DISH of

AN D t.ET M'r.. GATE'S' PUNCH Do TH E'
TALI<ING fOR. TliEM, MR, GAHS PUNCHED
US A\.L AND AL.L 1\-IE ?RINC.IPAL DID WAS

FL'jIN6 l>VODIN6 HIT I-\IM.

1E\"\" HIM) ?LeASE. NE.J<.T TIM~ rRY NOT TO

6E So OBVIOVS.

Il6tH.I:£1'1

THE SURE 8Bl
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Portland's Largest Adult
Entertainment
Center!
Offering a huge
selection of videos,
magazines and toys for
the discriminating
adult. ..

I'M NAUGHTY BY NATURE, call me at
home. ASHLEY, 515-270-9465. Mc/v
phone billing. Adults only.
TRANSVESTITE, TRANSEXUAl ,
CROSSDRESSER informalion hoUine
and meetingplace. 1-212-986-1777-8
or 1-212-986-9856-7. locaV Nationwide, 24 hoursl7days. Exciting fashion
catalog from famous Michael Salem TV
Boutique.

Sell Your
House

~

11"l44n"J 90,000CALLREADERS
FOR $9 ~PENNY$AVER
775-8801
-

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jellhere anytJme for only $169
w~h AIRHITCH(r). Call 212-864-2000.

JEEP CHEROKEE, 1988-0riginal owner.
5-speed, 4 WD, 4 dr., AWFM, great
condition, 57,000 miles. $8,500. 799-

MECHANICS' SPEClAl-1986 PlymOuth
Horizon,4-doorhatchback, body in good
shape. Runs- needs battery. $500 or
B.0. 767-2844fi80-4642.

THR~W

bulletin board

EXOTIC DANCERS available for any occasion. Beautiful professional women.
Call Deborah of Caliente Exotic Dance
Co., 774-5560.

MAZDA 626 Ox, 1991- 4 door, auto·
matic, excellent condition, NC, cruise.
AMlFMcassette, 25,000 miles.$12,000.
799-3662.

WHO

REWARO: lEATHER JACKET & KEYSlost at ZOOTZ 5/17. 10-3. No questions. 761-1900.

adult services

8601.

HIS ?UNCI-\ TRAVELED INTO THE FI61-ITING
BoYS ON UPPER.fleLD) TWO CRAC.KED fEETH
ANO I~ STITC.HES I TRAVELED INTO VVAt-IE)
A fA, WHITE. gTlI GI'AOER. ON LUNCH MOM
PUTY y.J\-IO GOT TRI~PED B'( ,-wO BL.ACK
GIRl,.S AND LA\D n-\~R~ W~ILE ONE SIDE
Cl-\E€'~ED, TAAVE\..ED INTO JOE HANSEN

lost 8. found

DODGE CORONET, ClASSIC 1965- 4
dr., slant six, runs great, good shape,
current sticker, needs TlC, mileage under 100.000. $500 or BlO. 775-ll356.

"lVe Have lV/WI You're
Searching For•••
Ami Tllen Some!"

Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded!

in

Casco Bay
Weekly

OUR READERS
ARE ON THE
MOVE

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CBW PERSONAL
(Galls cost 1.49/mjn. Must be 18 or over. Touch-tone phones only. Gasca Bay Weekly 207 -775-6601)

women rtr men
BY lAND OR SEA- Professional DWF,
39,5'5', siim, seeks upbeal, corrc>etenl
partner to explore Now England. I enjoy
sailing, hiking, skiing, squash, oonversation, thearts. Call me! '!I'5415 (6116)
OAMSEllN DISTRESS seeks unorthodox white knight for festivals, pilgrimages. oceanside walks, sunsets, midnight picnics, adventure. romance andalas- some dr<lf,lon feeding and casUe
maintenance. Damsel is earty 40s, tall,
medium build. NlS, active and enjoys
life. Knighls- tarnish and dents are fine.
CBW Box 066. '!I'5386 (6J09)

publications

animals

CHEVY MAliBU, 74- Peaks Island special. Reliable year round, low mainte-

l

YARD SAlE- SATURDAY MAY 30th
lOam. Rain or shine. 39 Durham Road,
Freeport Exitl2Ofrom295. We'recleaning out the barn- everything must go!

wheels

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED- '89
Mercedes... $200; '86 VW ... $50; 'ffl
Mercedes... $100; '65 Muslang ... $50;
Choose from thousands starting at $25.
FREE 24 hour recording reveals details,
801-379-2929 copyright IMEll4JC

;; ) i

SATURDAY, MAY 30th, 9am-lpm.
Children's things, larllls, tent, Franklin
woodstove, and much, much more. Rain
or shine. 100 Briarwood, South Portland (Country Gardens).

VOICE lESSONS: Jazz. Pop & Folk.
loosen up! "Free your voice inside".
Jazz improvisation and classical technique applied. Call Diana, 846-5712.

ASK ABOUT CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S
WHEElS DEAl! 4 WEEKS FOR ONLY
$16! 77H601.

,

MULTI-FAMll YYARD SAlE -Satu rday,
May 30th, 9-3. Raindate May 31 st 24
Brenton S1., South Portland, off RI. 77.

GREAT FOR FATHER'S DAY! (Graduation, too). Brand'new book, "WAS BASEBAll REAllY INVENTED IN MAINE?"
Features Maine's colorful baseball history and all 68Mainerswho've played in
lhe majors. Available at all bookstores
or call 772-9099.

music

I
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NO ONE UNOER.Sl00DJE.Ff HILL BVT HIM.
HE PUNC\1E() E'4ERYON'CS FACE WHEN HE

:

f ' ~. :
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riGHT ON VPPEIt. FIEL-I) IN A
SEcoND IF II HAl) ~EEN Wl'\ITE BO'(S
THAT WE~E riGHTING. TH~'('Rc SAYING 11\£
ON\.'( T~\N6 MR. GATES TI-IINl<.S 61.ACK

WlTIi MR. GATE S. FoR RIGHT NO ...... IF
YOV ARE SI.ACK Yov ARE AVTOMAT1CAlL.'(
pvr Wlrli J'Eff \-I1l.L WHo MR. GATES
?UNCI-\El> IN Tl'\E FACE. THINKING \1 ~
WAS OOING TI-\E «.IGHT THING S~CAV.se

THOMPSON'S POINT, BUILDING lA
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ou~ Sc~oo L . foR RIGH-r NOW IF You
ARE WHITE YO\.l AR~ AVTOMMICA\..l..'( pur

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO.
666 Congress 5t
Open M-Sat" 10-10 e

e

7

Also in KITIERY
• VIDEO EXPO.
Route 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Sat. 10-10 • Sun. 12-7

FOURTHEY'REJOlLY GOOD FEllOWS
who realize this process is a by,product
of somewhat tough times and when the
going gets tough, the tough go shopping ... and today is double coupon day
x 2! We are four VOfY different women
who are interesting, kind, curious &
hopelul. You are decent, thoughtful
gentlemen of generous spirits. We are
29, 32, 35 & 37. Redeem this coupon
today by calling '!I'5393 (6109)
FREE-SPIRITED SWF, 36. 5'5", 1251,
redhead. oid,fashioned but independent.
loyal,lun,lookingfortall, together,loyat,
fun D/SWM for friendship, companionship and? Try ill '!I'5423 (6116)

SWF, 30, ATIRACTIVE, single, happy,
adventurous and spirited working
woman whi msically seeks a male friend
for frolic, fortitude. and tender momeniS.
Sincerity. sense of humor, intellect and
fitness are valued treasu res. '!I'5389 (61
09)

men (tr women
A GRIZZLY BEAR, mostly Teddy. Tall.
warm, nice and cuddly. looking for an
affectionate owe/lioness. Hibernalion is
over, leI's exPlore, play and have fun!
'!I'5419 (6JI6)

FOUR SEASON FUN with 391'.0. DWM,
childless. N/S, unusual blend of outdoor
interests and city cuHure seeks marri<lf,le-mindedfemaleWithout kids, neurosis, or celluloid. '!I'5378 (6J09)
FUN GUY FROM CAlIF.- OWM, professional, inlelligenL and caring. New 10
Portland, likes music, boating and the
outdoors. looking for friend to share
the summer. II you're 30-40, NlS, and
love to laugh, give mea call. '!I'5418 (6J
16)

AHA! Creative, healthy, rural dwellercity worker, INTP, unconventional, reli·
able. 5'r, 1521bs., 42. seeks woman of
intelligence, sacred passion. I promise
nothing and everything. '!r5409 (6J16)
ARE YOU EASilY BORED with stability,
consislency and 30lsh single dads?
Move on. Still with me? Be forwarned:
relations are fun, relationships are better. The choice is yours. '!I'~376 (6109)
AREYOU HEAlTHY. and romantic?Why
do you keep yourself frustrated? Decide!! And meet me-I'm 25, SBM.llike
romance, l11O'Iies, music. Write P.O. Box
11432, Portland, ME, 04104. Photo very
appreciated.

lADY, AGE 46, 5'8", desires to give
avalancheof love to make alife betterfor
the right man. I'm not a snowflake.
Biddeford area. '!I'5403 (6116)
lOOKING FOR lOVE IN All THE RIGHT
PlACES! Single professional woman.
39, seeking a relallOnship based on
mutual respect and responsibility. I. too,
enjoy outdoor activities, for leisure. I
love to laugh, travel, go to movies, dine
out and plain 01' hang out. I'd liketo meet
a NIS man who is down-to-earth, caring, witty. and has his wits about him. If
you have compatible inlerests and are
more inclined to explore a relationship
than sirlllly have aning,l'd love to meet
you. CBW Box 071.
PROVE ME RIGHT! (All the good men
ARENTlaken). TiIIl, attractive, compassionate DWFseeksS/DWM, 30-45, honest, caring, communicative NIS with
passion for life, sense of humor. Call!
'!I'5414 (6J16)
REDEFINE ROMANCE- DWF, 30, resourceful, spontaneous, wild at heart.
seeking responsive, seductive, wild heart
tamer. No experience necessary. Will
train. Call nowforaudilion. '!I'5421 (6J16)
SWF, 27, BR, Bl, ENJOYS bowling,
walking, cookouts wtth friends, travelling and rollerskating . II anything here
interests you and you areSWM. 25-35,
and mighlbeinterestedin possible Ionglerm relationship, give mea ring. '!1'5373
(6109)

MYSTERY WOMAN- You called me
(SWM, 33, FIRMHAND) 5110). Your
voice also was wonderful, it betrays
your passion. I can help you feellhose
feelings again. I don't want your name,
just your submission. leave aP.O. Box.
I'll send my soul. '!I'5374 (6J09)

I AM A VERY HANDSOME SWM with
substance. 29, 6'1'. 185 Ibs.. NlS, college educated, muscular well-defined
body. I am honest, caring, thoughtful,
la~hful . easYlloing, sincere, a little shy
at first, but given a chance am fun and
communicative. I am a business owner
who also works lor a modeling agency.
I enjoy being outside, exercising, eating
right, keeping active, mUSiC, sun. travel,
all fitness·type activities. Seeking SWF,
20s to 31 With similar interests who is
very attractive and considerale to others. Your response gels my picture and
more information. Please write or call:
P.O. Box451 , Saco, ME. 04072; '!r5360

SOME ONE SPECIAL SWM, 40+, enjoy
camping , bowling, skiing, walking. enjoy nature's beauty. Seeking SWF, 3946. with similar interesls to share life
with. H's too short. '!I'5413 (6J16)
SWM, 28, ATIRACTIVE professional.
filness-minded. NlS. Enjoy outdoors,
humor. beach,quiettimes. Seeking SWF,
any age.towine, dine, dance& havelun.
hopelully more. '!I'5422 (6J16)
SWM, 31 , 5'9",1751, BRlBR, attractive,
young-looking, ph~t , intelligent, underslanding and diversified. Interests
includeoutdooractivities, cooking, stay·
ing in shape, deep conversation and
more. Seek attractive. Inlelligent. wellrounded F, 23-30, for companionship,
maybe more. Please be sincere. '!r5404
(6/16)

SWM , 36, SEEKS A SENSUOUS. bold,
NlSSWF lor fun times, romance, tender
LOVING AND TENDER- I'm looking lor a
monogamous relationship to put mean- loving care. I enjoy movies. sports. dancing into my life. I'm46, lall, and wantto ing, all music, keeping fit. CBW Box 070.
quit smoking and lose weight. '!I'5379 '!r5425 (6116)
(6/09)
SWM, RECENTLY BROKEN relationship.
ATHLETIC, attractive, humorous, proand still putting Humpty Dumpty to·
MAN,
41
,
BROKE
&
UNEMPLOYED,
but
lessional SWM, 27 .Searching for pretly,
gether again. Attractive, healthy, early
NlS, college/ career type SWF. any age. eternally optimistic, seeks woman in 30s, professional seeking like·minded
similar
position
to
share
strengths
and
Our common interests include dining
female for purely no-strings attached
outorin, movies, dancing, sports, health strategies. '!I'5412 (6116)
rendezvous. Details? Call "5385 (61
club, BBOs. moolit beach. music, travel. MISANTHROPIC CYNICAL AND ASO- 09)
Are you that someone special? '!I'541 0 CiAl MAN, late 2Os, seeks slmilarty
WICKEDOECENTSWM,25, 5'10'. seek(6/16)
inclined woman to spend a summer
ing attractive and mature NlS SWF, 18indoors
watching
one
bad
movie
alter
DIVORCED DAO, 36, professioanl, ath27. 1enjoy various sports. the outdoors.
anolher.
'!I'5406
(6116)
letic. NlS, social drinker, values family &
and going for long rides far away someIriends, enjoys dancing, bike rides,
where! What about you? '!I'5390 (6/09)
walks. working out, seeks female, 2838, wilh similar interests. 'It538O (6J09)
DO YOU A DESIRE a monogamous,
romantic relationship with amalewho's
emotio nally available and secureenough
within himself to respect you as an
equal? I'm a 55 y.O. DBM, NlS, NID,
professional. I lilt weights regularly so
am muscular, shy yet passionate. I love
to laugh and not afraid to cry. I like
weight lifting, watching movies, quiet
dinners, walking hand in hand. looking
for a Sf, any race, 40-50. N/S, NID, in
Portland area. '!r5293 (5126)
DWM, 39, NlS. MONOG, HONEST, sincere, caring, educated. debt free, NOT
rich but working on it; Enjoys: children,
music, dance, moYies, books. cooking,
long walks on the beach, frisbee, and
laughter. Seeksfriendshipand romance.
CBW Box 061 .
FUNNY, but not funny loakin'! Handsome,
witty, tall. Would love humorous, creatiw
SF, 21-30, for partner in crimes of the
heart You Will have fun. '!I'5426 (6116)

person of the week
MISANTHROPIC CYNICAL AND ASOCIAL MAN, late 20 s, seeks simIlarly Inclined woman to spend a
summer Indoors watching one
bad movie alter another.
'U'

5408 (8/18)

Each wee!< , a Casco Bay Weekly personal is chosen as CBWs "Person
01 the Week" and is awarded two free movie rentals, compliments 01
Videoport. All personal ads are entered in the drawing.

ADVENTUROUS MWC seeks similar
couplesforfun, friendship, fantasy. Must
be 25-35, open-minded, down to earth,
clean& discreet. Weenjoydining. dancBI·CURIOUS F, 26. still looking 10 fulfill ing, moYies, lighl drink & good smoke.
fantasy. last ad made no connections. '!I'5387 (6109)
Won't you be my first? '!I'5391 (6J09)
ATIRACTIVE HAPPilY MWC. both
GWF. mid-20s, seeks outlloing, alh- working professionals. seek attractive
letic with a side that enjoys quiet times. BiM lor friendship, fun and fantasies.
intimate times, dancing, etc. Would like Musl beclean & discreet. CBW Box068.
to meet other GWFs With same qualities.
'!I'5383 (6109)
COUPLE LOOKING FOR COUPlE(S), 2535. We're heaHhy, lit. happily married,
TRANSPLANTED COUNTRY WOMAN,
NlS, NlD. looking to share fun, friends.
45ish. 5'5". fun, caring. honest, attracfantasies with a!venturous, outgoing
tive NlS, N/D. NlD, seeki ng akin
couple(s). Discretion expected & asladyfriend+. unafraid 01 closeness. non·
judge menial & discreet. '!I'5392 (6109) sured. '!I'5411 (6J16)

women rtr women

men ,tr men
19, Bi, greaV young looking & shape,
you'd never suspect. Seeking 18-24 for
relations. Confidentiality 100'10. Desper·
ate, please hurry! P.O. Box 7001 ,
Scarborough, ME 04074. '!rS417 (6J
16)

Just call 1-900-370-2041 any tirTIG, 24 hou'S a day. lrom any touchtone phone! Enterthe lour-digil" rumber ollhe ad you wish 10 respond
to, listen to the greeting. then leave a response. (An advertiser may not
have recorded a greeling by \he time you call. You may slil leave a
message on lhat person's line.) The date at the end 01 the ad is Ihe last
day 10 reply to \hat ad. You may also choose 10 "browse"lhrough all ads

MWC SEEKS SAME, Intro to hedOnism
is our aim! '!I'5427 (6J16)

CURIOSITY GOT THE BEST OF YOU?
Me too! BiM wants to meet other firsttime, decisive BiM, 20-35, for fun and
friendship. '!r5424 (6J16)

SEEKING BiWF-We areacouplelooking
for an attractive woman, around 20·30.
to fulfill our fantasy. All messages will
be answered. Please call '!I'5384 (6109)

GWM, 30, 5'7" MASCULINE. professional, somewhat shy, handsome and in
good shape. Not into bar/gay scene.
Looking to meetotherin-shape BVGWM
26-35 for friendship and (?) long-term
relationship is my ultimate goal. Discretion is assured and expected . '!I'5160
(5/19)

others

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
Free 25-wOrd Personal Ad:

After you racolve your" number and private security code, you may
record your personal introduction. Use your introduclion 10 tell more
about yoursefl than your ad does. Give your first name. buI DONT give
yourtast name, phone numberor address. Make SI6eyou ask your callers
to leave their names, phone numbers and the best tirTIGs to calliham. All
introduclions are ravlewad by CBW and go on line within 24 hours.

•••

category:
Owomen" men
Omen .. women

Omen .. men

o women'" women

o companions

o others

phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
nwne: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __

address: _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
c~: ---------------------------

state: _ _ _ _ _ ____ zip: _ _ _ _ __

First 25 words & headline;

How to use your personal cau® mailbox:

,

upon recjevjng my Personal Call Code.

rNe cannot print your ad without iI.)

To place a FREE ad with Personal CallI!!), fill au! the coupon and mail
or FAX iI (775-1615) to us. (II faxing, please photocopy the coupon forst
and then fax iI. The newsprint doesn1 reproduce wei.) The deadline for
receiving personal ads is Monday at noon. FREE ads are 25 words or less
and run for two weeks. Nofreo ads will be acceptad over the phone. Ads
with more than 25 words OO5t 50¢ per additional word. We'l send you a
lour-digH'" m.mber(to be printed in your ad} and a six-digil security code
lor exctusive access to your responses tlYough an 8OO-line al no cost to
you.
caw Box IS and P.O. Box IS cost $20 perlWo-week ad. Ads may be
paid lor wIIh Visa or MasterCard, or local check or cash.

t

o Yes, I agree to record my voice greeting

Conftdentlallnformatlon:

How to place your personal ad:

,. f' • •

companions

ARE YOU FOR REAL?~ntte, inlrospective ,
inleraclive,
intell igent,
unpretentious male. 24, seeking com·
passionate people of similar age/temperament for sirlllie pleasures- coffee,
(6/09)
conversation, a movie, swim or run.
lEAVE YOUR VOGUEING and "like a Non-sexual. '!I'5382 (6109)
Virgin" CD at the door. This GWM, 21,
thinks Ma!onna is just another (some- EXTENDAHElPING CAR! Single parent
times) blonde bimbo. \I you feel like- father of autistic child seeks friends!
wise. enjoy movies, sports, and classic samaritans for transportation to launrock, drop me a line. CBW Box 069. dry, shopping, non-Medicaid appointments, possibly other evenls. live 302
'!I'5416 (6J16)
near Westbrook/Windham line.
WRESTLER WANTED- This 35 y.o. bi- THANKS!!
kini-cia!, 160lbs. guy is still seeking a
worthy opponent for afriendlywrestling
match. Call and Iet's langle. '!rS407 (6116) FRIENDS WANTED- Rnding tt hard as an
a!u~ to meet good people for friendship
only. I'm a GWM. 23, working 2nd shift,
looking to meet decent people. My likescomputers, planls, animals. the beach,
ATIRACTIVE, physically fit young MWC swimming. hiking, racquetball, working
would like to meet other couples or out. cooking, movies. You can be gay or
singles for friendship and good times. stragh1, maJeorfemale.1only askthatyou
be very honest and sincere (prefer Bath'!I'542O (6J16)
Brunswick area). caw Box 067.

Calls 0051 SI .49/min. You must be 18 Drover.
To respond 10 a caw Box ., address mail to Casco Bay Weekly, SS1A
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101, making sure to print the three-digil
CBW Box • clearly in the lower left-hand comer of the envelope.

•

SEXY BiWM TRANSVESTITE seeks
male, female. or couples for fun and
games. '!r5377 (6J09)

GWM, 38, NEEDS LOVE. looking to appreciate, respect and love another man
who is looking for same. Into music,
education, and buildingafuture. '!I'5375

inaspec~iccalegory(companlonsandothersnotavailableto"browse"} .

••

MWC SEEKING OPEN-MINDED single,
straighl males lor exciting late nightlun
times. let's enjoy the summertogether.
'!r5381 (6109)

39 AND RESTlESS-looking lor a part·
nerin crime.Alllwantisto be happy the
rest of my life with the one I am looking
for. '!I'5408 (6116)

Free Headline: (lS-character limil)

HO. to respond to a personal ad:

MALE NOVICE EXHIBITIONIST (next
time first time). seeks female to entertain, suggestions or your wish. (P.S.
'!I'5958 call, I did, buttoo late.) '!r5405
(6/16)

,

......

I

FREE

add'i words @ .50 each: _ _ _ __

Guidelines:

PeroonaJ ad. are available for .ingle people seeking relationships. Ad, _ng to buy or sell oexual
services will be refused. No full namel, street addresaea or phone numbers will be published. Ada
containing explicit sexual or anatomica language will not be published. We reserve the right to edit,
rstu.. or recategorize any ad . Advertisers must be over 18 years of age.

Personal Call®;

_--'.FREE==--_

CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20): - - -- Total; _ _ _ ___

•
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It's the best time by far to
get the best sunroof for
your car!
Five different models to choose
from ... with green tinted glass to
keep out the sun's burning
rays ... multi-position handle to
cut down the rocking
vibrations ... even removable glass
that makes your car feel just like
a convertible ... plus cool options
like sun shades, wind deflector,
color interior or a solar fan.

So c'mon - it's time to raise the
roof! Get over to your nearest
Portland Glass store and get the
sunroof of your dreams, now on
sale at up to $60 off!

JJeCOlldoit!

PG

Portland Glass.
Look for the Portland Glass Store nearest
you in the NYNEX Yellow Pages under GLASS.
PG F· 700 series pop·up sunroof

OSH KOSH, LEVI,
BUSTER BROWN,
AND HEALTHTEX

GIRLS FUN

NATURE SANDAIS

SUMMER
FASHIONS

byNAOT

Naot Does It Better!

SUMMER FASHIONS

1$7.99-$9.991

All NAOI Sandals

LADIES ZODIAC
,.ng.

33%

OFF LIST

SWIMSUITS

.......

$2999re,.

~~~ ~====
~OTSOU'Kb.lsallowroom for),OUl reet 10

NAOT Footwear Recre.tes
Nature's Soft Earth Sunaccl

Your IIceIJ Resl N.tur:illy...
as ,fruu "'·.. rl:! w.lnJinA b:ud,)OI on d

b.end IDd floc comforubly.

Shock :lIbsotbm,ll: soles cushion )'OUt fc.'\.1

s..n.I

2"d 'UPI><>n ,.."" ""

hd.

lnd )',MJ, "c.'llthl

1$9.99-$11.991

TERRIFIC LADIES

~ l.......·nl) dutnbuted

jo"",~,,un ,,'" "~"2' "".~'

LEVINSKY'S
OPEN DAILY 9AM - 9PM • SUN 11AM - 5PM

& S HO RTS

I'
_

$9 99
•

•
•
•
•

••

•

I

SPORTS T-SHIRTS

KEDSCANVAS

$40 SUMMER TOPS

The Shape ofHe31thy Fcetl

OFF LIST

MENS PRO &
COLLEGE

GUARANTEED "
LOWEST PRICE

MIdI III
NorMy IVIaM

133%

I

ENTIRE STOCK!

FOR THE
ENTIRE FAMILY

... caae

OFF LIST

SAUCONY, PUMA
LA GEAR, CONVERSE
NEW BALANCE
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR

AND UMLISTED
FASHION CLOGS AND
SHOES

Full _gr • •" leatl'le,. n.tll,lku lind '<Jed..
A. 11,1"
01 rainbOw COlor. tva,latllt

,50 %

1

OXFORDS

",

No. Windham, Rte 302, Windham Mall
Brewer, Rte 1A, 564 Wilson Street
Portland, 278 Congress Street
Freeport, US Ate 1

